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1. Group interviews - copies of questions asked

Interviews
Group discussion/interview 1 11/02
The teacher educator, (Professor Ned) used a group interview at the outset of the programme during the
first week. The questions that the teacher educator asked were concerned with eliciting the students'
baseline understanding of the role of a teacher. Examples of the questions were: If you want to describe
your role in the Life Sciences, what would your role be as a teacher? Have you had a chance to see
some of the Life Sciences teachers at work during your observation or any other experience and have
you observed that the teachers are more or less teaching the theoretical work?

Group discussion/interview 2 11/03
During this interview the student teachers and the researcher were the participants. This interview was
held in the first forty minutes of the planned time for the university specialisation discussion session
and straight after the interview the discussion session took place. The interview was started by asking
each student teacher if they felt comfortable with the tensions - the one was the video aspect (student
teachers had stated previously that they did not feel comfortable about being videoed) and what some of
the things were that they you would like to raise at that time. The questions asked focused on each
student teacher's knowledge construction, what would be expected of them in the schools and their
drawing of how they saw themselves as facilitators of learning.

Group discussion/interview 3 - 29/03
This interview was held during a planned university specialisation session and the researcher and
student teachers were present. The interview took place in the first hour of the session. On this day
the student teachers were at the university for the full day designing and preparing their learning
tasks and activities for facilitation of learning for the first school based session. This interview was
held after the student teachers had spent a week observing at the school that they were to facilitate
learning in for the first school-based practicum session.

Some of the questions that I asked during this session were: what are your feelings at this point in time
and your personal experiences? Had you planned the activities for them (the learners) or were you just
doing what the teacher asked you to do? Have you used anything of what you developed here
(university sessions) so far or did you just go out to observe? If you had to think about your experience
at school - would you re-design it or would you change it in anyway? At this point I need to understand
how you are personally interpreting what a reflection is? When in the programme did you get clarity
about reflection and what you need to focus on? Are you comfortable with reflecting? What is your
understanding of "phronesis" and practice theory? A - Do you see - is there a link or is there a space in
the programme that you are experiencing that gives you this development of practical wisdom? Have
you encountered and how have you encountered- practice theory? Do you experience the construction
of practice theory at university and how do you experience it? You stated that the reflection sessions at
the university that you had after school, were helpful- how were these reflections used? When you were
discussing problems that you experienced at the school, what was your participation in this?

Group discussion/interview 4 - 19/04
This group interview was held on the first day that the student teachers spent at the school facilitating
for their first school-based facilitation session. The group interview was held during the afternoon
when the student teachers came to the university for a planned university specialisation discussion
session. The student teachers and the researcher participated in the group interview.

I asked the student teachers to respond to the following questions which I presented one at a time at
particular points during the interview: How are you feeling right now? What is your expectation of the
contribution of the mentor teacher towards constructing your practice theory? How do you see yourself
at this point in time with regard to your construction of your practice theory? Did you see the
university specialisation session that you experienced during the last term (Term 1) as contributing to
the construction of your practice theory and how did it contribute? What specifically helped? During
the group interview I also shared the research questions with the student teachers and asked them about
their feelings and their comments about the following questions:

What was your base-line understanding of practice theory when you entered the programme?
What is your expectation of the contribution of specialization programme towards
constructing your practice theory? How do you perceive the actual contribution of
specialization programme to your practice theory? How do you use the contribution of
specialization programme? What are your expectations in regard to the contribution of the
mentor teacher? How do you perceive the actual contribution of mentor teacher? How do you
use the contribution of the mentor teacher?

The student teachers were also asked: how do you feel about being involved in exploring the
construction of your practice theory? Are you comfortable; is there anything that should be changed? If
you look at the way in which this research is going, looking at participatory action research, see it as
four phases: beginning of the programme; first term strong focus on specialisation, second term schoolbased and third term - school-based. Within each of these particular cycles what we are looking at is
what was the experience of the students and how have these experiences changed?

Group discussion/interview 5 - 24/05
The teacher educator, researcher and student teachers were present during this interview. The teacher
educator took on the role of the interviewer and I was a participant observer in the process. During this
discussion/interview the teacher educator explored the student teachers' thinking and feelings about the
assessment of the learning tasks that they were to present during the school-based practicum session.

The teacher educator started the discussion interview by stating that the purpose of this interview is to
observe the videos of Mack and Bernice facilitating learning of a Life Sciences learning task. The
instructions that the teacher educator put to the student teachers were: while observing the video, think
and pick out the things that we need to be assessing? Before the video was played, a discussion on the
issues to look for when assessing the learning task presentation ensued. The student teachers shared
their ideas of what should be looked for and then a list was compiled from these inputs. The teacher

educator played the video and stopped at points where he felt a discussion was required. During the
discussion, assessment criteria that could be used to assess the facilitation of the learning tasks were
listed and an assessment rubric was constructed.

2. Copies of Personal profile questionnaires

a. Neethling Personal Skills Instrument

The Neethling Skills Instrument is a descriptive, non-judgemental assessment with no profile being
superior to the other. The individual Skills Profile identifies the strengths of the skills in every
quadrant. The profile report focuses the specific quadrant scores and makes recommendations based
on these scores.
General information regarding the quadrants: LI skills - examples of skills are investigative, critical,
questioning, reasoned, rational, logical, balanced and well-argued. Examples of jobs that usually
require L 1 skills: Engineer ; L2 skills are methodical, implementation, traditional, organisational,
planning, meticulous, painstaking, comprehensive, thorough, reliable, punctual, consciences; R2
skills are responsive, interpersonal, receptive, aware, people insightful, expressive, listening,
approachable, sympathetic, eager, networking, coaching, teaching (especially young children),
communication and RI skills are possibility finding, incorporate ideas, conceptualising,
experimenting, generating ideas and solutions, integrative, idea-intuition, associate, relate ideas and
experimenting.

The Individual Skills Profile indicates high, average and low preference areas. The scores can be
divided into the following categories: 95+ very high preferences; 80 - 94 High preference; 65 - 79
Average preference; 50 - 64 low preference and -50 very low preferences.

An individual's profile is evaluated in categories and not according to exact marks. As the
instrument measures skills and not preference, it is possible for an individual to have a low skills
profile for a specific quadrant, yet love the functions and characteristics associated with that
particular quadrant. The most common reason for this happening is that preferring ("liking")
something does not automatically ean you have the sills to execute or implement the preference. A
preference may have the preference for singing but does not have any singing skills.

The opposite is also sometimes true. A person may have excellent skills for accounting but has little
or no preference for doing the wok of an accountant. It would be very difficult to sustain passion and
energy, if the correlation between the preference profile and skills profile is low. As no person is
completely one-quadrant dominant, the profile indicates a high, average and low preference areas. It
is important t0 note that the total in every profile is 300. Skills can be developed and it is possible
that a person's skills profile may change over time
Neethling Brain Ir.lslruments (NBI n"')

b. Temperament indicator - David Keirsey

The Keirsey Temperament indicator is a powerful forty question personality instrument that helps
individuals discover their personality type. The data from using this indicator gives people insight
into themselves which is useful for choosing a career and also for self-understanding.

According to Keirsey (1998, p. 2) people may be "sorted into one of four temperament categories.
A category is Popular Sanguine (extrovert) who is outgoing and people-oriented. The
characteristics of A are: inspiring, influential, impressive, interesting, convincing, important to be
noticed, flexible (friends all over), interested in people, imaginative, impulsive, illogical, you enjoy
them, good beginners, poor finishers, lovable, exaggerating, easily cheered up. In control/out of
control: optimistic/unrealistic; convincing/manipulative; excited/emotional; outgoing/without
focus; fiery/irritable; involved/lost; imagine/dream; warm/without focus. They like: to be loved;
expression of their ideas and feelings, to be part of a group, surprises, many social activities, fun
and pleasure, to talk a lot, recognition and acknowledgement.

Category B is an Influential Choleric (outwardly forceful) who is outgoing and task-oriented. The
characteristics of B are: dominant, dominating, exhausting, direct, determined, definite, executor,
goal directed, director, dogmatic, hardworking, in a hurry, energetic, dynamic, and proud. Difficult
to please, self-assured, busy, performer. In control/out of control: brave/reckless; quick to
react/rude; visionary/impatient; results oriented/unpleasantly ambitious; consulting/dictatorial;
self-assured/egocentric; direct/attacking; independent/arrogant; competing/cruel. They like:
winning, planning, new ideas, results, to be their own boss, to move fast, challenges.

Category C is a Perfectionist Melancholy (introvert) who is withholding and task-oriented. The
characteristics of C are: careful, competent, clever, careful judging, critical thinkers, wants to be
accommodated, dependable, perfectionist, correct, stable, cold, wants detail and input, difficult to
please, knitpicking, self-sacrificing, noisy and self-deprecating. In control/out of control:
neat/compulsive; logic/critical; dedicated/unsocial; noisy/interfering; teachable/takes exception;
careful/fearful; correct/rigid; questioning/doubtful. They like: to be right, to know what is expected of
them, fixed procedures, clear instructions, to finish what they are busy with, planning- prior
predictions, setting long term goals.

Category D is Tranquil Phlegmatic (careful) who is withholding and people-oriented. The
characteristics of D are: supportive, stable, sure, servant, quite, submissive, shy, sentimental, equality,
unity, can't say no, easily manipulated, loyal, poor beginners - good finishers, team workers. In
control/out of control: relaxed/no initiative; trustworthy/dependent; cooperation/slave; stable/no
decision;

good

listener/no

communication;

focused/unflexible;

stable/resist

change;

good/manipulative; systematic/slow. They like acceptance; team work and cooperation, stay with
what works for them, harmony, that things must remain the same, predictability, rest and peace.

c. Self Image Evaluation.
•
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Cycle One – Descriptive data for Chapter 4

Cycle Two - Descriptive data for Chapter 5

Cycle Three - Descriptive data for Chapter 6

Cycle Four - Descriptive data for Chapter 7

Descriptive data – cycle one

4.2. Step 1: Experiential reflections
4.2.1. Bernice
4.2.1.1. My role as a Life Sciences teacher/educator
Bernice described how she saw her role as a Life Sciences Teacher in terms of what children should be
exposed to when learning Biology. Bernice was of the understanding that children can only appreciate
something if they are shown it, “they need to see it, feel it, live it.” She did state though that “this does
not happen when Biology is taught”. She saw her role as “I will take my children to a farm to experience
the real thing [and my] passion for the subject must be carried out.” Bernice thought that feelings were
important as “when people love something and when you discuss it with them and they click, you want
to show everyone that others can also ‘see’ what you have discussed.”

Bernice thought that the best situation when teaching Biology is “if you work with theory and practice
together.” She stated that “You cannot have theory without practical”. She illustrated her understanding
of a Biology practical by “observing leaves and using litmus paper to test for an acid where the children
can observe the colour changes with their chommie1”.

Bernice’s experience of observing Biology teachers teaching Biology led her to belief that “the teacher
does not have many resources and they do not have time.” This belief prompted Bernice to “make time
for the children to have a bit of a practical experience where they can observe pictures or watch a few
slides using group work” when she teaches at a school.

Bernice expressed a concern about her role in the classroom in that she was not ready, and questioned
“how will I get them interested and what will happen if I do not get anything out of them”. This concern
was based on her observation that “the children sit there with the lights on but no-one is home”
(implying that the children are physically present but they are not cognitively present). The concern of
how she could learn to get a reaction out of the children was linked to her expectation of how to be an
educator in the Life Sciences programme.

Bernice was aware of what was lacking in what she needed to know to be a teacher out in the schools.
What she lacked were “the things that I do not know about when the teacher is standing in the front, all
the behind the scenes activities, how much of the various teaching aspects.” Her deficiencies raised a
concern about where the children’s’ appreciation fitted into the teaching.

1

Chommie is an Afrikaans colloquial word that means friend.

Bernice said that to be the best presenter she “must not be boring as a boring teacher cannot get the
learners to learn”. This awareness informed what she wanted to achieve in the programme “learn how to
get a reaction out of the children.” She was also interested in finding out “If we (student teachers) will
learn more about the subject or will we learn about how to teach the subject?”

4.2.2. Carol
4.2.2.1. My role as a Life Sciences teacher/educator
Carol described her perception of her role as a Life Sciences Teacher as “people could only appreciate
something that they love and know about and understand and believe”. She saw her role as providing
people with the opportunity to see it in order that “they will believe it as your own experience is
important”.

Carol also described her role as a Life Sciences teacher in terms of her feeling of passion and she stated
“I know that I have passion as it ‘borrel’ (bubbles) in me”. Her passion though was not really linked to
teaching Biology, but it was a passion to help the children. She was aware that “when teaching Biology
it is important that children should just learn something.” Carol though thought that learning Biology “if
it is just theory or just practical you will not help anyone” She thought that to help anyone she would
“put the theory and the practical together [as this] is the best lesson.”

In describing her experience of observing Biology teachers teaching Biology, Carol stated that they “did
not have time to teach”. She suggested that if she had to do practicals with the children then she would
make time to do them.

Carol expressed a concern about her role in the classroom in that she was “uncertain about the type of
relationship that I should have with the learners, must I be chommie, chommie or must I not be
chommie, chommie.” A further concern was her fear of the situation “sorting out the type of relationship
with the learners.”

Carol did not express any expectations as to how she was to develop as an educator in the Life Sciences.
She did indicate her desire to “know how I can learn the best ways of how to help the children, how I can
make it (Biology) interesting and how I can be the best teacher”.

When Carol was asked to explore what she was lacking in what she needed to know to be a teacher out
in the schools, she indicated that she lacked many things. She turned the focus from what she lacked to
what she needed to be when she said “The teacher that I was with was good and I am trying to put my
finger on it, what I need to know to be good, that is why I am here”. She was aware of her needs and also
what she wanted to achieve in this PGCE module. She stated that she wanted to be “the best teacher that
I can be and I do not want to be the teacher that others expect me to be. Just what I can be; I want to

decide what I will be”. This thinking was evident in her thoughts about what is required to be the best
presenter. She stated “you have to develop your own style and methods. Every teacher has his/her own
style and methods and they know when to use it and when it is important”. What was interesting was that
she wanted to be the best and was “prepared to try new things and use new things”. But in trying new
things she would not feel comfortable if “people tried to convince me that the ideas work for them
therefore they should work for me”. An essential aspect of trying new things was that is that if you try to
be “what you are not as you will not feel it”.

Carol was interested in finding out “What will we do, will we learn more facts in Biology, will we learn
more about the curriculum, how will they get us to learn how to teach Biology”. She thought that the
specialisation lecturer was going to teach them (student teachers) how to teach Biology. She was also
interested in wanting to know “when I am at a school will I know what stuff I need to teach the grade
nines, will it be the same Biology that I had at school?”
4.2.3. Mack
4.2.3.1. My role as a Life Sciences teacher/educator
Mack described how he saw his role as a Life Sciences teacher in terms of his appreciation for nature
and living things and the importance of developing this appreciation in learners. He linked this
importance to current world needs by stating “the world needs a more appreciated attitude towards living
things….and we need to bring that love and appreciation of nature to the children.” But he was
concerned that this appreciation was not developed as learners had “a lot of learning words”.

Mack also described his role as a Life Sciences teacher in terms of his feelings for nature as he “always
had a passion for nature”. He felt that this feeling and his enjoyment for reading Zoology articles could
enable him to portray this to learners. But, he was concerned with “how I could teach this to my
students.”

Mack stated that when teaching Biology “you cannot split what you want to teach in Life Sciences from
the theory to develop appreciation, you have to show them”. He did warn though that “you could bore
them with practicals as well.” Mack felt strongly that appreciation was a foundation for the learners’
learning and that this appreciation could be developed by concrete experiences. He thought that this was
possible if a teacher linked Biology practicals to the learners’ thought processes.

Mack stated that from observing teachers teaching Biology they taught the theory in the syllabus and
they did not have an “option as to what theoretical work they can teach.” He thought that all Biology
teachers should give learners concrete experiences not just theory.
Mack’s concern about his role when getting into the classroom was that even though he had a passion for
the subject he “may not be able to really portray it adequately to my learners”.

Mack’s expectations as to how to be able to become an educator in the Life Sciences were informed by
his and his school friends’ experiences of learning Biology. He expressed a desire “to do things
differently” as many of his friends at school hated Biology. Mack did not want to teach Biology in a
traditional sense. He wanted to get the best out of his students and to develop their respect for nature.

Mack knew that he needed to be “aware of the sort of the degree to which I must sort out what [content]
I should be teaching in the class.” He questioned if he should only be teaching the terminology and the
percentages for subject content and appreciation. Mack was interested in developing “more than just the
facts” in the programme, as he could find out the facts himself.

Mack expressed his desire to be a “passionate teacher that makes the work fun and always great, not this
boring thing”. He was aware that to be a good teacher you need to get learners to express their potential.
He needed to be the best. To achieve this he thought that he needed to “find out what works for him. As
if he was going to “copy another teacher it is probably not going to be really as effective or really work.”

Mack was interested in finding out where education is heading as “all the subjects are changing and will
Biology change much”. His concern was “Is there place for us to make a change in it (the subject
Biology).”
4.3. Step 2: Reflecting and interpreting
•

What was the role of the teacher-educator in the discussion-group interview during the
experiential reflective step of the cycle and why did he have this role?

The specialisation lecturer stimulated the student teachers to participate in the discussion group interview
by using a questioning strategy. He posed questions to: prompt the student teachers to respond; to seek
clarity about the statements that they made and to understand the student teachers’ underlying meaning.
He encouraged the student teachers to dig deep and to explore their feelings by asking “you say you have
passion, how do you know that you have passion?” He also provided opportunities for the student
teachers to ask questions during the discussion but stated that “I will only answer the questions if it is the
right time for me to do so”. He also inspired them to use their past experiences to try and respond to their
own questions. He motivated and encouraged all the student teachers to participate in the discussion by
saying “all of you talk”, and “what do you all say” and “do not look at poor Mack all the time, you all
must talk.” He provided support saying “it sort of seems that you pretty much know what you should
do”. This support acted as a further stimulus for the student teachers to think further and deeper about
their particular experiences and concerns. He provided reassurance. When a student teacher asked “how
will we know what to do at the school, he replied that “you must know precisely what is required at the
school and you will find this out when you are at the school”. He also set the scene for the year by
stating that “we cannot ignore what you need to be able to do and at the end of the year your professional
portfolio will be used for assessment.” The purpose of the portfolio was shared by indicating that “the

idea for the portfolio was to see what develops and how it develops.” The nature of the interaction
between him and the student teachers was indicated by “you will engage in discussions with me, as to
how you are experiencing what and how we are doing, how you suggest we could improve on that for
the benefit of everyone.”
He seemed to project a power relationship as evidenced in the communication pattern. Even though he
encouraged the student teachers to participate, he posed all the questions and he prompted the students to
respond. This was the first interaction between the student teachers and the specialisation lecturer so this
power relationship was essential in driving this interaction. This power relationship therefore can be
viewed as constructive to exploring and giving meaning to the baseline phronesis (practical wisdom,
practice theory) of each of the student teachers.

It is evident that the specialisation lecturer played a multiple role. He was concerned with the holistic
development of the student teachers. He did not use the interview to just elicit information from the
student teachers; instead he actively engaged them in developing intellectually and emotionally. During
this time the student teachers also worked through their perceptions and underlying fears of teaching that
they were experiencing.
•

What was the student teachers’ participation in the group discussions?

All the student teachers participated but the extent of their participation differed. Initially, Mack and
Bernice responded to the first two questions asked and Carol’s first response was only made when she
was directly prompted by the specialisation lecturer. After her first response she seemed to relax and
open herself more to question and respond to questions. Mack was aware that he was responding to the
questions more than the others when he stated “no, she is going to rip my brains out” and he laughed and
did not respond. He spoke in reference to his brain as he had shared extensively. When responding he
did not just supply a simple response to a question, but provided detailed responses. All the student
teachers made comments or answered questions, in some instances, to share their experiential reflections
and, in other instances to support their colleagues’ inputs. The student teachers were relaxed during the
discussion group interview as they joked and laughed with one another and the specialisation lecturer.
This relaxed spirit was essential for the student teachers to share their reflective experiences openly and
to feel a part of the process of learning.
•

What do each of the student teacher’s understand about his/her role as a Biology teacher and
about teaching Biology; the role of learners in the learning process, and what informed his/her
description of the particular roles?

Bernice saw her role in personal and professional attributes. These attributes were interlinked passionate and interesting Biology teacher. Her desire was to be a unique, interesting Biology teacher
when teaching Biology. She wanted to use teaching and learning strategies that exposed learners to

concrete experiences. What is surprising though is that Bernice adopted the behaviourist approach as her
understanding of teaching was that the teacher transmitted the knowledge to the learners.

Bernice displayed a weakness in her role as a professional. Her weaknesses were: getting learners
interested and, responding to and developing an understanding of the planning that teachers have to do
before they can teach a class. She was aware though of the professional challenges - the lack of time and
resources at schools. Her foundation (purpose) for teaching Biology was based on developing children’s’
attitudes and values, and exposing them to concrete structures.

Carol saw her role in both personal and professional aspects. The personal aspect focused on affective
(passion bubbling in her) and individual personal aspects – she wanted to be herself. Her professional
aspects focused on developing as the best teacher that she could be and to feel comfortable with the type
of teacher she was.

Her role in the teaching and learning context was to provide learners’ opportunities to use their personal
experiences as these were important for learning. She also wanted to expose learners to theory and
practical aspects of Biology. Even though Carol was aware that the learners must experience concrete
things, she still viewed the learners as dependent on the teacher. A significant professional aspect is that
Carol was open to change as she wanted to try new things out for herself. She wanted to make her own
discoveries about teaching, not to be told about how to teach by others.
An intertwined personal and professional aspect which illustrated Carol’s weakness was on how to
manage the type of relationship that she should have with her learners and how she could make the
teaching of Biology interesting within the time constraints that teachers experienced. Carol used the
occasion (observing the Biology teacher) as an assessment of her own performance and a re-definition of
what she needed to be - to be a good teacher.

Mack saw himself as a teacher in terms of personal affective and performance attributes.

The

professional aspects were in terms of teaching and learning strategies and the goals for teaching learners.

Even though Mack was aware of his strengths and his weaknesses, he doubted himself and his ability to
portray his passion adequately. He was aware of professional challenging aspects: time; theoretical work
in the syllabus; exposing learners to concrete experiences; use of resources; volume of subject content
and the development of learners’ appreciation. Mack though, was aware of what he wanted to develop in
the learners.

Mack was aware of his role and that of the learners in the teaching and learning context. He was aware
that: the teacher had to set the scene for learner encounters; of the importance of context (scene) and that

learners all had their own ways of responding to different things. An important aspect for Mack was to
develop the learners’ attitude to nature.

Mack’s experience of Biology at school extensively informed his thinking about how to teach it. His
personal experiences both in life with nature and at school were necessary for him to construct his
understanding of his role as a teacher.
•

What terms linked to education did the student teachers use, what was their understanding of
them and why did they use them?

The terms that the student teachers used can be used to illustrate their understanding of education, the
role of the teacher and the student.
The words that Bernice used: learners learn; teachers teach; children experience the real thing;
transmission of the subject were associated with Behaviourist practices

The words that Carol used: every teacher has his/her own style and methods;; children learn and the best
teacher cannot be limited to Behaviourist practices. Clearly this is a transformed position, which is in
line with the requirement of the curriculum policy documents.

The words that Mack used were: developing learners’ appreciation; portray passion to students; teach to
students; teachers teach. These words are associated with mixed Behaviourist and constructivist tenets to
teaching and learning. This is further evident in the following metaphors for the teaching terms words
Mack used:

Teaching is like the wind in the sails of a boat; this is because it directs the
person in the right direction across the ocean, without this direction the
person would sail aimlessly around the body of knowledge;
The teacher is like the sails of a boat; this is because with some fine
adjustments, the teacher is able to maximize the students’ potential and
growth (Professional portfolio, 2004).
•

What feelings did the student teachers express about teaching or associated to teaching?

Bernice expressed a feeling of passion for the subject, but she did not express how she felt about
teaching.

Carol expressed a feeling of passion that bubbled in her, but it was not really associated with teaching
Biology. It was associated with teaching in general - she would be able to help the children. She also
expressed the feeling of fear for what she did not know about teaching and the feeling of uncertainty
about the type of relationship she should have with learners.

Mack expressed a feeling of passion and enjoyment for nature and he wanted to portray this to his
learners when teaching them.
•

What underlying assumptions did the specialisation lecturer have for asking the student teachers
to share their understanding of the role of teachers and student?

When the student teachers entered the programme the specialisation lecturer established their baseline
understanding of the role of teachers and in an attempt to explore what and how this understanding
would change during the programme. What was significant was that the student teachers needed to be
aware of their own perceptions about these roles from the outset of their professional development
experiences. The specialisation lecturer was aware that the student teacher’s construction of “phronesis”
would be strongly influenced by their existing perspectives and understandings about teaching and
learning. This thinking is reflected in the literature by Hollingsworth (1989); Holt- Reynolds (1992) and
Resnick (1987).
•

What expectations did the student teachers have of the programme?

Bernice wanted clarity as to what the focus of her development was going to be, whether it was about
the subject or how to teach the subject.

Carol wanted clarity about the focus of her development - Will it be learning about the content of
Biology, the curriculum or how to teach Biology?

Mack was concerned about his role as a teacher teaching Biology in South Africa where a change in
education was in place. Mack wanted to teach Biology differently to the traditional approach and he
wanted the space and scope to make that change.

4.4. Step 3: Planning Action

During this step Professor Ned (specialisation lecturer) planned the intervention (action) activities. The
purpose of this intervention was to challenge the student teachers to change their existing preconceptions
of teaching and learning. This intervention comprised two types: intervention one and intervention two.
Intervention one during week two of the programme, focused on each student teacher observing two
local Life Sciences teachers teaching Life Sciences in their respective schools. Intervention two during
week three of the programme focused on each student teacher participating in a five day workshop
whose theme was ‘What is an educator really?’ This workshop was conducted at a remote destination
from the university campus at a Nature Reserve called Hammanskraal.

4.5. Step 4: Taking Action

4.5.1. Bernice
4.5.1.1. School observation
Bernice stated that she had “sort of forgotten after three years (the length of time she spent at university
to complete her degree) what it is like to be at a school.” She said that “it was a good experience”
because it made her more determined to teach.

4.5.1.2. “What is an educator really” - Hammanskraal
a. Challenged by a paradigm shift
Bernice stated that “everybody was confused by the facilitating learning thing” but she was not
confused. She attributed her lack of confusion to her experience of a lecturer who had taught her. This
lecturer expected her to think for herself and not to rely on answers been provided by her (the lecturer).
Bernice established some justification and clarity about her decision to teach when as she stated that “I
am now doubled as positive as I was when I first joined the programme to teach.” Therefore this
experience was a re-assurance for her about becoming a teacher.

b. Interpretation of Personal Profile questionnaires
(i) Bernice’s scores on her Neethling Personal Skills Instrument were L1:67; L2:62; R1:92; R2:79.
According to these scores, Bernice has a high preference for a R1 and an average preference for a R2.
This indicates that Bernice functions as a right-brained person. In linking this finding to the type of
person that Bernice is the following was stated: a person who searches for alternatives, prefers the big
picture, not the detail, idea-intuition, strategy, synthesis, integration, risk, restless, becomes bored
quickly, experimenting, diversity, comfortable with chaos, fantasy, surprise, association. The teaching
preference for the type of person described above is an R1 trainer/teacher. This teacher usually gives a
holistic view of the lesson. This teacher prefers to link it to other subjects and to point out how it applies
to the “real world”. This teacher will encourage spontaneous participation and create opportunities to
experiment and visual aids will form an important part of the lesson. Lessons could be unstructured, with
the teacher deciding on different content, etc. on the spur of the moment. This teacher could create
opportunities to speculate, to strategise, discover and very importantly have fun during a lesson.
Administrative duties, deadlines and thoroughness can sometimes be lacking.
(ii)Bernice’s score for the Temperament Test indicates that she is a Popular Sanguine (extrovert) person
who is outgoing and people-oriented.
(iii) The score for the Self-Image test (50) indicates that she has an average self image. These scores
support the identity description that she gives of herself.

c. An identity description (Who am I?)
I love horses and was practically raised by my pony which I have had since I was six years old. I am
always friendly, positive and cheerful – except when I am in traffic. I am patient, spontaneous and
confident. I am adventurous and love challenges. I enjoy doing my own thing. I am sometimes stubborn
and I am strong-willed. I need space; I enjoy being alone and the outdoors. I suffer from claustrophobia,
vertigo and am touch –sensitive. I have a large personal space. I am a bit of a ‘nervous Nelly’ and
frighten easily –that’s why I am always looking around me! I am lively and always busy. I hate sitting
still and get bored very easily! I only go out to dance. I think it’s impossible to really know me as I am
an introvert (who is good at hiding feelings) and I do not trust people easily. I am someone that when I
am told that something is impossible or not, a lot of people get this done – I am a natural rebel – and I
will say I can do it. The moment I can be different I am happy. I am someone who has to go and study
stuff and repeat it and then I know it and then I am comfortable.

d. Learning task design
Bernice designed her first learning task at Hammanskraal. She stated that she was proud of it and it “did
not seem very difficult”. She included learning task features: learning area, learning phase, theme,
resources, class organization and time allocated. She described the class organization as children
working in two large groups and then in groups of 4. She had also included specific outcomes and
assessment criteria using her own ideas of what they meant. She was aware though that her “perception
of a good learning task was obviously a bit skewed” but she used it to illustrate her development.

e. Concept map - Practice theory of facilitating learning
Bernice did not have a concept map for this cycle in her file.

4.5.2. Carol
4.5.2.1. School observation
No reflection notes were inserted in her professional portfolio

4.5.2.2. “What is an educator really” – Hammanskraal
a. Challenged by a paradigm shift
Carol said “No one knew what to expect from the week at Hammanskraal – the only clue we had about
this week was printed on our year programme: ‘what is an educator really?” Carol stated that when she
read this that it sounded useless to her as she already “knew what a teacher was and what I wanted to
achieve with my learners.” She expressed her irritation by stating “So how can they tell me what a
teacher should be?” But she also expressed surprise in that “It took one day to show me that maybe I
didn’t have everything figured out and that my idea of education was challenged.”

Before Hammanskraal, Carol thought that her role as a teacher would be to convey and explain
information to her learners. She stated that “the role of an educator was conveyed in a totally new and
different way to me.” Her ideas of what education was and the kind of teacher she wanted to be “were
shattered.” She expressed her feeling “I felt lost and confused and yes, I was very skeptical!” She felt
skeptical about the new paradigm.

b. Interpretation of Personal Profile questionnaires
(i) Carol’s scores on the first questionnaire were L1:80; L2:81; R1:66; R2:73. According to these scores
Carol has a high preference for a L1 and a L2 and she functions as a left-brained person. In linking this
finding to the type of person that Bernice is the following was stated: seeks accuracy, digs deeper into a
problem, works for precision, critical correctness – not to make mistakes, organization and promptness.
The teaching preferences for Carol’s score of L1 and L2 are for a formal lesson and the use of a textbook
or other teaching material. The lesson content is usually well-planned and presented in a sequential
order. Putting content into practice is very important to this teacher and therefore repetition and
reinforcement are strong elements of the teaching style. Thoroughness is very important and untidy and
incomplete work is not tolerated. This can be an authoritative trainer who likes to be in control of the
situation at all times. This trainer could resist new teaching methods and could tend to be inflexible with
regard to change within the system.
(ii) Carol’s score for the Temperament inventory indicates that she is a Perfectionistic Melancholy
(introvert) who is withholding and task-oriented.
(iii) The score for the Self Image Evaluation Test 70 – 120 is no self image. Carol obtained a score of 71.
This indicates that she has no self image or does not have fixed ideas about her image of who she really
is. The justification for this is evident in her identity description of who she is.

c. An identity description (Who am I?)
I am a good listener and not a ‘talker’. I will rather listen to people than chatter away. I can get along
with any/sort/age/race etc. person. People are so interesting and you can learn so much from each
person. I am a very stable, hardworking and reliable person. You can really count on me. Although I am
very shy and an introvert I will not shy away from my responsibilities and will stand up for my beliefs
and values. I will not judge a person for his/her belief and values (even if I think they are wrong),
because I truly believe each person has the right to his/her own opinion and have the freedom to speak
his/her mind.

I can be critical and negative especially in frustrating situations. I am not a very emotional person and I
won’t easily show my true feelings to people, but other peoples’ emotions and feelings are of the utmost
importance to me. I sometimes expect too much of people and of myself and can then be easily
disappointed if my expectations are not met. I will make up my own mind about what must happen or
what must be done and then do it. I like to plan and organize to make sure everything happens according

to schedule. I am responsible, strong willed and don’t like changes in my life. I am not very creative (my
spring is definitely hidden deeply away), so that side of my brain does not get enough exercise.

d. Learning task design (See Appendix for copy of the design)
When Carol was asked to design a learning task, she had no idea of what it was as her first reaction was
to say “design a what?” She indicated that this new experience was a “huge challenge for me and I felt a
bit lost and confused at the time.” Carol was going to use this first designed learning task to build and
improve on her future learning task. She included learning task features: learning subject, learning phase,
time allocated, class organization, resources (classroom), programme organization, problem, resources
and worksheet, constructing of meaning (content), competencies acquired, relationship, meta-cognition,
co-operative learning, feedback learning outcomes and assessment standards. She viewed this experience
of designing a learning task as “a momentous moment in my development as a facilitator of learning.”

e. Concept map - Practice theory of facilitating learning (See Appendix 2 for a copy of the concept map)
Carol’s concept map indicated that the concept of education meant preparing the child for knowledge.
This knowledge preparation required a facilitator of learning. A facilitator of learning has the following
characteristics: versatile; can communicate; quick thinking; enthusiastic and fair. A facilitator of learning
is unique and s/he works to a result/product which is a challenge and requires time. The use of resources
supports facilitation. Assessment is important and is concerned with achieving an outcome. When the
outcome is achieved, this feeds back to the facilitator of learning and the knowledge that was prepared. If
the outcome was not achieved then the facilitator of learning needs to prepare something different.

Carol’s concept map focused extensively on the characteristics of a facilitator of learning. She was aware
of the link between assessment and outcomes, and that learners need to be challenged but that they
require time to achieve the appropriate outcomes. The concept map was represented in a flow chart
where one term was linked in a linear manner to another and only three linking terms were used. (See
appendix for a copy of the concept map).

4.5.3. Mack
4.5.3.1. School observation
Mack stated that the week of observing at the school got him to really feel motivated to go out and teach.

4.5.3.2. “What is an educator really” – Hammanskraal
a. Challenged by a paradigm shift
Mack stated that his experience at Hammanskraal “was a challenging one” in that he was confronted by
many different things. He developed knowledge about the diversity of learners. He said that “I
experienced that students differ according to their intelligences and they must be treated differently.”

b. Interpretation of Personal Profile questionnaires (Refer to appendix for report)
(i) Mack’s scores on his Neethling Personal Skills Instrument were L1:79, L2:69, R1:84, R2:68.
According to these scores, Mack has a high preference for a R1 and an average preference for a L1
person and he functions as a right-brained person. Mack according to the analysis scoring sheet is a
person: who searches for alternatives; prefers the big picture, not the detail. His characteristics are ideaintuition, strategy, synthesis, integration, risk, restless, becomes bored quickly, experimenting, diversity,
comfortable with chaos, fantasy, surprise and association. His teaching preferences are those of a R1
trainer/teacher. This teacher usually gives a holistic view of the lesson, prefers to link it to other subjects
and points out how it applies to the “real world”. This teacher will encourage spontaneous participation
and create opportunities to experiment. Visual aids will form an important part of the lesson. These
lessons could be unstructured, with the teacher deciding on different content, etc. on the spur of the
moment. Opportunities to speculate, to strategise and discover are often created. Also a fun element is
often part of the lesson. Administrative duties, deadlines and thoroughness may sometimes be lacking.
(ii) Mack’s score for the Temperament inventory indicates that he is a Popular Sanguine (extrovert)
person who is outgoing and people-oriented.
(iii) The score for the Self Image Evaluation (59) indicates that he has a dissatisfied self image. He felt
that he was seriously lacking in self confidence and tended to doubt himself a lot. He sometimes felt that
he relied too much on the approval of others and too little on his own approval.

c. An identity description (Who am I?)
I am a Christian and therefore I follow the Christian beliefs, doctrines and modes of worship. There are
a number of things that make me enjoy life to the fullest. The first and most important is my belief. I feel
that without my belief I would not have reason to live and my life would simply not make sense.

I cherish my family; I have a large group of friends and I love children. I am a holist by nature and it is
important for me to see the bigger picture rather than the isolated facts. I like to know how things are
connected, rather than the exact detail of what they are. I am also a realist and I am practical. Things
must seem as if they will work in practice or else I will not pay much attention to them. This can be
limiting because if I cannot see the immediate solution to a problem I would rather move on to the next
one that seems more practical and realistic.

I am also what I call an intro-extrovert. That is I am not quite an introvert, but not quite an extrovert. I
enjoy being sociable but sometimes find it rather challenging: this is especially the case when I am
talking about myself to someone. I sometimes have the problem of not expressing my feelings adequately
enough. This can cause me to bottle up my feelings, which can lead to me getting very distressed at
times.

I have a fairly good self image of myself and sometimes I feel that I am seriously lacking in self
confidence and tend to doubt myself a lot.

I am pretty good at leading people through a task; however where I do have problems is in the planning
of that task. I sometimes feel that I rely too much on the approval of others and too little on my own
approval. People get frustrated with me because I seem indecisive. I do not like to voice the views that I
have because I am scared of standing on someone’s toes. I am very dedicated to a cause and will
therefore execute a task to the best of my ability, but I do procrastinate. I believe in simplicity and
balance.

d. Learning task
Mack’s learning task design had the following features: learning area, learning phase, specific outcomes,
assessment standards, resources, class organization, resources and time allocated. The class organization
stated that children will work singularly and work in groups of 4. This learning task had one specific
outcome and one assessment standard which were not in line with the requirements of the Life Sciences
curriculum. It did though have some essential sections that are expected in learning tasks: outcomes,
assessment and a meta-learning aspect of facilitating learning. (See appendix for a copy of Mack’s
Learning task).

e. Concept map - Practice theory of facilitating learning (See Appendix 2 for a copy of the concept map).

Mack’s concept map had the concepts of facilitating learning, learning task design, learning task
operation, learning task feedback and learning task consolidation. The relationship between the concepts
was shown by a unidirectional line linking the concepts in a continuous cycle where there was a
sequential flow from one concept to another. There were no linking words between the concepts.

Mack understood facilitating learning as having a learning task design where the requirements and
guidelines were provided. This learning task design was used to provide the learning task operation
which focused on a presentation and execution. The execution was concerned with co-operative learning
and meta-learning. The learning task operation fed into the learning task feedback and this was
concerned with challenging, clarifying and encouraging the learners. The feedback fed into the learning
task consolidation. This feedback focused on the role of the facilitator of learning and the learner.

Mack had a basic understanding of facilitating learning. He used four basic concepts and did not
illustrate many relationships amongst the concepts. Mack thought that facilitating learning was an action
(path) that had a particular sequence that had to be followed.

4.6. Step 5: Reflections on taking action and interpreting

4.6.1. Bernice
4.6.1.1. School observation experience
•

I was at the school and all I thought of - This is what I want to do – I want to be between these
kids. I want to teach them sports, I want to do everything. It was so much fun standing there
between the children and seeing all their faces looking up at you.

Why did Bernice have these particular thoughts and feelings?
Bernice had these thoughts and feelings as the experience of being in the classroom and experiencing the
teaching of Life Sciences got her psyched up to teach. She stated that standing there and hearing the
teacher say “this class is impossible” made her more determined to start teaching. She stated that she
could not wait to go so that she could prove them wrong. She said “the feeling of I can do it, I sommer2
want to start so that I can see if I can do it”.

4.6.1.2. “What is an educator really” – Hammanskraal
•

I gained an important experience at Hammanskraal

What did Bernice gain from this experience?
Confirmation that teaching was what she wanted to experience and she developed a positive attitude
about teaching.
•

When you examine my very first learning task, the following becomes clear:
there is no proper logical presentation, the order is wrong. There is no problem

statement, only

a boring question. The outcomes that I wrote were my own ideas and do not conform to the
requirements of the RNCS. The learning task
is organised as one long story and this gives the impression of a rough draft,

rather than a

professional learning task.
How did Bernice become aware that her learning task was not appropriate?
All the student teachers were given documents that had a learning task format. Bernice checked her
learning task against the required format and she experienced the change and came to the decision that
her perception of a good learning task was obviously slightly skewed.

Bernice’s reflections did not include or focus on why she had the thoughts and feelings; who she is; her
understanding of education, the role of the learner and the teacher; her concept map; her Brain profile,
Temperament and Self image tests.

4.6.2. Carol
4.6.2.1. School observation experience
No reflection notes were inserted in her professional portfolio
2

Sommer is an Afrikaans word that means just.

4.6.2.2. “What is an educator really” – Hammanskraal
•

What is the context/purpose of this quotation? Some introductory line will help. The week at
Hammanskraal was an experience I will never forget. It was a very difficult week for me. So
much new information was bombarded onto us and I found myself in a very negative and
skeptical place. The paradigm shift that I learnt was totally different to what I learnt at school
and university. All the new terminology, concepts and high expectations made me feel
overwhelmed. I truly felt that they were expecting too much from people who never taught
before in their lives. As I look back I could see that they definitely threw us in the deep end and
expected us to sink or swim. We were challenged beyond our abilities so that our maximum
potential could be achieved.

Why did Carol have these thoughts and feelings? Why do you have these questions, or where do they
come from?
It was a totally different experience from what she had ever had before. For the first time in her life she
was challenged to the maximum. As a novice, the newness of the language and the activities where she
had to constantly work out what she understood and felt was different to any education experience that
she had in the past.
•

I could not understand why I should write about myself and what does this have to do with
teaching. While I was struggling with this, I could really think critically about myself, my points
of view, my ideas and what I viewed as important in life. I got to know myself better. I never
thought about what I want to achieve as a teacher other than teaching. By critically evaluating
what others would say of me gave me the opportunity to get to know myself and my capabilities.

Why did Carol have this thinking and why did it change?
Carol thought that she was attending the programme to learn how to teach, not who she was, as she
already knew this. She was aware that knowing your strong and weak points and making a concerted
effort to improve them can only lead to development and growth personally and professionally.
•

Although it was a frustrating and hard week, looking back on it, it was definitely the place where
new concepts and ideas were planted. It was the place where I started to think differently about
education. It was a new beginning for me as an educator. Although I was very skeptical about
this new paradigm it was the ‘birth of a new facilitator of learning.’ I thought all the time that a
teacher was someone who explains, transfers and promotes the potential of a learner.
This new idea, that learners construct their own meaning and it is his/her responsibility and that
they must reach their maximum potential with the help of a teacher is new for me.

What is Carol’s understanding and how did she come to have a different understanding of education, the
role of the learner and the teacher?
She constructed new meaning about concepts and she started thinking differently about education. She
now saw herself as a facilitator of learning not a teacher. This change in thinking was due to the new,

different and challenging experience. Her understanding about education, the role of the teacher and the
learner was a new one and a teacher should see everyone’s (learners’) individual uniqueness, where
learners construct their own meaning. It is his/her (learners’) responsibility and that they must reach their
maximum potential with the help of a teacher.
•

We were introduced to the inside out paradigm, multiple intelligences and facilitating
learning……The multiple intelligence idea was a real eye opener. The inside out paradigm and
facilitating learning was totally new concept to me and at Hammanskraal – I was very skeptical
but willing to think about it. The meaning of an item does not lie in its name but in the concept
as names are used only for communication to take place. The multiple intelligence experiment –
(done with leaves) was a new experience. The different intelligences also opened my eyes that
different learners use different intelligences.

What were Carol’s experiences of the new knowledge and how did she deal with this?
She experienced the inside-out paradigm, multiple intelligence and facilitating learning and that
understanding concepts and not just knowing the name is important. She was very skeptical but willing
to think about it. As a novice she was not resistant to the new ideas but felt challenged, overwhelmed and
skeptical. She stated “I realised how important multiple intelligence in the classroom was and that I
should make use of it.”
•

We had to reflect at the end of a day/session. These reflections meant something to my
development as a facilitator

How did these reflections come to mean something to Carol’s development as a facilitator?
In the reflections, Carol shared the newness of the experience that she was going through. She also
expressed the feelings that she had, the knowledge that she had gained and also what she still needed to
learn and think further about. The reflections were descriptively written with no deep analysis.
•

The idea of co-operative learning is a new idea for me, since group work was always a part of
my thoughts. I therefore had the beginning of how to include co-operative learning in the
structure of my learning tasks.

What was her understanding of a learning task? And how did she develop this understanding?
Carol was aware that the structure of the learning task had to have co-operative learning in it.
•

The whole process is still new for me. It is very interesting but I am still skeptical over the
matter. I will first myself have to try it out to see if it works. It sounds very idealistic but now
that we have come to the end of the week everything is possible.

What was the inner turmoil that Carol experienced and why did she have it?
At Hammanskraal, all Carol’s ideas about education and teachers were shattered. She felt lost, confused
and skeptical. She thought that she would have to do it herself in order for her to believe that it works (If

you see it, you’ll believe it). She thought that even though it was idealistic she was open to the
possibilities.
•

As I look back on that first learning task design assignment now, it is hard to imagine that there
really was a time that I didn’t know what a LTD (Learning task design), LTP (Learning task
presentation), LTE (Learning task execution) and LTF (Learning task feedback) was.

Why did Carol have this experience?
Carol was very confused and uncertain about a learning task design. She did not know what should be
included and what should be left out, how it should be organized and planned.
•

A concept map was a foreign concept and it was difficult to put your views on paper about
education in this new manner.

Why did Carol find the construction of a concept map difficult?
From my concept map it is clear that I did not understand the new concept introduced to us. I couldn’t
figure out where the concept was supposed to fit in.
•

Reading my brain profile as well as the temperament and self-image test results I could see
myself clearly in the results. The tests described me with great accuracy.

What were Carol’s thoughts and feelings about completing a brain profile and what did she learn from
this?
My brain profile illustrated that I am a teacher who prefers a formal lesson and the use of a textbook and
that I can resist new teaching methods and be inflexible regarding change within the system. The test
confirmed the type of person that she is.

4.6.3. Mack
4.6.3.1. School observation experience
•

I really want to teach now.

Why did Mack have this feeling?
He felt bored sitting in the class and he wanted to see how he could do in the classroom.
4.6.3.2. “What is an educator really” – Hammanskraal
•

I now realise that the challenge of my future profession does not lie in the content matter but
rather in the individual student. Every student is different and must be treated as such. Each
student will have different ratios of the various intelligences.

What brought Mack to the realisation that the individual students differ and that they are the challenge
rather than the content matter?
He was exposed to the discussion about multiple intelligence where individuals differ according to their
intelligences.

•

It is a challenge to improve and diversify the learning tasks for the students in order that they
may construct more meaningful knowledge in their minds and by so doing be brought into
realization of their maximum potential. The learning tasks can always be improved and therefore
it makes teaching a very dynamic and creative profession.

How did he develop an understanding of how to develop a learning task in order for learners to construct
meaningful knowledge and to develop to their maximum potential?
Phronesis is concerned with the action of student teachers drawing up a learning task and declaring their
baseline understanding of a learning task using their past experience.
•

I feel much excitement about my profession; however I am also rather hesitant.

Why did he feel both excitement and hesitation about his profession?
Mack was not able to always carry his great ideas across to reality. He could though at the present time,
see how his could be used in a practical way in the classroom.
•

I feel that a very important thing that I have learnt is the fact that education is not about the
transfer of knowledge from the teacher to the student.

What was the change in Mack’s understanding of education, role of the learner and teacher?
Mack’s understanding of education is that it is rather the construction of meaningful knowledge by the
student for the student. The teacher is therefore only a facilitator in the process and not the source of the
process or the information.
How does Mack come to have a different understanding of education, the role of the learner and the
teacher?
He was exposed to experiences of developing an understanding of what a teacher, educator and
facilitator are. Students were asked to first share their understanding of this and then to read and discuss
these understandings to bring them to the realisation of the most appropriate meaning. They also had to
read the document: What is an educator?
•

Another very big misconception that I had was the link between outcomes-based education
(OBE) and group work - the fact that OBE does not consist of group work but rather of cooperative learning.

How did he come to realise that he had a very big misconception?
OBE is not concerned with group work but co-operative learning. The difference is that in co-operative
learning, the student already has been through meta-learning and therefore understands the work. The
co-operative learning is based more on developing inter-personal skills.
•

The main fact that I think that I have learnt is the fact that a human being (a student) is
ultimately the application of his or her potential.

What is his understanding about the potential of humans and how does this relate to students? How did
he develop this understanding?
The potential that a human-being (student) has is however limited and therefore the amount to which a
person applies their potential in their life is solely due to the attitude of that person towards their
potential. A person can also never reach a maximum potential because there is always something more
that can be achieved.
•

I have started thinking more about myself and I think that it is a very important thing that you
have to really know more about yourself first which I guess in my life I really have not. To be a
facilitator I need to be different.

What did he think that he needed to be different in order to be a facilitator of learning?
Mack thought that the first thing that he needed to change was his self-confidence. He thought that he
needed to believe in himself and believe that he had the potential to make a difference in this world and
in the students’ lives. He thought that he must therefore begin to believe that he had a valid point to
make and that even if someone else also has a point that he had the right to stand up for his point and for
what he believed. He needed to read what other people had to say about effective communication.
Ultimately, he thought that it was only through practice that this could improve and therefore he would
have to force himself to communicate effectively. He needed also to plan his life more and to stop taking
a laid-back approach. This would prevent him from procrastinating and becoming frustrated when he
could not complete his work to the best of his ability.

Mack’s reflections did not include or focus on his reflections; concept map, his brain profile,
temperament or self-image tests.

4.7. Step 6: Evaluating Action

This step focused on evaluating the action (intervention) of this cycle and on what feeds into the next
cycle. In evaluating the action I read each student teacher’s baseline “phronesis” (practice theory) of the
role of a teacher as written in step 1. I then compared these responses to those that the student teachers
presented in step 4 and 5. These reflections included the learning task design, the role of the facilitator of
learning and learners. I then analysed and assessed the intervention on the basis of each student teacher’s
reflections about their constructed “phronesis” of facilitating learning. The analyses and evaluation of the
intervention is presented firstly as general comments and then as a case for each of the student teachers
below.

4.7.1. General comments - analysis and evaluation of the intervention
The student teachers were immersed in new experiences. These experiences challenged their thoughts,
beliefs and their feelings about education, the role of a teacher, learner and more importantly themselves.

They experienced intense feelings of frustration and surprise with what was expected of them, what they
expected of themselves and also with what they had achieved. What was significant was the impact of
the new experienced thoughts, and actions on their construction of “phronesis”.

The student teachers explored, challenged and constructed their identity as individuals; their
understanding of the role of a teacher, their knowledge and understanding of the role of a learner, a
learning task and facilitating learning. They were in the process of challenging and changing their own
beliefs about facilitating learning. But for this to be maintained they would require further exploration
and challenging over an extended period of time (Kagan, 1992). Furthermore, for student teachers to be
facilitators of learning, their beliefs should be that learners are constructors of knowledge and teachers
facilitate a process of learning (de Kock & Slabbert, 2003). The student teachers were in the process of
constructing these beliefs. But for these beliefs to be fully constructed they would have to be exposed to
different experiences and thinking about what it ought to be (Korthagen, 2001).

These interventions challenged the student teachers’ understandings and they, in turn, questioned and
modified their understandings. The student teachers started to think differently about education, the role
of the facilitator and the learner. These experiences were important for them to construct the knowledge
of education as evident in the new paradigm and to become aware of their competences of facilitating
learning.

4.7.1.1. Bernice
As a result of the intervention Bernice’s decision to teach was confirmed and justified and her attitude to
teach was re-affirmed. Bernice was aware that teaching is what she wanted to do and she was eager to
start working with the children. She shared that she had developed a positive attitude to teaching. But a
further intervention is required to extend Bernice’s understanding and positive attitude to facilitating
learning and then for her to maintain this attitude. Bernice was aware that she needed to develop her
knowledge and skill of developing a learning task.

Bernice needed to be provided with further experiences in developing a learning task. There is a need to
elicit her understanding of education, the role of a facilitator, learner at this point in time and then assess
and challenge her understanding further. Further provision of opportunities for her to describe the ‘deep’
changes that she experienced by her providing in-depth reflections on her actions, feelings and beliefs
were necessary. Bernice’s reflections were mainly concerned with designing a learning task. This could
possibly be because she only really felt challenged by this intervention.

4.7.1.2. Carol
Carol was aware of whom she is as a person. She became aware that you have to challenge a person if
you want to maximize his/her potential.

Carol needed to work on the overwhelming skeptical feelings that she had about the new knowledge,
including the inside out paradigm. She will have to do it herself in order for her to believe that it works
and then she will develop a “belief initiated mental model” (de Kock & Slabbert, 2004, p. 21). Carol
needed more time and experiences to think about what she needed to learn and to develop the skill of
writing reflections that required deep analysis or meta-learning aspects. Carol also thought that she
needed to develop her understanding of a learning task further and her understanding and skill of how to
construct a concept map. This personal awareness was essential for her construction of “phronesis”.

4.7.1.3. Mack
Mack was aware that his challenge was to maxmise students’ potential. He understood that education is
about the construction of meaningful knowledge by the student and that the teacher is a facilitator. He
also understood that students’ learning involved both meta-learning and co-operative learning. A critical
aspect is that he understood who he is as a person. He also understood what and how he needed to
change in order for him to be a facilitator of learning.

Mack needed to be provided with further experiences for him to develop, modify and elicit his
understanding of education, the role of a facilitator and a learner at this point in time. This should then be
assessed and his understanding should be further challenged. He should describe the changes that he
experienced and reflect on what promoted these changes. He needs to experience constructing ideas for
teaching in order to develop his self-confidence.

4.7.2. What feeds into the next cycle?
I have described the plan of action that was to take place in the second action research cycle in this
section. To be a Life Sciences facilitator of learning the student teachers needed to be provided with
experiences for them to construct their knowledge about the nature and facilitation of Life Sciences and
also the contents of the Life Sciences policy document. Each student teacher also needed to explore
his/her perception of his/her role as a Life Sciences facilitator of learning.

Descriptive data – cycle two
5.2. Step 1: Experiential reflections
During a semi-structured interview each student teacher was asked to share their reasons why they
decided to become Life Sciences student teachers and to draw how each saw himself/herself as a Life
Sciences facilitator of learning. The student teacher’s reasons were audio-recorded and transcribed. The
transcriptions were electronically captured, the content analysed and presented as short stories for each
of the student teachers below. The student teachers were asked to draw to elicit their perceptions of a
facilitator of learning. This was done as the beliefs that the student teachers have about their role as
faciltators of learning will influence their perceptions and judgments, which in turn, will affect their
behaviour in the classroom. This view is evident in the literature by Peterson, Fennema, Carpenter &
Loef (1989; Pajares, 1992). After the student teachers drew their representations I asked them to interpret
the images drawn and the text written in their drawings. These responses were audio- recorded and
transcribed. The content for each of the student teacher’s responses were analysed and coded according
to the features that were present in the drawings. These analyses are presented below.

5.2.1. Bernice
5.2.1.1. Why teaching and learning Life Sciences?
Bernice’s decision to teach was influenced by the fact that she came from a family of teachers, had an
amazing lecturer, taught horse riding and was interested in the medical world. Her “grandfather was a
professor of Mathematics and my mom went into the Mathematics world.” She completed a B Sc with
three majors – Genetics, Psychology and Physiology. Her physiology lecturer expected her to think.
Bernice explains “She did not answer any questions that we asked. She expected us to think about the
questions and to answer them ourselves.” She further explained “The kind of work she explained to us
…made me excited to go into teaching.” Bernice also shared that when teaching horse riding she realized
that “the small kids are fun”. She indicated her interest in the medical world by “I absolutely love the
medical world; there is no other subject that I would think of going into. She concluded by saying “the
idea of working with children in the way that you can express your subject but you can also make a
difference in childrens’ lives - so the area to go into was teaching for me’.

Bernice’s past experiences influenced her decision to teach. She was aware that a facilitator of learning
and learners had particular roles to play in facilitating learning.
5.2.1.2. Perception of her role as a facilitator of learning (visual data –drawing).
Bernice’s perception of her role as a facilitator of learning is represented in the drawing and the text
interpretations. Bernice’s drawing of her perception of the role a facilitator of learning and the role of a
learner is presented on page 172. Bernice’s interpretation of the symbols that she used in the drawing and
her perception of the role of a facilitator of learning and learners is presented from pages 171 to 173.

a. Bernice’s interpretation of the symbols that she used in the drawing is presented below:
i) Guy blowing up the lab
Bernice saw this person as one of the learners that you say to her “just try it again or try it until you get it
right.” Bernice also viewed this as representing the learners having fun. .
ii) Text – wow, is it, geeh
Bernice used these words to show that “the class is actually amazed. They are not sitting looking out the
window or something; they are amazed at what their friend is doing.” She explained that the children
sitting and watching “would want to go up front and try it themselves.”
iii) Smile on the learner’s face
Bernice indicated that the learner was having fun “even though he has blown up his hair or whatever”.
iv) The use of the thermometer
She explained that the thermometer “is going crazy. The whole experiment is being a flop”. But she
stated that “he has learnt all that.”
v) Position of facilitator in relation to learners
Bernice explained that she put herself on the side as she was “observing the learner demonstration with
the other learners.

b. Role of a facilitator of learning
She saw herself as “walking through the class and watching them as they try things out [and] assessing
what they are doing” and monitoring time. She thought that a facilitator of learning should not say that
something is wrong as this “could suppress their [learners’] confidence.” What should be said is “no it’s

fine, but just try it again or try until you get it right.” She concluded by stating that “I am all for practical
work, so they are doing the hands on experiment. The question to ask is why would they want to learn
this, why would they want to do this experiment.

c. Role of learners
They are doing this experiment, they are learning. Bernice stated that she wanted the children in her class
to “learn through experimentation - not just with test-tube experimentation but even in their theory.” The
reasons that she gave for this were that “learners are afraid of the whole, afraid of exploring and afraid of
practical work … [and] Biology is a practical thing.” She wanted the learners to have “fun [while
experimenting and] to have confidence, to try things, to try new things, because when you have
confidence to try things, then you also have confidence to pose questions to yourself and also to your
facilitator of learning.”

5.2.2. Carol
5.2.2.1. Why teaching and learning Life Sciences?
Carol’s decision to teach was influenced by a childhood wish, wanting to work with people and an
amazing teaching experience. Carol stated that “as a little girl teaching was there … I always thought I
would not mind becoming a teacher and I thought that I would enjoy it” even though it wasn’t her first
choice while growing up. Carol shared her amazing experience “I started working at Saturday school
and this is where I started to think I can do this for life and this is where my passion started for
teaching.” She stated that “the Saturday school was the ‘spuit op die kop’ (the nail on the head) – that
was it for me.” Carol shared her feelings about teaching at the Saturday school as “skeptical in the
beginning … [and] it was frustrating but I loved it.” This experience revealed to her that she “was a
patient person” and she could teach. She was concerned though that “something was missing. I was
unsure of many things. I had no formal training in the education field and I realized that I needed help.”
She concluded that “the enrichment that you get out of teaching was very fulfilling and it makes you
bubble inside. It is great to see those children and to see that you make a difference.”

5.2.2.2. Perception of her role as a facilitator of learning (visual data –drawing).
Carol’s perception of her role as a facilitator of learning is represented in the drawing and the text
interpretations. Carol’s drawing of her perception of the role a facilitator of learning and the role of a
learner is presented on page 175. Carol’s interpretation of the symbols that she used in the drawing and
her perception of the role of a facilitator of learning and learners.

a. Carol’s interpretation of the symbols that she used in the drawing is presented below:
i) Eyes
Carol stated that eyes described her in that she “wanted to be alert to her students, their needs; changes in
the curriculum and to new things that are happening.”
ii) Mouth and the word friendly written on the mouth
Carol thought that she would get “more out of the children by being not their friend but by being
friendly.” She stated “the shape of the mouth is a friendly smile’.
iii) An instrument
Carol stated that she saw the “textbook as an instrument and it must be used by the learners.”
iv) > FOL
Carol stated that she wanted to be “more than a facilitator.” In that she did not want to give them “just
the content I want to prepare them for life.” She also wanted them to “trust me enough to feel secure
enough with me so that they can come to me with any problem not just the academic side”.

b. Role of a facilitator of learning
Carol described herself as a friendly and alert person who provided fun but was “a stable factor in the
classroom”. She also saw herself as providing “motivational aspects for the learners, being a positive
influence, encouraging and someone that they could confide in.” She did say though that she was
“especially serious about the learning, making sure that they understand and that they have what they
need.”

c. Role of learners
Carol viewed her learners as individuals who would be “serious about learning and fun would be an
important element of this learning.”

5.2.3. Mack
5.2.3.1. Why teaching and learning Life Sciences?
Mack’s decision to teach was influenced by his interest in teaching and his passion for nature. Mack
stated that he had “always been interested in teaching people things. This started off at church where I
have led youth groups for a long time.” He shared that he had tried one year of a B Sc degree but left
when he realized that he was not heading anywhere. His interest was in teaching but he was concerned
about the salary – insufficient to raise a family. This made him hesitant to teach. Mack also stated that he
had grown up on a farm and has “always enjoyed nature – have a great passion to conserve it”. Mack
concluded that “Children hold nature’s future in their hands … I can help them to see the beauty of
nature. The only way to teach my students about the enjoyment of nature was through Biology/Life
Sciences.

5.2.3.2. Perception of his role as a facilitator of learning (visual data –drawing).
Mack’s perception of his role as a facilitator of learning is represented in the drawing and the text
interpretations. Mack’s drawing of his perception of the role a facilitator of learning and the role of a
learner is presented on page 178. Carol’s interpretation of the symbols that she used in the drawing and
her perception of the role of a facilitator of learning and learners is presented from pages 179 to 180.
The following is Mack’s drawing of his perception of the role a facilitator of learning and the role of a
learner:

a. Mack’s interpretation of the symbols that he used in the drawing is presented below:
i) Lines of different colour
Mack used different coloured lines to represent truth. A blue line represented “the truth that is transcribed
directly”. A purple line as the truth and the orange line as “the truth that is distorted”. He interpreted the

continuous line as “the one which carries on, the learner as I see it can both obtain knowledge and
experience from this body [of knowledge].”
ii) The eye
Mack used the eye to symbolize the learner. The reason he gave for this was that “I think cause that is
what symbolically you want to do, to open their eyes to the world around them. Through the questioning
and through giving them a problem, placing a problem in front of them, this gets the learners to
question.” He represented this questioning action of the learner by a question mark
iii) The tree
It represents the truth that is present in the world. He stated that the natural world includes everything
natural, which has to be truth.”
iv) Position of facilitator
I position myself between the knowledge and the learners. I will give the learners a problem. He located
himself in the in the top corner in the drawing “me as a facilitator which is there.”

b. Role of a facilitator of learning
Mack viewed himself as a facilitator whose role was to check and correct the “knowledge that learners
have as I do not want them getting incorrect truth.” He also viewed it as “crucial in the learning process
in that he had to establish inquiring minds in learners and make them realise that what they believe in, is
not the truth.” He stated “You as a facilitator intend or try to get them to answer the questions, therefore
they have to observe things and in doing this they have to acquire things in order to solve problems.” He
also stated that to get the learners to start thinking about something “they need someone who can
encourage them when they are on the right track or when they are establishing the truth coming out and
question them if you see something wrong”

c. Role of learners
Learners can experience the world by using their senses to answer questions that they have or to solve the
problem given to them by the facilitator of learning. In order to do this, the learners have to acquire
knowledge.

5.3. Step 2. Reflecting and interpreting
•

What was my role in the session and why did I have this role?

I together with the student teachers planned the questions for the semi-structured interview. I designed
the questions for the visual data section.

•

What underlying assumptions did the researcher have for asking each student teacher to draw how
each saw himself/herself as a facilitator of learning?

I assumed that after each student teacher had drawn and interpreted his/her drawing each would start to
challenge his/her perception of how each saw the role of a facilitator of learning. Each student teacher
would now be aware of his/her deep understandings and insight of a facilitator of learning. If they are
aware of this, then they will be open to constructing the appropriate perceptions. Also by eliciting these
perceptions each student teacher could challenge and review his/her identity as a facilitator of learning.
These identities are evident from their stories of how they came to decide to teach and the interpretations
of their drawings.

•

What was the student teachers’ participation in the session and could this be done differently?

Each student teacher freely drew the image, shared his/her interpretations and enjoyed sharing and
learning from the drawing experience. They thought that the session was well structured and should not
be organised differently.

•

What was each student teacher’s identity as a facilitator of learning?

Bernice saw herself as a person who will provide the learners with a fun learning context and the
confidence and encouragement that they require.
Carol saw herself as friendly, alert and a stable factor in the school life experience of the learners. She
saw her role as including motivational aspects for the learners – a positive influence and encouraging.
Mack saw himself as the person with the truth who wants to encourage the learners to achieve the truth.

•

What does each student teacher understand about his/her role as a Life Sciences facilitator of
learning, the role of learners in the learning process, and what informed their description of the
particular roles?

Bernice saw the learning context taking place in the school laboratory. Bernice, as a facilitator is not a
central figure in the facilitation process as she is standing on the side observing the learner
demonstration. She stated that a facilitator should support the learners by being present and encouraging
them, even if they feel like saying and thinking “it is wrong”. She would say “no it is fine but try it
again.” She saw this as developing the learners’ confidence and a learner could view it as either
motivating or being given a message that is misleading – positive but negative at the same time. In this
learning process, the important aspect of learners developing trust for the facilitator is taken into account.
Initially Bernice stated that “I thought that it would be me doing the experiment” (comment about the
main person in the picture) and then she changed the statement and said that it was a learner doing the
experiment. The internal conflict that Bernice experienced was an indication that she was going through
a change process in her thinking about the role of a facilitator. She was also establishing
reasons/underlying assumptions about her role as a facilitator and how children learn.

The aspect of peer influence in learning was directly worked with when she said “Learners should have
fun and be amazed by the activity (demonstration) that is done in the class by a peer so that they can pay
attention and be motivated to also do the activity”. Also, the importance of learners doing the work
themselves was realised in her saying “learners learn by trial and error, by the fact that they should be
given opportunities to perfect what they are doing by repeating the activities.” This view of learning by
doing was enhanced by her own experience in school when she “sat for afternoon after afternoon
memorizing the pink one goes blue … you do not have to go and learn it – you don’t have to go and
poppegaai3 the whole thing, you know it and it makes sense to you”. Bernice also thought that learners
should participate by asking questions of themselves and of the facilitator of learning. She felt strongly
that a relaxed atmosphere should be provided in the classroom by the facilitator of learning. She also felt
strongly that learner’s self-attributes should be developed and used to enhance their learning.
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Poppegaai is an Afrikaans colloquial word meaning stupid. Bernice uses it in the sense of memorizing.

Bernice saw Biology as a theoretical and a practical component as this is how she experienced it at
school.
Carol saw herself as more than a facilitator of learning who provides fun for the children but is also
serious about them learning and understanding their work. She is also aware of the children’s needs.
Carol saw learning and understanding as essential for the development of children and that
understanding is a part of learning. She wanted to provide Biology content and life skills for the learners
so that they could deal with ‘‘problems that they experience’’. I attributed this thinking to the fact that
Carol has a Psychology background (Psychology Honours) and that her care and feeling for children was
intense. It went beyond that of a teaching and learning relationship. She was also aware of the
importance of a relaxed classroom environment where her relationship with the learners was a central
issue to her in that she stated that she must be friendly. She saw herself as knowing a little bit more than
the learners in terms of knowledge but that was not all that facilitators of learning should be. Carol also
saw her role as a facilitator of learning in a broad educational sense with regard to her developing her
knowledge about the curriculum and curriculum change. The play of words that she used – can and not
must, illustrate her awareness of the social aspects of a facilitator of learning and the power relationship
between ‘teachers’ and learners. She does not want to be seen as having all the power in this facilitator
of learning - learner relationship. This thinking lends itself to the behaviour necessary for an effective
facilitator of learning.

Carol stated that learners can do things for themselves and they can access resources e.g. facilitator of
learning and textbooks, and that learners should be given responsibility for their learning. This thinking
is in line with constructivist theory of teaching and learning where the learners play a central role in their
own learning process but here it is not that the learners can take responsibility, they are given it, and
therefore it is an external and not an internal action/influence.
Mack viewed the world as being natural and learners learn about the world through their experiences
and “acquire a body of human knowledge in interaction with the facilitator.” This implies that learners at
times actively participate in the classroom. He also stated that “learners are acquirers of knowledge and
they can discover it themselves or get it from the facilitator.” Further evidence that learners are receivers
of knowledge can be seen in the uni-directional arrows that are drawn from the knowledge to the learner.

Mack is taken up with the truth of the world issue. This could be linked to his Christian belief where
telling and knowing the truth is important. Ontologically and epistemologically, this understanding of
truth can be linked to his expose of who he is (cycle one). The first statement that he made was “I am a
Christian and therefore I follow the Christian beliefs, doctrines and modes of worship. There are a
number of things that make me enjoy life to the fullest. The first and most important is my belief.” He
does however acknowledge that there is a possibility of falsehood. This is where a teacher can correct
these false beliefs. Mack stated that “you realise that you can question learners about their falsity (the
incorrect and the misconceptions that they have). Mack is aware of the importance of working with
learners’ misconceptions due to his strong focus on truth and experience (see cycle one) with his own
misconception of OBE and group work. The use of a questioning strategy in facilitating learning is
necessary for learners to realise for themselves that what they believe in is inappropriate, but more
importantly as a result of this, the learners will come up with a correct view. This is based on the
constructivist principles of teaching and learning. These principles are partially adopted where learners
are given a problem, but they have to acquire things in order to solve the problems. Here the role of the
learner in solving the problem is not clear as the process of how they acquire things is not stated.
Mack has a conflicting perception of the role of a learner. He is not certain about what their roles are as
there is evidence that his perception wavers from learners as acquirers of knowledge and as learners
realise for themselves and come up with a correct view.

Mack developed this knowledge from his personal position as a Christian believer and his experiences of
the programme when he was exposed to - what is the aim of education and what is a learner really at
Hammanskraal.

•

What underlying assumptions did the student teachers have about their role as a facilitator of
learning?

Bernice thought that children learn by doing, carrying out experiments and that experimentation has a
practical and theoretical component.

Carol wanted to support learners emotionally and provide them with a relaxed environment where they
could learn.
Mack thought that learners required truth in the world and he was going to provide them with the truth
which will come from their experiences in nature.

•

What words linked to education did the student teachers use, what was their understanding of them
and why did they use them?

Bernice - Kids, pupils, students and learners whatever they are. Initially, Bernice used these terms
interchangeably and then she later used the term learner more often.
Facilitator – observes learners and motivates them and is not the central figure in the learning process.
Learning – is an activity that learners carry out by doing an activity. The activity is for the children to
learn through experimentation, not just with test tube experimentation even in their theory.
Biology – a practical thing, it is out there.
Carol - Children/learner – can do things themselves and they should be given responsibility.
Facilitator/teacher – a facilitator prepares the children for life and does not give them just the content.
She wants to be more than a facilitator.
Learning – is an activity that students carry out and it leads to them understanding.
Mack - Mack uses the term problem in two senses – where the facilitator has a difficulty with the
learners; learners should be given a problem but they have to acquire things in order to solve the
problems.

•

If you were asked to draw what you did in step 1 (how you saw yourself as a Life Sciences
facilitators of learning) right at the beginning of the year would you have drawn what you
had drawn?

Bernice stated that her drawing would have been different as she would
have been the person in the front demonstrating.
Carol stated that the drawing would have been different as she would not have

brought in the process thing, with the eyes observing. She stated “I would not have indicated that I as a
facilitator had to give the learners the responsibility and that they must take the responsibility and do the
learning. “
Mack stated that he probably would not have drawn what he did. He did state that the
programme had changed his view of a facilitator and he was still trying to work it out.

•

What feelings did the student teachers express at this point in time in the programme?

Bernice felt happy doing the programme
Carol enjoyed what she was doing “but it was difficult to grasp the new things about facilitating learning
and the paradigm shift in education at first”. This was totally different from what she was used to
(experienced) in school and at university. She felt uncertain, but she knew that in time she would learn,
understand and experience more. She stated that there were frustrating moments and sometimes she
wanted to scream, but most of the times she felt pretty good.
Mack felt good because he had done quite a lot of thinking about himself. Also being a guy it was a
good bonding experience. He stated “I sort of felt quite haphazard at times and felt really quite lost but I
really enjoyed myself.

•

Community of discussion - communication patterns - this was not expressed during this session as
the student teachers worked individually. In the individual sessions what the students shared was:

Bernice stated that sharing her story was a nice experience. She stated that now I could understand
where she was coming from and I could understand her better.
Carol stated that she felt a bit intimidated as she did not know what I expected of her. She questioned
me as to whether she was saying the right thing as she wanted to be right. Carol felt challenged by the
drawing as she struggled to think up things to represent it outwards for it to be seen. She stated “I am
not a creative person”, and anything like this was quite a challenge for her, difficult for her to do. She did
mention that it was “more fun this way”, even though she felt more secure with writing. She stated that
she would probably have shared more about her role as a facilitator if she had written it out as she have
felt more secure with the writing.

Mack stated that he felt good about sharing his story as what he saw in it was his passion for teaching
and passion for really helping other people.

5.4. Step 3: Planning Action

The specialisation lecturer planned the action. This step was concerned with planning for the elicitation
and exploration of the student teacher’s interpretation and perception of the Nature and Structure of Life
Sciences and the South African schools implementation policy for Life Sciences (Grades 10 – 12). The
specialisation lecturer gave each student teacher three readings – Biology Teaching – an information
manual by Schwab; Natural Science and Technology Booklet and the National Curriculum Statement Life Sciences Policy document. The first two readings focused on the structure and nature of Biology
and the last one on the policy implementation, principles, outcomes, content areas and assessment of
Life Sciences in South African schools in grades 10-12. The students were given a few days to read and
interpret the content in these documents with a view to constructing their knowledge about these
particulars aspects of Life Sciences.

5.5. Step 4: Taking Action
5.5.1. Bernice
5.5.1.1. Nature and structure of Biology
Bernice stated, “There is a difference between Biology teaching and the Biology that we did at school.”
She was aware that Biology as a discipline had particular characteristics and could be distinguished into
theory and practical components.

5.5.1.2. Facilitating Biology – role of facilitator of learning
Bernice stated that as a facilitator of learning we need to ask “what is the Biology that we need to teach
to make them (the learners) aware of it.” She expressed that “if you have the nature and structure of
Biology then as a facilitator of learning it gives you the platform from which you can work things out”.
She concluded that “this makes the teaching of Biology more

understandable.”

5.5.1.3. Developing learner attitudes and the link to science process skills
Bernice stated that children can develop respect for things in nature if they get to know it.

5.5.1.4. Exploring the link between science process skills and knowledge development
Bernice was of the view that in learning Biology “you come across it you realise it and you experience
it.” She stated that for learners to establish what something is “they need to feel it, touch it”. Bernice
thought that process skills were important as children could find the truth in some experiments using all
their senses.

5.5.1.5. Learners and learning Biology
Bernice was of the view that learners should take responsibility for their own learning. She stated that
she “would throw them in the situation so that they realise that they need a wake up call”. She shared her
ideas “if I give learners activities to do and they do not want to respond to requirements then I will show
them that they needed to do it.”

5.5.1.6. Relationship with learners
Bernice stated that when you have authority placed on your shoulders and you show learners that
you are serious then “they will respect you.”

5.5.1.7. Understanding of facilitating learning
Bernice stated that when facilitating learning a facilitator should ask a learner, “is this the best way that
you can do this”, so as to get the learners to discover another way.

5.5.1.8. Exploring the content areas of Life Sciences - Indigenous Knowledge
Bernice thought that indigenous knowledge was related to the Life Sciences by the fact that some
indigenous plants were used to cure ailments. Her understanding of indigenous knowledge was that it
was about “Bushmen as they had ways of doing things that were basically thought out by them.”

5.5.2. Carol
5.5.2.1. Nature and structure of Biology
Carol stated that the Science subject, Biology must relate to the Biology discipline in that “they were the
same.” She was aware that the nature and structure of Biology was changing all the time. According to
Carol, “in learning Life Sciences there are practical and theory parts that must be worked with. Carol had
the view that a fact is acquired through learning. According to her, “through practicals you learn theory
and there is substantive knowledge that will not change for example, these are my lungs” as this is a fact.

5.5.2.2. Facilitating Biology – role of facilitator of learning
Carol held the view that in order for learners to develop facts they would “need to be busy with practicals
each period and this could be impossible in a schooling system.” She stated that these are demands that
she will have to work on.

5.5.2.3. Developing learner attitudes and the link to science process skills
She was aware that learners “observed through their senses [and] they needed to use cognitive skills.”
She held the view that if two people view an object the one person will be more correct in describing the
object because two people perceive it differently.

5.5.2.4. Exploring the link between science process skills and knowledge development
Carol stated, “the essence of science was observation”. She supported this by saying “learners need
drawing skills to draw in Life Sciences and for them to construct meaning they needed to observe and
give their meaning. She was aware that if she did this the learners would develop knowledge and process
skills.

5.5.2.5. Learners and learning Biology
Carol stated that as a facilitator she needed learners to develop better syntactical structure (developing
process skills). She could do this by asking “the question of how can learners’ thinking skills be
developed?” She knew that if she wanted learners to take responsibility for their own learning she still

had to ensure that learning took place. And she could use assessment to see if they had reached the
outcomes.
5.5.2.6. Relationship with learners
Carol stated that “as I have the authority placed on my shoulders learners will start respecting me if I
respect them.”

5.5.2.7. Exploring the meaning of mediator of learning and facilitator of learning
Carol stated that based on the specialisation lecturers’ response on the meaning of a mediator, she
understood it to be a person who mediates learning from whatever you wish to whatever you wish. Carol
understood the meaning of a facilitator of learning to include the construction of meaning and
maximizing the potential of learners by challenging them with a real life problem.

5.5.2.8. Exploring the content areas of Life Sciences – Indigenous Knowledge
Carol’s understanding of indigenous knowledge was about indigenous people like “the Tswana people
and like the lobola thing.” She also stated, “the Bushmen carried out their indigenous practices of
tracking animals”.

5.5.3. Mack
5.5.3.1. Nature and structure of Biology
Mack stated, “There is a difference between Biology teaching and the Biology that we did at school”.
Mack was aware that the nature of Biology is such that it was changing, but “a child must be taught
facts”. He thought that children obtain knowledge via/through process skills.

5.5.3.2. Facilitating Biology – role of the facilitator of learning
Mack, as a facilitator of learning, believed that to get learners to learn Biology he would have to establish
(develop) their process skills in order for them to obtain facts. Furthermore he believed that for learners
to learn Life Sciences they needed to be taught respect for nature.

5.5.3.3. Development of learner attitudes and the link to science process skills
Mack stated that you cannot tell children “to respect nature if they do not know anything about the object
(nature).” He said, “children come to have respect for things that they can see”. According to him they
“can see if they take the magnifying glass and have an aha experience, not through me telling them - they
need to experience it.”

5.5.3.4. Exploring the link between science process skills and knowledge development
Mack stated, “when you observe through the senses you need to use cognitive skills”. He was aware that
in learning Life Sciences learners must be able to apply the theory. His view was that “when learners
construct meaning they can do whatever they can, they can create new things to use in new situations.”
He concluded that if learners used process skills to construct knowledge, then they could use the
knowledge however they wanted.

5.5.3.5. Learners and learning Biology
Carol stated that “as I have the authority placed on my shoulders learners will start respecting me if I
respect them.”

5.5.3.6. Relationship with learners
Mack stated that when you have authority placed on your shoulders learners will start respecting you if
you are being professional.

5.5.3.7. The kind of teacher/facilitator
Mack stated that as teachers “we need to keep up with the trends in Science of what is currently going
on”. He thought that teachers should teach more than just facts and these do not only have to come from
a teacher. Mack when talking about the policy document stated, “the term teacher is used but the role
described is that of a facilitator.” He distinguished “a mediator [is a person] that directs learning, a
facilitator of learning is that s/he is engaged with construction of meaning and to maximize the potential
of the learners.”

5.5.3.8. Policy document - exploring the content areas of Life Sciences - Indigenous Knowledge
Mack understood that the Bushmen were indigenous people of South Africa and that everything that they
did had to be sustainable. Mack was aware of current practices of a sustainable activity. At a number of
game reserves indigenous practices was the basis of sustainable partnerships.

5.6. Step 5: Reflections on taking action and interpreting

5.6.1. Bernice
•

Now I understand it, the difference between syntactical and substantive, but
I want to be able to take the document home and read it to highlight the
sections that I did not understand.

How did Bernice develop an understanding of syntactical and substantive?
Bernice experienced the questions and statements that the specialisation lecturer made. She participated
in the session by responding to questions asked. She listened to the responses given by her colleagues.
The importance of social learning was realised in these particular sessions

•

I am happy and I am not concerned about anything, nothing is bothering me.

Why did Bernice express these feelings?
Bernice had the experience of a lecturer in one of her undergraduate courses, who expected her to think
about the questions and to answer them herself. Bernice by nature is a relaxed person who takes things
calmly and she was enjoying the experience of the programme and she felt happy.

•

The work that we are doing is interesting. It is not really the idea that I had. I had a different
experience at school. We never did any practical at school or work in the laboratory. No
practical work really. We were just fed information from the textbook.

Why did Bernice say that it is not really the idea I had?
Bernice’s schooling experience was such that she learnt Biology in the transmission style where content
from the textbook was the primary focus. Her experience of learning Biology at school and her
observation of Biology teaching at the school impacted on her beliefs about how she was going to teach

Biology. The perceptual and cognitive knowledge that she constructed during the university sessions
about the approach to teaching and learning Life Sciences (Biology) was a new and different experience
for her. The idea that you teach the way you were taught (Hargreaves, 1994) could have impacted on her
original thinking about how to teach Biology.

•

When I reflect on my drawing of me as a facilitator of learning I think I would leave mine pretty
much the same because I was drawing a laboratory situation, which is what we discussed in the
last session.

Why did Bernice say that she would leave her drawing pretty much the same?
Bernice was aware that children need to use process skills, “feel it, touch it”, for them to construct
knowledge. The setting in her drawing was a laboratory where the learners used process skills of
observing and communicating and only one learner was demonstrating an experiment. She may have
been aware of the importance for learners to use process skills but the level of this engagement and
extensive use needed to be developed further as, in her drawing, only one learner conducted an
experiment. Also, aspects of social learning were not present.

•

When we are discussing I know that I can ask Professor (specialisation lecturer) something. So,
yes I did know that I can ask questions.

Why did Bernice make these reflections about the discussion sessions?
The specialisation lecturer (Professor Ned) at the beginning of the session always asked the student
teachers if they had any questions to ask and if they were feeling comfortable. This was important to
relax the student teachers. Even though the student teachers were aware that they could ask questions
Bernice knew that she would not get a response to their questions. Professor Ned did tell them that “I
will answer a question if it is appropriate to do so and the right time to do it.” He wanted the student
teachers to think about the questions they asked and to respond to their own questions. At one point
during the discussions the specialisation lecturer (Professor Ned) stopped Bernice from asking a question
by stating, “already done.” Bernice was not happy with this incident and she had the confidence to raise
it, discuss it and confront him with it. This indicated that she felt comfortable with the setting and the

initial power relationship between Professor Ned and the student teachers evident in the first cycle
during these discussion sessions was now more relaxed.

•

I do not know if it is wrong not to answer a question. I am used to, I do not know if it is the way
we were educated or whatever but I am used to sort of you send your mind in a certain direction
knowing that there will be someone to say no that is not so to the answer that you give.

What explains why Bernice had this thinking?
Bernice was evaluating how her learning in the past was influenced by the way her questions were
answered. She shared her personal experience of how she felt and thought when her response to a
question was either approved or rejected by a teacher. She strongly felt that “the assurance that a learner
gets for her response is comforting as she is not left in a state of turmoil and confusion.” This assurance
is at the expense of the learners taking risks to learn in new ways. Bernice, though is comfortable with
externally and not internally motivated actions as the “learner is not left in a state of turmoil where
he/she has to figure out whether the response is appropriate or not.”

•

When I look at what reflections are, it is writing down what you have learnt. I sometimes add

something really important that I have learnt also into my reflections, like an important fact. I add it
in before I forget it. The other day in class Professor was saying stuff that was not in the notes. He
was saying stuff that was really interesting, that I wanted to remember, so I added it to my reflection.
From my reflections you can see from what I knew up to what I know now.
How and why did Bernice come to understand reflections in this way?
Bernice was still in the process of developing an understanding of what reflections are and also the skill
of reflecting. Her understanding of reflections was simple in that it was concerned with her writing what
she had learnt. Her reflections were at an academic level and not a personal level. Bernice’s reflections
could be used to assess her progress even though they only focused on the content cognitive knowledge
that she had learnt.

•

Relationship between school and university - I feel responsible and will have to keep from
trampling on peoples’ toes.

Why did Bernice state this?
Bernice wanted to carry out her role as a facilitator in a manner that was free from any conflict situations
with staff at the school.

5.6.2. Carol
I would feel more free to communicate if this was just a chat session.
He just wants to ask questions, questions.
Why did Carol express this?
Carol was not comfortable with Professor Ned asking questions even though he did this to challenge and
prompt them (student teachers) to respond. This discomfort could be due to, as stated earlier in cycle one
step 5, that Carol is a good listener and not a talker.

•

In terms of knowledge development we started with the basics. We have not done Life Sciences
really but just the syntactical and substantive structures. So jah, I think that is a good beginning
for us to understand that it (Life Sciences) is one thing not separate. It is very nice. We learnt a
lot.

How did Carol develop an understanding of syntactical and substantive?
She participated in the session by responding to questions asked even though she did not feel
comfortable with been asked a number of questions. As Carol thought that the specialisation lecturer was
going to teach them (student teachers) how to teach Biology (cycle 1, step 1), this is still reflected in “we
have not done Biology really”. This indicates that it is important to elicit and discuss the expectations
that the student teachers have for the programme. This thinking is described in the literature by Kagan
(1992). Carol was exposed to new knowledge about the structure and nature of Biology. Her feeling
expressed above indicated that she felt good about learning this new knowledge.

•

The idea that the content was the most important and now we know the principles. 4Maak my
deurmekaar. I am very confused because I had the idea that the content was important now the

4

Makes me confused

science processes are. Now you have to rethink what you are going to do in the classroom – that
is the whole paradigm thing.
Why did Carol have these experiences?
Carol was experiencing a personal challenge and change in her thinking about facilitating learning in
Life Science. Even though she felt good about learning the new knowledge on the nature and structure of
Biology she also felt very confused with it. She was expressing problems with processing this
knowledge as it was too different from what she had experienced in her past experiences of being taught.
This links to (Pajares, 1992)

•

When I reflect on my drawing of me as a facilitator of learning I think that I would keep some of
the things the same but I would bring the process thing in because I did not do that at all but just
had some technology. I am not sure how I will represent it – had the eyes in there so I will just
bring that into the observing – because observing is the most important syntactical (process)
activity.

Why did Carol say that she would keep some of the things but bring in the process thing?
When analyzing her drawing of a facilitator of learning Carol stated, “I know with what we learnt now is
that you mustn’t like give them the textbook; you have to let them do it themselves.” Even though an eye
was drawn in her drawing it represented her action as a facilitator not the action of the learners. Carol
now understood that learning Biology entailed the use of both process skills and content development
but she was experiencing inner turmoil with this new knowledge.

•

I think that the whole thing on reflection is kind of what you did and what you learnt about it,
how you feel about it. Jah that is what I understand about it. Reflection - can you see yourself in
what you have written? In the feeling thing you can see yourself but not the fact that I have
learnt this…not the fact. So we can say if we were bored.

How and why did Carol come to understand reflections in this way?
Carol understood and had the experience of writing personal reflections about the feelings that she
experienced not just the knowledge that she had gained. She also understood reflections to be used as an

indicator of “who you are as a person.” But, in reflecting she was also sensitive that she should not
offend anyone with what she wrote. She was therefore surprised that she could be absolutely open and
honest with what she wrote or stated in her reflections.

•

With the relationship between the school and the university being such a sensitive one, I feel
scared of screwing up. If I screw up then they will say you are not coming here again. It makes
me kind of nervous.

Why did Carol state this?
Carol was aware that the relationship between the school and the university was a sensitive one. She
wanted to carry out her role as a facilitator in a proper manner as she did not want negative feedback
from the school. The basis of Carol’s feeling of inadequacy stems from if she would know the stuff that
she needed to teach at the school. This experience of learning about the syntactical and substantive
aspects of Biology further challenged her beliefs about teaching and her understanding of what she was
capable of.

5.6.3. Mack
•

At first I felt confused by the meaning of the actual words (syntactical and

substantive)

because they are quite similar. The discussion brought some
good understanding in some parts especially with regard to the meaning of

syntactical and

substantive and the relationship between them.

How did Mack develop an understanding of syntactical and substantive?
During the discussion the specialisation lecturer asked a number of questions that the student teachers
had to think about. Some questions asked were: What do they say in the syntactical structure - about
basic competencies? Could you observe without syntactical structure? He also made statements like:
Substantive nature is changing through the syntactical and the syntactical structure does not change.
Mack developed a good understanding of syntactical and substantive. He had prepared for the sessions he had read the documents provided. As a result he could respond to the questions and in the process

construct appropriate understanding. But it was not just in reading the document that enabled this
understanding, it was his active participation in the session that was of intense importance.

•

I feel that some of the questions were quite tough

Why did Mack make this statement?
Even though Mack stated that he had a good understanding of the nature and structure of Biology he felt
that the questions were difficult. The reason for this is that Mack’s original perception about the structure
and teaching of Biology was being challenged.

•

It has been nice, we have learnt a lot about the theory behind the Life
Sciences, things to use directly in the classroom, it will help us in our
practice, what we are teaching, the nature of it and I am keen to get down to
it. How are we going to go about it?

Why does Mack exhibit a mixed emotional stance?
Mack was in the process of experiencing change in his beliefs about teaching Biology. He was aware
that the discussion about what could be used in the classroom could influence his practice. But, he was
anxious about the actual action of teaching i.e. how will he teach in the classroom. This is a clear
indication that the technical – rationality approach (Schon, 1983) was not used to inform his practice.
Furthermore, he was asking questions not about what to teach but about how he was going to teach. This
was his challenge. He had not facilitated learning Biology in the classroom as he had not done this as
yet.
•

When I reflect on my drawing of me as a facilitator of learning, I think
mine is, like I have a lot of lines going everywhere on my paper and there
is no connection between the knowledge of the student and if I had to
change it I could just add more quality to it. I would add in the whole
process of the Life Sciences and how the students go about constructing
the knowledge for themselves.

Why did Mack say that he would make changes to his drawing?

Mack was in the process of constructing knowledge about the nature and structure of Biology. He has
experienced a change in his belief that learning Life Sciences focuses on knowledge only. He was aware
of the link between process skills and the development of knowledge, and that when learners construct
meaning they can create new things and also use this knowledge in new situations.

•

When I look at what reflections are, it is going over all the important things
that you think has been discussed and how you sort of assimilate that in
your own life. I think I am doing it because you (the specialisation lecturer)
said we should do it but I definitely think there is value in it. After doing it,
I really realise it is actually thinking deeply about what we had done in the
session and yes, it has really made it clearer.

How and why did Mack come to understand reflections in this way?
Mack had the experience of reflecting when he was in Hammanskraal. His reflections then focused on
important things that had happened to him and this is evident from the words that he used – the
important thing that happened to me, the main fact that I learnt. At this stage the reflections were still
about important things but they focused on what was reflected on, the process of reflecting and the value
of reflection for his professional development. His awareness about the need for reflecting is being
developed.

•

I feel that I have definitely progressed over these sessions but I definitely do not know where we
are going from here. I am wondering about the end point in terms of my progress.

Why has Mack expressed these feelings?
Mack felt uncertain as he was not given guidelines on how to teach and what type of teacher he was
going to end up as. He felt uncertain as the process was one where the individual due to his/her own
experiences constructed and used his/her practical wisdom to construct knowledge. There were no fixed
guidelines and endpoints given to the student teachers. His development was linked to who he is as a
person and his expectations of what will happen in the facilitating learning experience in the classroom.
Mack as an individual lacked self-confidence, believing in himself and he needed to plan his work more.

This together with the brain profile result that he prefers the big picture, not the detail further impacted
negatively on his feelings.

•

I have been nervous about the relationship between the school and university and also that the
teacher has to give 40% of her time, which is quite a lot and I am then responsible.

Why did Mack state this?
In preparing the student teachers for the schools the specialisation lecturer shared the preparation for the
schools. The responsibility of being the facilitator of learning for this time period elicited fear in Mack.

5.7. Step 6: Evaluating Action

The evaluation stage focused on the analysis and evaluation of the intervention for this cycle and the
issues that fed into the next cycle.

5.7.1. General comments - analysis and evaluation of the intervention
Each student teacher’s experience of each step in the cycle was essential to their self-constructed practice
theories. The construction of each practice theory entailed the dynamic exploration and challenge to their
developing identities of a facilitator of learning both at a personal and professional level. This
exploration and development was evident from the issues raised during this cycle and their responses to
these issues. The issues focused on the nature and structure of Life Science (Biology); facilitating
learning in Life Sciences with regard to her/his role of as a facilitator of learning, the role of science
process skills in learning Life Science; the role of learners in learning Life Sciences, the type and
importance of his/her relationship with learners and his/her perception of the role between the university
and the school during the practicum period. Korthagen (2001c, p. 255) reminds us that these explorations
of “student teachers’ preconceptions about learning and teaching” are necessary if we want the student
teachers to construct their own practice theories.

Bernice, Carol and Mack’s experience of the action step challenged their current beliefs of facilitating
learning and reflecting, their emotions, and their expectations of the professional development

programme. The importance of a Life Sciences facilitator of learning integrating process skills and
content for learners to construct the appropriate knowledge was a new experience for all three student
teachers. The old belief of the importance of content was definitely challenged. But, with this challenge
came the question of how were they going to do this integration in the school as evidenced by Mack’s
question “How are we going to go about it? So, this new experience brought further concerns and
challenges about what would be expected of them in their role as facilitators of learning.

They were aware that they had to focus and plan for the role of learners as active participants in the
process of learning. This clearly is in line with the principles of experiential and authentic learning. This
belief of a learner as active in learning was far removed from their own experiences of learning
(Lombardi, 2007). This ‘shakening’ of beliefs further made the student teachers feel uncomfortable and
in Carol’s words “deurmekaar”. The social learning was a concrete experience for these student teachers.
But even with this experience their learning was a “messy process” (Abbot, 1999). But without this
messiness and uncertainty authentic and experiential learning may not have been possible.

The messy nature of learning is also intertwined with emotions, reflections and expectations. We need to
recognise and integrate the emotional, cognitive (Kolb & Fry, 1975) and perceptual experiences of the
student teachers for them to learn. We also need to encourage student teachers to actively reflect on their
experiences as awareness of their own learning (Korthagen, 2001b) was important for their construction
of “phronesis” As student teachers were only told to reflect with no template or guide as to what to
reflect on and how to structure their reflections they had to experience the process as a intensely personal
one. This personal nature came from the depth of emotions and thoughts shared in these reflections. But,
this process of reflecting does not take place automatically and it is for this reason that student teachers
were asked to record their reflections and then to share them during the reflection sessions which were
structured into the professional development programme. The elicitation of student teachers’
expectations about aspects in the programme needs to be shared. In as much as Carol stated “we have not
learnt any Biology yet” as she expected to be taught Biology in the programme. These expectations if
left unattended could develop into concerns and these could impact on the process of learning. Negative

emotions are normally associated with concerns and these could impact negatively on the construction of
“phronesis”.

Bernice, Carol and Mack were each constructing their own practice theories of facilitating learning.
These theories were influenced by the nature of who they were as people. But the challenge to their
current beliefs of facilitating learning and reflecting, the emotions that they experienced, and their
expectations of the professional development programme served to re-assert and also re-establish their
identities. Their identities as facilitators of learning were different now to what they were when they
started off with at the beginning of this cycle.
5.7.2. What feeds into the next cycle?
The student teachers were engaged in a discussion with the specialisation lecturer to prepare them for the
schools. This discussion focused on the specialisation lecturer preparing the student teachers for the
school experience. The student teachers were to spend a week tutoring at the school and collecting the
programme for the seven weeks that they were to facilitate at their assigned schools. He did warn them
though that “what you are going to experience in the school may be very different from what you have
experienced and learnt up to now.” He advised them to go to the laboratory when they were at the
school. They were expected to interview the laboratory manager to establish the laboratory organisation.
This would be important for them when designing a learning task as they needed to be able to do that
before they got the learners to do it.

The student teachers were to spend eight weeks at a particular school with a particular teacher that they
were to be assigned to. They will spend the first week of the eight weeks at the school tutoring the
learners and collecting the facilitation of learning programme for the seven weeks of facilitation that will
take place at the beginning of the second semester. This preparation was linked to the suggestion by
Dryden & Vos (1999) that student teachers facilitate learning in a real context.

Descriptive data – cycle three
6.2. Step 1: Experiential reflections

6.2.1. Bernice
6.2.1.1. Experience of tutoring the learners and observing the teacher mentor teaching
Bernice’s teacher mentor gave her transparencies with notes to place on the overhead projector for the
learners to work from. Bernice felt uncomfortable to do this and expressed this by stating “just feeding
the learners with stuff”. Bernice stated that she wanted “to give the learners some interesting things to do
not just the transparencies”. This view is presented in the literature by Aspin & Chapman (1994).

6.2.1.2. Meaning of practice theory
Bernice’s constructed meaning of practice theory was, “you need to be in the situation and try and try
different things until you found something that really works.” She further illustrated her meaning by
stating “the Bushmen were not told to sit and then the instructions on how to go hunting was told to
them. They had to learn how to hunt through experience. Practice theory is to be used by us.”

6.2.1.3. Constructing “phronesis”/practice theory about designing learning tasks
a. Ideas for learning tasks
Bernice got ideas for designing her learning tasks from looking at real life crises (Slabbert & Hattingh,
2006). She described the process of getting ideas for the Blood system - she wrote down all the problems
you can get (stroke, cholesterol, blood clotting, and anaemia), combined all the problems and linked
them to the parts of the blood system included activities like, heart dissection and measuring heart rate.
She did state though that these ideas for activities were “not my bright idea, I got this from a textbook”.
Her choice of activities in the learning task was influenced by her beliefs that if learners enjoyed it then
they would learn more. Also if the learners were interested then the learning task would have meaning
for them and if it is relevant then they will enjoy it. She was aware that as a facilitator of learning she
had to make a plan on how to prevent learners from going off task during a learning task operation. She
was concerned though with how she was going to solve any problems if she experienced them.

b. The laboratory work of a learning task design
Bernice planned to do a heart dissection with the learners as this was a practical in the section on the
Blood system. She stated that “the last time that I did a heart dissection was when I was at school”. She
knew that she had to work out how to dissect the heart -“I will find out, that is why I am here, in the
laboratory”. She described this finding out process. She and Carol worked together as they were both
designing learning tasks on the blood system. She expressed her feeling of working collaboratively with
Carol when she said that “it is nice to do it with someone who is at your level as we can look and talk
about the structure.” She was aware that she needed to discover for herself when she stated “maybe I

would be tempted to ask him [Professor Ned] questions instead of finding it out myself.” Bernice
constructed knowledge about preparing specimens for practical work. She had observed these
preparation requirements when she worked with Carol in the laboratory. They experienced problems
with the heart specimens as they were frozen and “the sheep heart was okay but the ox heart was a
problem as it was cut into pieces.” Bernice was aware of her role in facilitating learning of practical
investigations in that it was important for her to “record what she did because if something went wrong I
will be able to re-do what I did”. Bernice said that for the learning task consolidation she would “get the
rest of the learners to ask critical and clarifying questions of the group that was presenting.”

c. Presenting ideas for the initiating learning section of a particular learning task
Bernice’s idea for initiating learning was to present the learners with a game puzzle to solve. This
initiating learning section had instructions and learning organization

6.2.2. Carol
6.2.2.1. Experience of tutoring the learners and observing the teacher mentor teaching
Carol was concerned that her teacher mentor spoke in Afrikaans and also in English and that the
particular language speaking learners were placed on different sides of the classroom. She decided that
when she is facilitating learning she would “speak in English only and I will get the learners to work it
out.” Even though Carol is Afrikaans speaking she felt that a lot of time was wasted in class to talking.

6.2.2.2. Meaning of practice theory
Carol viewed practice theory as linked to who the person is and “what you would like to happen.” She
did not want learners to do badly so she suggested that she would “reward them. The real reward for the
learners lies in them experiencing the activity.” Her understanding of practice theory was that it was
developed from “research that was done then they developed the theory.” But later she stated “we use
practice theory to facilitate learning”.

6.2.2.3. Constructing “phronesis”/practice theory about designing learning tasks
a. Ideas for learning tasks
Carol’s ideas for learning tasks were influenced by enjoyment and learning, types of activities and the
learners’ views of learning. She supported the enjoyment and learning from her own experience - “if I
enjoyed an activity I will learn more and I will remember more and I will remember less if something is
boring”. Carol thought that some activities required more teaching while there were others “that you
could learn more from”. The learners’ views of learning were that learners were exposed to “immediate
gratification in life [and] this was linked to their thinking that education and learning was easy” therefore
they did not have to put effort into it. This view she said was enforced “by the one word answer
worksheets that they fill in for class activities.” She was aware that a child would feel good “if she/he
came up with something that the teacher did not know, as a result of research”. Carol thought that this

expectation of substantial justification from learners is what made a learning task different and
challenging.

b. The laboratory work of a learning task design.
Carol had planned a learning task on the Blood system. She commented on planning the practical cooperatively with Bernice when she said “we observed the various parts of the heart and found it
interesting.” She was aware that “we can design as best we can but in the classroom the design could
change.” She was also aware that in designing the learning task you need to consider resources
“available to the learners at home and if they can bring the stuff to school”, provide guidelines by saying
to the learners that they have “to explain their findings and link them to the problem statement.”
c. Presenting ideas for the initiating learning section of a particular learning task
Carol’s ideas for initiating learning in a learning task on the Human skeleton for grade 10 learners was to
give the learners questions like “What do you think are the best material to build different parts of a
skeleton and then you need to decide on which part of the skeleton you can improve on”. She stated that
she would also present learner instructions and organization.

6.2.3. Mack
6.2.3.1. Experience of tutoring the learners and observing the teacher mentor teaching
Mack stated that the teacher was quite organised as she had told him what sections of Biology he was to
facilitate. Mack had observed that the teacher made use of group work and she had “groups of all boys,
all girls, all Blacks, all whites”. The teacher’s reason for grouping the learners in this way was based on
geographical reasons “they all live in different areas and when they are given a project then it is difficult
for them to meet to complete the project”.

6.2.3.2. Meaning of practice theory
Mack’s constructed meaning for practice theory was “what you learnt in theory and how you put it into
practice. Part of developing practice theory is that people tried things differently.”

6.2.3.3. Constructing knowledge about designing learning tasks
a. Ideas for learning tasks
Mack’s idea for an activity was suggested by the teacher mentor. His understanding of constructing a
learning task was that there are questions that need to be focused on like “what are you trying to achieve
in the activity, are the activities in the learning task relevant and enjoyable?” When he evaluated the
learning tasks that he had designed he said they “were stimulating but not enjoyable yet.” According to
him the relationship between enjoyment and learning was his belief that “enjoyment makes a person
want to learn as it is an intrinsic thing. His thinking was that “learning becomes intrinsic automatically
because if they are enjoying it, it (the learning) comes by itself” and that “the learners’ enjoyment during
the process of learning lay in what they achieved at the end by learning.” Another feature which he

thought needs to be considered in designing a learning task “is to ensure that learners take up a
challenge.” He was concerned with what would happen, “if they did not take up the challenge”. He was
aware that he would have to present the learning task properly to the learners for them to take up the
challenge. He was also aware that the best way to “grab the learners’ attention is creatively” by getting
“the children’s’ minds going as they think that they are scientists and they get interested.” To do this he
said that he would “not just enter the class and then speak to the learners as what the teacher normally
does.” He was going to stimulate the learners from the outset.

b. The laboratory work of a learning task design.
Mack saw the need to trial the practical before giving it to learners when he said “we will be on our own
in the schools, we will make mistakes there, so it is better that we trial things here” and “I will have to
get to grips with how to do it and how to handle the material.” Mack stated that he needed agar but did
not know how to make it. When he asked the specialisation lecturer for advice he was told ”there is agar
in the laboratory, you will have to sort out the quantities, so go to the library, get the book, and you work
it out”. This expectation of learners to access resources is presented in the literature by Armstrong
(1991). Mack was aware that when he gave the learners an experiment linked to the learning tasks he
would have to ask them to describe the process that they used and to substantiate their findings. He
stated that for the learning task consolidation he would, “get the learners to present”, and if the learners
asked tricky questions, this would be important so as to, “increase the quality of their learning and
thinking”.

c. Presenting ideas for the initiating learning section of a particular learning task
Mack’s ideas for initiating learning in a learning task on Classification for grade 11 was to divide them
into groups and for them to work out the reasons for the choice of group. Also a game could be used
where learners sort cards out into groups. This could be followed by a class discussion (Slabbert, 2007).

6.3. Step 2. Reflecting and interpreting
•

What was the role of the teacher-educator in the discussion-group sessions and why did he have
this role?

The following exchange is presented as it is representative of the way in which the specialist lecturer
conducted the challenges to student teachers’ construction of their practice theory, and in this particular
section dealing appropriately with sensitive and/or controversial issues regarding the construction of a
practice theory of and for facilitating learning in the Life Sciences.

The specialisation lecturer initiated the discussion. Mack stated, “Professor initiated it.” The
specialisation lecturer set the scene for the discussion session and prompted the students to participate in
the discussion by stating, “you have come from the schools and are there any things that you want to

share and any questions that you want to ask?” The specialisation lecturer challenged and supported the
student teachers by stating “I think that is good that you can look at things and ask the questions like the
one that you asked, this is what this teacher is doing but what will I do?” (Claxton, 1999). He made the
student teachers aware of the guidelines with regard to the interaction between the school and the
university when he said, “we can guarantee that work will be done but cannot guarantee that all classes
will be paced the same.” He also made the student teachers aware of the relationship between the
schools and the university, this “is a very sensitive thing. We need to be very careful as schools are
running at a pace and we must not disturb them”. He prepared the student teachers for the context of the
schools (de Kock & Slabbert, 2003) that they could possibly experience by stating that “what you are
going to experience in the school may be very different from what you have experienced and learnt up to
now. Some schools are not … implementing Outcomes based education”.
He raised the concerns that the student teachers had about stepping into the classroom and the role that
they would have to play in the classroom. He advised them by saying “the first impression and the first
steps are crucial as the learners need to know where they stand with you and you have to take a firm
stand to let them know what they can and cannot do”. He further advised “do not become familiar with
the children; when children challenge you be sharp and do not challenge back and this will turn them
around.” He also advised “When you get into class you must know what you are going to do……and do
it, but if you are uncertain…this could be destructive” (Slabbert, 2007).
The specialisation lecturer also highlighted the importance of how learning should take place. He used
the example of the Bushman and asked “how did they learn and what were they educated for?” He
wanted to re-enforce the purpose of learning and more importantly the role of learners in the learning
process. He also raised the importance of the feelings linked to learning and he used skateboarders as an
example. He said that “the feelings that skateboarders get when they achieve “a trick – they experience
happiness and fulfillment and they feel proud, they also experience a change in their order of
consciousness.” He challenged them to respond to the question “does this happen in school?”
He elicited the student teacher’s understanding about practice theory when he asked them to “talk to
me, what is your perception of practice theory. We have already established that it is not theory and
practice”. He was prompting the students to think back to a previous discussion about practice theory
and to rethink their understanding of practice theory. He used Carol’s understanding that practice theory
is linked to her rewarding the learners” (Kolb, 1984). He got her to think further when he stated, “reward
or recognition” and challenged her on the underlying assumptions that she had about this. He challenged
her further when he asked her about what the real reward for learners should be. Carol stated that the real
reward for the learners lay in them experiencing the activity. Professor Ned also challenged her response
further by stating “the real reward for learners is when they experience exhilaration when they do what
they did not think they could do”.
He told the students that when they are discussing the designing learning tasks (Aspin & Chapman,
1994) they need to consider restructuring the tasks given by the teacher. He suggested that they “work
out some challenging question that will take the learners’ time to figure out and solve the problem”. He

shared ideas about co-operative learning which arose from Carol’s input about the teacher and the
learners where there was a language issue in the class with Afrikaans learners on one side of the class
and English learners on the other side of the class. He said “this is a bad situation as this accentuated
separation, whereas this situation could be used to exploit co-operative learning”. He further stated, “It
may take time for the learners to work in co-operative groups and they need to have the experience of it
for them (the learners) to see this is how it needs to work”. He also stated that co-operative learning is
not a necessity but it is essential.
He provided the student teachers with a case study and he questioned their thinking about it. He did not
provide them with answers instead he got them to question their own responses further. Evidence of this
can be seen in the following excerpt:

Mack: The teacher mentor gave me things about spermatogenesis. How will I make sure
without telling them exactly how spermatogenesis takes place, that they will learn the terms
that they need to know?
Specialisation lecturer: I do not know. Only when they go to the particular step and you start
doing it will you know.

In discussing learning task design the issue of morals and ethics was raised (Department of Education,
2003). The specialisation lecturer did not tell the student teachers what to do in these instances but he
challenged them (Von Glaserfeld, 1984) as is evident in the following exchange:

Carol: I am against abortion and that person is not, how will we work this?
Specialisation lecturer: The question is not how but what about it?
Carol: I will not compromise?
Bernice: In psychology, the aspect of abortion has been one long fight
Specialisation lecturer (clicking his fingers): The disadvantage of argument is that there is anger. What
attracts people to you?
Mack: Respect
Carol: You listen to them
Specialisation lecturer: If you listen to someone what does the other party feel?
Mack: You value their views
Specialisation lecturer: but if I am in a relationship with you, this is different. Also never compromise.
Mack: At what point does Carol share her true feelings?
Carol: I cannot say that I am against it.
Mack: You can- you have an opinion.
Specialisation lecturer: You can
Bernice: The learners may feel that they are on an opposing side, might feel that they are wrong because
the teachers don’t agree with them

Specialisation lecturer: If you are asked
Carol: Yes I will tell them.
Bernice: If I just stand up and say I agree with them but not them
Specialisation lecturer: It is not what is said only. It is how you are as a human being; a

full

person and also that you have convictions
Mack: I believe I will not cover myself. I do not see why I should back down
from my beliefs
Specialisation lecturer: Carol you need to feel comfortable with how you
handle in your circumstance. I think that we got to the point that controversial issues and there is
diversity. As a facilitator what immediately do you need to do in the learning task now?
Carol: I will look at it again. I will strengthen it.

In this social grouping (Wortham, 2001) the student teachers constructed their “phronesis” of how to
facilitate controversial issues that are raised/discussed in class.
The specialisation lecturer elicited the student teachers understanding about designing learning tasks
(Smith & Blake, 2005), “let us start by asking how you got ideas into the learning tasks”, and later he
stated, “what are the underlying principles, what are you trying to achieve in the activity?” They
discussed the responses that the student teachers gave and he gave guidelines about learning task design,
still challenging them further, “The one principle is whatever you focus on, look at activity; activity
should not be done for the sake of the activity, done for the sake of learning.”
The specialisation lecturer made the student teachers’ aware of the importance of learners learning from
the designed learning task (Slabbert, 2007) as evidenced in the following extract:
Specialisation lecturer: What are we after, … enjoyment or learning? Surely learning. Don’t look for
enjoyment then add learning. First criterion is learning, is it quality learning, then add enjoyment. Again,
remember- what is the relationship between enjoyment and learning?
Mack: Enjoyment makes person want to learn- intrinsic thing.
Specialisation lecturer: When will the thing they do become intrinsic? When will the enjoyment be
intrinsic?
Mack: Automatically, if they enjoying it comes by itself.
Specialisation lecturer: What makes enjoyment?
Bernice: When interested has meaning to you or is relevant, and then you enjoy it.
Specialisation lecturer: Think about it, when do you enjoy things?
Bernice: When they are generally different
Specialisation lecturer: Let us jump to the point. The point is the following: learning is very hard and
often protracted, difficult and not easy, therefore it is not enjoyable.
So in the process of learning, wherein lies the enjoyment?
Mack: What they achieve at the end by learning

Specialisation lecturer: The achievement at the end, wow we did it. The new order of consciousness that
comes because of the peak experience.
Further discussion about some of the learning task outcomes (Slabbert, 2007) that the specialisation
lecturer shared with the student teachers took the following path:

Specialisation lecturer: End product outcome is the product that they (learners) need to produce. There
are four kinds of end-product outcomes - physical object, decision, process and service that the kids
produce or generate. A process to produce something In this case what is end product.
Bernice & Carol: Decision
Specialisation lecturer: Decision to do what?
Bernice: Play a role
Specialisation lecturer: Well, play a role, what else? In process of learners telling their peers about it
what are they doing?
Mack: Service
Specialisation lecturer: They are rendering a service, a consultancy. Tie into one
another. Go back, how enjoyable will that be? If kids know that they are going to interview mothers,
sexologist how enjoyable do you think they will think that is?
Mack: Could be enjoyable if you take up challenge, but if they don’t take up
challenge.
Specialisation lecturer: What is your concern? What should you do for them to take up the challenge?
Mack: Present it properly.

The specialisation lecturer elicited the student teachers’ feelings of sharing their ideas (Hargreaves,
1998) in the group setting when he asked Carol “how do you feel, using your ideas for the learning task
example?” He then used Carol’s idea to extend the stage for them to construct knowledge about
designing learning tasks:

Carol: The learners can build the skeleton and work out how it functions etc. I will let them choose parts,
where the learners pick a piece and see how you can make it better.
Specialisation lecturer: Do not let them choose. All may choose the foot. Ensure that it is done equally.
Give them parts to do equally.
The specialisation lecturer shared the laboratory focused learning task expectations with the student
teachers when he said “when you are designing the learning tasks we would like you to be able to do that
(practical) as mentioned in the literature by Heyligen (1997) before you get the learners to do it. You can
then re-design the practical in your own time”.
The specialisation lecturer raised questions about the student teachers’ presentation of their initiating
learning part of their learning tasks:

What were your experiences – was it easy for you to stand up and just present it. How can we rework, re-phrase the problem so that the problem is the focus. Then you go to presenting the
organizational part. If you confuse the problem with the organizational aspects then the essence
of the problem disappears.

He also asked the student teachers to reflect on their problems and on how they will ensure that learners
are made aware of the importance, urgency and action linked to the problem (Boud, Cohen & Walker,
1993).

The specialisation lecturer used one of the student teachers presentations as a focus and to share
ideas/suggestions of what needs to be done (Lombardi, 2007) to improve the presentation:
Specialisation lecturer: Let us think about Mack’s problem. What was your intention about the first part of
your presentation?
Mack: That they see that their criteria would be different from someone else’s
Specialisation lecturer: Is this the only way that this could be done?
These experiences were important for the student teachers’ construction of their practice theory (Brown,
Collins & Duguid, 1989). A significant and essential role was played by the specialisation lecturer. He
did not give the student teachers answers to the problems that they shared but he expected them to
construct and co-construct ideas and actions (Burr, 1995) that could be followed in particular teaching
and learning contexts (Slabbert, 2007) .
•

What was the student teachers’ experience of developing an understanding of the participatory
case study action research process?

The student teachers stated that they felt comfortable with designing and responding to questions during
the interview as they had structured their own questions they were asking what they were interested in
sharing. I also asked the student teachers, “is there anything that should be changed with regard to the
research process?” They stated that they were fully aware of the process and understood it, and were
happy with it.
•

What was the student teachers’ participation in the group discussions and could this be done
differently?

The students’ participation is evident from what Bernice said “anyone could pitch in”. Their
participation was open and they freely shared their opinions.
•

What were the student teachers’ feelings and understanding about their construction of knowledge
about a learning task

Bernice, Carol and Mack indicated that they were the only group who understood learning tasks.

Bernice expressed her feelings about this “I am not afraid of a learning task as I know what it is like and
what is expected of you.”
Carol said that the other students had knowledge of it but “they understand them differently because
their lecturers have a different idea.” This difference in understanding was linked to the duration of a
learning task “we stretch our learning tasks over five weeks while they have a different learning task for
each day”.
Mack stated that the other students “did not know if they will find time for co-operative learning.”
Mack stated that “they saw it separate to facilitating learning.
•

What were the student teacher’s reflections of their school-based experience (one week)?

Bernice stated that “she had fun” as her mentor was not in the classroom. She described her role as
“explaining the stuff to them”. She concluded that it was “nice to see it was working out”. The evidence
that she used to make this conclusion was based on the learners giving her positive feedback about the
way she explained and that they enjoyed the class.
Carol expressed mixed feelings about the experience. Initially she felt excited and enthusiastic about
going to the school but these turned to “a damper on my enthusiasm” as she experienced fear and
boredom. The lack of enthusiasm and fear were attributed to her observation of the learners’ behaviour
in the classroom. She stated that “the children did not listen to her [the teacher mentor] it was chaos in
her class most of the time”; “the classes that I was to take are the two most difficult classes”. She stated
that it was boring because “I just sat there the whole time”. But she used this experience to decide on
how she was going to work with the learners “I think that they are not that bad it is just that she does not
handle them very well. I will be the opposite. I will be very strict.”
Mack stated that he had “enjoyed my time at the school – it was lekker5.” But he also experienced
boredom as “I was just sitting and observing.”
•

What was each student teacher’s practice with reflections?

Bernice described her practice in terms of her feelings about reflecting when she said “reflecting does
not stress me out. It is not that big a deal.”
Carol shared her understanding of reflecting when she said “a reflection is referring to what happened,
what you learnt, how you feel.” She also shared her action of reflecting “I did not know what to do, I just
guessed” and her concerns “the problem that I have is that I forget to reflect.”
Mack shared his uncertainty about what and when to reflect when he said “I do not think that we are
sure about when to reflect. I reflect on the school sessions but I am not sure about reflecting about
lectures.” The use of the words I and we are interesting in that we is used as a collective linked to a
problem. He also shared the contribution of the specialisation sessions when he said “we are supposed to
reflect every day…on what had happened at the school. He also indicated the purpose of reflecting when
he said “used these to discuss the problems we were experiencing.”
5

Lekker is an Afrikaans word that means nice.

•

What was the student teachers’ understanding of “phronesis” (practice theory)?

Bernice’s understanding was also informed by “we spoke about this in the specialisation session.” Her
understanding was that “the only way you can get something like practical wisdom is by experience.”
She thought that when some lecturers tell you “this happened to me that is worth more than plain
theory.” She said that she could then relate these happenings to her own and “think yah I saw that.”
Carol gave meaning to it in terms of her own practice theory which she saw as a “kind of just theory at
this point”. But she then stated that she “saw all the students as having the theory no practice.”
Mack stated that practice theory meant “forming your theory from your practice.” He understood that
“through your experience in the classroom you are able to build on your theory.” His understanding also
included practical life experiences and what you know “about yourself, how you interact with other
people.”

The student teachers each have their own particular meaning for practice theory. Mack was aware that
practice forms your theory and its importance would be in the school where it could be used. Bernice
was aware of experience but she saw the practice as that outside herself and as a complement to the
theory. Carol on the other hand only saw it as theory.
•

Collegial support of practice – what was the student teacher’s experience of sharing sections of
their learning tasks during the discussion sessions.

Bernice stated that she “felt good” only when the comments made sense to her. She did admit though
that sometimes “it was really good advice” but because she could not see herself doing it, “it was not
really good advice.
Carol stated that she “felt good” only when she thought that the advice would work and when she could
see that she would “be able to do that.”
Mack stated that he “felt good to get advice and to see how other people think.”

All three students felt good about the collegial support. Each student’s feeling was due to certain
factors: Mack – advice and peoples ideas, Bernice and Carol – the evaluation of the advice was linked to
how it applied to them, if they could do it.
•

What were the student teachers’ experiences of the university laboratory session?

Bernice expected the session to be organized and she was disappointed when she saw that it “was less
organized as I hoped for. Things were not there”. But she expressed that she “learnt something… class
organization, two learners will work on one heart and they could both cut one … you cannot force
everyone to do that” (dissect the heart). She also learnt that “if you want to have the kids to develop the
skills then you have to get them to dissect the heart.” She valued the experience as she could now “use
all the equipment & make sure that everything is not so hard.”

Carol stated that even though she expected more assistance during this session, “she still enjoyed it.”
This enjoyment came from her realising that “at the school we are going to be alone anyway and we are
going do everything ourselves. This is a real life thing, an opportunity to experience.” She also realised
that she already had a “better understanding.” From this experience she concluded that “planning for a
practical session is a crucial part because I know what they (learners) need and what they have to do.”
Mack experienced the session to be “a bit less organized than I hoped.” This lack of organization was
due to him not finding apparatus and knowing how to make agar (a substance that he needed for the
practical). He was frustrated because he had to go to the library to look for information on agar. But, he
had “fun making the agar.” He realized that “once you have experienced the practical, you can then work
out what and how to assess it.” He concluded that “when he is working with learners he will assess them
in order for me to work out if they understand.” He stated that his “most valued experience…was finding
a very nice book in the library that had the necessary information”.
•

What do the student teachers’ understand about their role as a Biology facilitator of learning;
facilitating learning of Life Sciences and the role of learners in the learning process?

Bernice saw her role in feeling terms as she said it was “a fun experience and also in a role of
“explaining stuff” to the learners. She saw the learners in an “active questioning” role.
Carol perceived her role in an emotional way as she was excited and enthusiastic but these feelings were
dampened by the fact that she was to take the two most difficult classes. She also perceived her role in a
management aspect in that she was going to be “strict with the learners.”
Mack understood his role as a facilitator in an organizational manner - he stated that he would “be
organized” and he would “use group work with mixed groups.”
•

What were the student teacher’s reflections on their experience of presenting initiating learning of
their learning tasks?

Bernice thought that it was “fun and I felt fine doing it.” This experience led her to believe that “if I
stood in front of a class I will not worry”.
Bernice had presented a problem because she thought “this is the thing that needs to be given to them
[the learners] first.”
Bernice stated that the problem that she presented to the learners “had too many different things” for
them to do. She realised that she “confused the problem with the organizational aspects of what the
learners need to do.”
Carol evaluated her presentation when she said “I do not think that mine or anyone else’s presentation
was gripping enough or stimulating.”
She was aware that she had given necessary organizational instructions to the learners about what “they
needed to do about the activity.” But after reflecting on the problem that she posed she realised that she
had not given the children “enough information for them to understand how to go into action.”

Mack evaluated his presentation when he said “I should have split the presentation in two.” Mack
described his presentation as “explaining to the learners what they need to do.” After reflecting on his
problem Mack stated that “it does not encompass everything … it is important that [it] has clarity.” He
decided that he would have to “think further about it … [to] “make sure that the learners understand
what I said.”

6.4. Bernice, 6.5. Carol and 6.6. Mack
Step 3, 4 and 5 for each of the student teachers is presented in this section.
The data for step 3 was collected using document analysis (learning task planning documents and the
student teacher’s reflective journals in their professional portfolios). The data for step 4 was collected
using the observation schedules, document analysis from the student teacher’s professional portfolios
and my observations. The data for step 5 was collected from the semi-structured, stimulated recall
interviews conducted in the post-lesson session and the student teachers reflections. The analysed
according to Mezirow’s levels of analysis - by looking at the content (what), the process (how) and the
premise (why) to make meaning (Wang & King, 2006) of each of the student teacher’s constructed
“phronesis”. The data is described and analysed on pages 236 – 281.

6.4. Bernice
6.4.1.A. Step 3: Planning action (Learning task 1)
Bernice was based at a High School from the 19 April to the 4 June. During this time she facilitated two
learning tasks: Human skeleton and the Human Circulatory system. Her first learning task was on the
Human skeleton. This learning task was presented to a group of twenty-six Grade 10 learners from 19
April to the 21 May.

6.4.1.1.A. Learning task design (See Appendix for a copy of the learning task designed).
This learning task had the following features: learning outcomes, assessment standards, problem put to
learners, time allocation, learning task preparation, class organization, authentic learning conditions,
resources, leaner expectations and methods of assessment. Two activity sheets were attached to this
learning task design. The first activity sheet had the problem statement clearly written and organisational
aspects e.g. group evaluations. The second activity sheet had the Human Skeleton final report assessment
rubric. The assessment planned was for each group of learners to set a 10 mark test for the rest of the
class members and for the learners to submit a written report which was to be assessed according to an
assessment rubric that Bernice had designed.

6.4.2.A. Step 4: Taking Action (Learning Task 1)
6.4.2.1.A. Learning task operationalised
Bernice presented the problem that she had designed to the class group: At the back of the classroom
was a drawing of the human skeleton for each co-operative group. Bernice told the learners that the

drawing looked strange because an Orthopaedic Surgeon had made changes to the skeleton. She
challenged the learners to observe the drawing and to “determine if these changes are an advantage or a
disadvantage to people and what the implications of these changes are” (Claxton, 1999). The learners
were then left to work in their groups.

This learning task focused on both substantive and syntactical aspects of Biology. Bertha had considered
and implemented co-operative learning (Slabbert, 2007). She had divided the learners into eight cooperative learning groups of four learners each. Bernice used appropriate criteria to place the learners
into groups - learner performance (previous terms marks were used), gender, culture, and no friends. Her
method of grouping was based on her rationale that the use of heterogeneous groups in class was
effective. Bernice was aware of the impact of the syntactical and substantive aspects of Biology on her
competence to facilitate learning.

6.4.2.2.A. Learning task assessment
The learning experience was assessed by Bernice herself (self-assessment), and the researcher (see
appendix).
a. Self assessment
Bernice’s written self assessment focused on the initiating learning and maintaining learning parts of the
learning experience. In the initiating learning section she assessed: the learning climate as “one that
captivates attention”; the problem posed as “relevant, challenging and urgent but lacked clarity”; the
learning management as “needs more design and planning for leaner activities”. The assessment of the
initiating learning also focused on: use of learning media as relevant; cooperative learning as highly
effective and successfully used and learner involvement as “at times a few learners show an interest.”
She assessed the time management as inefficient as it allowed for distraction. She assessed her
communication as “enthusiastic, energetic and clear.” In the maintaining learning section she assessed
her monitoring skills as “I tend to give solutions” and the managing feedback as “attentive listening,
gives recognition and interprets main ideas.
Her development target was concerned with her using her time more effectively.
b. Researcher
The assessment had written comments and no marks. I advised Bernice to be clear about the instructions
that she gives to learners. I also advised her to consider what she needs to do in the initiating learning
phase to really get learners involved. I reported to her that her facilitation of the group presentation and
the individual learners was good. I also challenged her to think about how she could have used the
opportunity where a learner group presented inaccurate information about the ribs as a learning moment.
I suggested that she “ask the other learners about the information presented.” Finally, I asked her if she
noticed the learners’ excitement and boom of words during the demonstration that she had done and the
implications of this for facilitating learning.

6.4.3.A. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting (Learning Task 1)
•

What was Bernice’s understanding of practice theory and how was it constructed?

Bernice stated that she “learnt from class and the reactions of the class.” She was aware that some
learners are used to being told things and some people are verbal. She needed to “consider this when I
am constructing a learning task.”
•

What were Bernice’s feelings about facilitating learning of a learning experience at the start of
the school based session

Initially Bernice felt worried that she was not going to feel as excited “as she felt when she spent the
week at the school.” But these feelings changed due to the learners’ response to the learning experience
“they are quite excited about what the surprise is and now I am excited again, looks like I am going to be
learning something.”
•

What concerns did Bernice raise about operationalising the learning experience and why did she
have these concerns?

She was concerned with the learners’ behaviour “if they were going to be good” and if “everything
would work out in terms of what I think”. She was also concerned with what I expected when I assessed
her. She knew that the class should be organised but she challenged this when she said it is “not usually
organised, kids run the class- they do the presentation.” .
•

What highlights did Bernice experience and why did she have these?

Bernice was surprised that “some of the learners actually did the biology work after the presentation”
and that they “were so good”.
•

What is Bernice’s awareness of the learners’ learning?

She thought that it was going well as evidenced by her following statements, “the learners are getting
extra stuff done”, “they come with interesting stuff that I did not make provision for”, “collected
information”, “amazing stuff I didn’t even think of”. She concluded that they were “definitely learning
beyond the curriculum.”
•

What is Bernice’s awareness of the learners’ feelings and actions and how did she come to have
this awareness?

Bernice stated that the learners “were stressed about being videotaped” and therefore they were passive
and did not ask many questions. This was related just to the observation of the learning task on that day.
•

What was Bernice’s thinking about the relationship between the facilitator and the learners?

Bernice thought that it was important to establish a “relationship with your learners.” She was
experiencing different relationships with different learners and she expressed this when she said “one of

the learners in the class asked the other learners to work with me, because I deserved it.” She also shared
that “I can laugh with them”. She thought that having a relationship with them was important as “they
then have respect and so they will work with you.”
•

What was Bernice’s understanding of the role of a facilitator and how did she use this
understanding to her construct her practice theory?

Bernice wanted to be relaxed and herself with the learners. She wanted to “laugh with them.” She
concluded from observing many teachers that they “are totally stuck up and boring”. She could not
understand why teachers did not have an open experience with the learners. She questioned why they are
“keeping the wonderful person away (the teachers as people)?”
Bernice shared that in reflecting on her interaction with learners and these led to her changing her
actions. She shared an experience where she was angry with a few learners and then she got cross with
the whole class. She decided that “I needed to be fair” and to change her approach. She decided that she
needed to be cross with just those “learners who caused disruptions”.
She purposely chose to work with “the two naughtiest classes” (I am using this word because it is used
generally by the teachers and the psychologist, but I do not use it) and she evaluated her role when she
said “I got more out of them than the other teachers.”
•

How does Bernice perceive and use the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards her
construction of her practice theory?

She stated that the teacher had made a huge contribution in that she “answers every little question” and
she “knows what the university expects”. She stated that she was “the happiest student of all with my
mentor”. She also stated that she had observed the teacher mentor handling lively children in the class
and “I have reflected on this” and from this she learnt what she needed to do.
•

What was Bernice’s experience of the contribution of the specialisation programme towards her
construction of her practice theory?

Bernice had listened to Carol describing the trouble that she had in her class. She also listened to the
advice that was given by Professor Ned when he stated that “if you do not get co- operation, do not
work.” She stated that “when I was designing the learning task I used the information” especially about
how to form groups. She shared that she also “did it like how I experienced it on campus.” (her own
experience in her undergraduate years – cycle 1, step 5). Bernice concluded that she did get help for
Professor Ned and that “he mainly helped with administration stuff not really with content and context
stuff.”
•

What was Bernice’s experience of collaborative support?

Bernice valued working with her two colleagues in that “we sorted things out ourselves.
6.4.1. B. Step 3: Planning action (Learning task 2)

The second learning task that Bernice planned focused on the Human Circulatory System. It was
presented to Grade 10 learners from 24 May to 4 June. (See Appendix…..for copy of learning task)
6.4.1.1. B. Learning task design
This learning task had the following features: learning outcomes, assessment standards, problem put to
learners, time allocation, learning task preparation, class organisation, authentic learning conditions,
resources, what is expected of each learner and methods of assessment.

6.4.2.B. Step 4: Taking Action (Learning Task 2)
6.4.2.1.B. Learning task operationalised
During the initiating learning phase Bernice presented the problem by reading a letter from the blood
bank. This letter was addressing the shortage of blood in the blood bank and the urgent requirement for
blood donations. She then managed the organisational aspects by giving the learners instructions on what
was expected of them. She also gave the learners time to discuss the problem presented and she
organised the learners to work in groups. The groups of learners discussed the task given and read the
textbooks provided. She was a bit disorganised as while the learners were doing their group work tasks
she started discussing the test that they were to write in the next few days. Bernice in monitoring the
work progress of the learners walking from group to group and asked the learner groups questions about
the task.

6.4.2.2.B. Learning task assessment
The learning task was assessed by Bernice herself (self-assessment) and the teacher mentor. (See
appendix).

a. Self assessment
Bernice’s self assessment of her learning task operation focused on initiating learning and maintaining
learning. In the initiating learning section she assessed: the learning climate as “one that captivates
attention”; the problem posed as “relevant, challenging and urgent but lacked clarity”. She also assessed
the learning management as “needs more design and planning for leaner activities”; and the use of
learning media and other resources as “relevant.” Bernice assessed her use of cooperative learning as
“partially effective” and the learner involvement as “good” as the “the total group of learners were
involved, highly interested, motivated, took responsibility for their own learning.” Bernice stated that she
was “aware of the learners’ needs”. In maintaining learning her monitoring skills challenged learners to
be confident, independent thinkers. She assessed her management of feedback as good as she focused on
“attentive listening, gave recognition and interpreted the main ideas.” She was happy with her time
management as it was “well paced”. She assessed her preparation of resources before the learning
experience as bad and she concluded that “I need to rely on myself to get everything ready. I should not
rely on anybody as everything was late.” She decided that in future she “will do everything in advance.”

b. Teacher mentor
The teacher mentor assessed the planning, all the outcomes and assessment criteria as “good.” She stated
that Bernice was “enthusiastic and she had a good interaction with the learners.” In assessing the
organization aspects she stated that “the learners were restless until the problem was presented to them
and the creative presentation grabbed the learners’ attention.” The teacher mentor also assessed the role
that Bernice exhibited by stating that “good introductory questions were asked to get the learners started
but do ensure that all learners are working and not talking about other things.” The teacher mentor also
assessed Bernice’s management of the learners’ discipline by stating “pay more attention to discipline”.
Even though this assessment was directed to specific aspects of the learning task the teacher mentor
praised Bernice for the good aspects and she also offered advice as to what could be done differently.

6.4.3. B. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting (Learning task 2)
•

What was Bernice’s construction of her practice theory and how was it constructed? (see concept
map in appendix)

Bernice stated that this was the second learning task that she had presented. She saw the learners as
being “taken out of their usual way of getting notes.” She described her role as “I am not giving them
notes, I just ask questions.” Bernice stated that she had learnt from her operationalisation, assessment
and reflections of her first learning task operation. She provided the following as evidence for her
learning “with the second learning task I made a big difference. I did research and I checked the stuff
before I started.” She also stated that she now “checked the learners’ work when they were doing cooperative learning to make sure that they are on the right track.”

Bernice was motivated by the learners’ responses “what is wonderful is that the learners tell me that they
enjoy my classes because they are now able to explain things on their own.” She also stated that “they
are becoming to realise that I will not give them any answers and that they have to think.” She observed
that the learners could “answer questions, even difficult ones.” She stated that in the past “if the
information was not in the learners’ notes they could not answer.” From this she concluded that “they are
now independent thinkers”. She therefore thought that she could “increase their challenges and they
would still answer the questions.”
She also thought that her role was to get “them to read it (problem statement brief) for themselves and to
construct meaning.”
•

What were Bernice’s feelings about the learning task operation and why did she have these
feelings?

Bernice felt that this learning task did not go well as the learners were for some reason “trying to be
funny” even though they responded in the learning experience.
Bernice stated though that she “had fun and I enjoyed it."

•

What was Bernice’s understanding and practice of designing and operationalising a learning task
linked to a context

Her understanding of this is that she “set the problem in the context of the learner’s uncle who has a
blood

circulation

disease.”

She

was

aware

as

to

why

she

did

this

”because it is something that could really happen” it was relevant for the learners (Slabbert & Hattingh,
2006). She justified her choice of problem as “the use of this context made it more of a real life problem
and also all the learners have an uncle.”
•

What concerns/challenges did Bernice experience designing the learning task and why did she
have them?

Bernice stated that the challenge “was to see whether the learners would ask annoying questions or
whether they would start work.” She saw her problem with presenting as “how to get them started
properly.” The challenge therefore was for her to “design something that would get them” started
quickly.
•

What highlights did Bernice experience with operationalising the learning experience and why
did she have these experiences?

She was happy that “the learners just started the work” and did not ask a lot of questions as they did in
the past learning experiences. She thought that they “understand what I want from” and that the learners
themselves were enjoying “the act of thinking … the challenge.”
•

What was Bernice’s expectation of the contribution of the teacher mentor?

Bernice stated that she expected the teacher mentor to support her “in a way that I can question her about
things that I do not know.”
•

What was Bernice’s use of the contributions of the teacher mentor in constructing her practice
theory?

She stated that she used “planning of learning tasks and I have used the way the teacher mentor handles
discipline.”
•

What was Bernice’s perception of the contribution of the specialisation programme?

She thought that it had not “contributed a lot.” The reasons that she gave were that “it is not that
practical to do everything that we worked” with at university. She further stated that “the stuff you know
you are supposed to do is not working because the class is not responding”.
•

What was Bernice’s actual use of the contribution of the specialisation programme?

Bernice stated that she “could assess the quality of maintaining learning by looking at whether the
learners are active; their discipline is managed and if she could organise them into groups.

•

What was Bernice’s overall reflections of her first school based education programme and how
did these reflections give meaning to her construction and use of “phronesis”.

Bernice stated that the two learning experiences were “more professional than the Hammanskraal
attempt, but I have not yet reached the required show quality.” She thought that these learning tasks
could be used to “demonstrate progress”. She compared these learning tasks to the one that she designed
at Hammanskraal and she stated that “these learning tasks were complete in terms of their planning and
they have clearly defined outcomes with problem statements.”
Bernice was aware that the first learning task on the skeleton had “the disadvantage that much time was
lost in each period”; as she had not organised and managed the task effectively – learners did short
presentations and then had nothing do for the rest of the period. She was aware that the second learning
task on the Circulatory System was “the better of the two … [as] the learners were more actively
involved” and they were “given more opportunities to think.”

Bernice concluded that these learning tasks were the first ones that “contributed to the development of
my practice theories as this is the first time I encountered concepts such as meta-cognition and cooperative learning.”

6.5. Carol
6.5.1.A. Step 3: Planning Action (Learning Task 1)
Carol was based at a High School from 19 April to 4 June. During this time she facilitated three learning
tasks: Human Skeleton, Human Skeletal Muscles and Levers, and the Human Circulatory system. The
first learning task on the Human Skeleton was presented to a group of twenty-six Grade 10 learners from
19 April to the 21 May. (See Appendix for a copy of the learning task designed.

6.5.1.1.A. Learning task design (See appendix for the learning task designed)
This learning task design had the following features: problem statement, resources, meta-learning, cooperative learning, learning task presentation, class organisation, product, critical outcomes, learning
outcomes, assessment standards, assessment criteria and assessment method. Attached to the learning
task design was a worksheet with the activity instructions and dates for various activities, the assessment
rubric for the learner exhibition assessment, report assessment rubric and cooperative group assessment.

6.5.2. A. Step 4: Taking Action (Learning task 1)
6.5.2.1. A. Learning task operationalised
Carol designed the problem statement and gave it to the learners. The problem was relevant and
challenging as the learners had to work with different levels of difficulty and a variety of activities to try
to solve the problem. The problem was: What is the best, most economical materials that can be used to
build different parts of the human skeleton. By using these materials what would be the most efficient
and functional improvements that can be on the existing part and how do these improved parts fit

together to form a complete human skeleton. Substantiate and motivate the build of the improved part of
the skeleton in a report. This problem challenged learners’ understanding (Slabbert & Hattingh, 2006;
Lombardi, 2007) about materials and design features important for the structure and also functioning of a
particular part of the skeleton.

6.5.2.2.A. Learning task assessment
The learning experience was assessed by Carol herself (self-assessment), her colleague (peer assessment)
and the teacher mentor. (See appendix for original documents)
a. Self assessment
Carol’s assessment focused on initiating learning and maintaining learning. In the initiating learning
section she assessed: the learning climate as “pleasurable but irrelevant to the learning outcome”; the
problem posed as clear, but it “lacked relevance, challenge and urgency.” She assessed her leaning
management as “needs more design and planning for learner activities.” The learning media was
assessed as “little/some use of learning media and other resources.” The cooperative learning was
assessed as “managed group and/or pair work.” The learner involvement was assessed as “at times a few
shows an interest” and her time management as “allows distraction and the focus is on individual needs”.
Her communication was “clear and audible.” In maintaining learning she assessed her monitoring skills
as “tends to give solutions” and the managing feedback as “attentive listening, gives recognition,
interprets main ideas.”
Her development targets that she listed were: practice better management skills in the class, must be
stricter, must create a better learning environment and must get the learners to listen as they have no
option.

b. Peer assessment
Carol’s peer assessed her learning task as “learning climate captivates attention, posing a problem was
exceptional, clear, relevant, challenging and urgent.” She assessed the learning management “as highly
organized, suitably relevant for learner activities and you used relevant learning media and other
resources.” She described her cooperative learning as “highly effective as you made successful use of
cooperative learning” The evidence for this was that “the whole group of learners were involved, highly
interested, motivated, and took responsibility for own learning.” She assessed her time management as
“well paced.” She stated that “she is aware of learner’s needs and her communication was enthusiastic,
energetic and clear.” She also stated that during the maintaining of learning Carol “challenged learners to
be confident, independent thinkers.” Further comments that the peer assessor wrote were “I think that
your learning task was outstanding as you had the attention of even the naughty children in the class and
everyone participated.” Another comment was: “You handled the facilitation of learning very well. Even
when the buzzer went the children were still working and they wanted to work further. I think that this
says a lot.”

c. Teacher mentor
The teacher mentor’s assessment of the learning task was: “the planning for the learning task was
complete and innovative.” She assessed the problem statement as “challenging but there are still learners
whose attention must be captivated.” She created a good learning climate but this can be improved. She
also stated that the learners discipline was very good. She advised that Carol should see if she could get
all the learners’ attention before she started the learning task.

6.5.3.A. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting (Learning Task 1)
•

What was Carol’s understanding of practice theory and how was it constructed?

Carol stated that she had a clearer understanding of practice theory. “It looks at what I do in class.” She
shared an incident in the class that she used to construct her practice theory. She described the “difficult”
experience that she had with a learner and she concluded that “although I was very shocked with this
situation in my classroom I know that next time I am equipped to handle it the right way. She felt that
she had “learned from this situation.”
•

What were Carol’s feelings and thoughts about the learning task designed and operationalised
and why did she have them?

Carol stated that this was “the first learning task that I designed and presented to learners” She said
that it was “hard to describe how I felt when I was busy preparing and then presenting my first learning
task.” This was the case as she expected more from this learning task but she did say that she was a
‘bundle of nerves” while operationalising the learning task. She also felt “so much pressure and stress …
[and] unsure” while designing and presenting.
Carol realised that the learning task “could be improved on … as it was not too bad but it was also not
outstanding.” Carol thought that the following aspects of the learning task could be improved on: clarity
of problem, instructions, meta-learning, time and learner management. Carol stated that she had “realised
that my standard was too high for the learners and I am struggling to find a middle ground.” She stated
that “after presenting my first learning task the skepticism I felt about this new paradigm was soaring
and I was sure that it would never work”. Her own practice of presenting the learning task and the
teacher’s assessment made her feel skeptic and negative. But she did conclude that the “whole
experience was not necessarily a negative experience, and I did grow from this.”
•

What challenges did Carol experience and why did she have these challenges?

Carol did not have confidence in herself and she felt “uncertain about designing and managing the
learning task.” Her challenge was to develop confidence, feel secure and good about working with the
learning task. Furthermore, Carol stated that “the learners have never done learning tasks in their lives
and they were quite baffled with this new concept”. She also stated that the learners were not used to
“doing something” as they were used to just “sitting and listening to the teacher.” A challenge that she

experienced was a conflict situation with a learner. She stated that she never “though something like this
would happen in my classroom and not in the first week, but it did.”
•

What highlights did Carol experience and why did she have these?

Carol described the experience that she had when she was observing the teacher mentor teaching. She
said “I was very bored and stared at the information on the transparency that she [teacher mentor] was
busy explaining.” She also observed the learners in the classroom and “suddenly realized that there were
maybe two learners in the class that were listening to the teacher in front”. At this point she felt the
internal need as described by Korthagen (2001) in the literature, for her to change. She stated that this
was “the day that I had the AHA feeling for the first time.” She also “realized that this new paradigm in
education is not absurd as I thought.”
•

What was Carol’s expectation of the contribution of her teacher mentor to her practice theory?

Carol stated that “I expected her to support me with my learning task design presentation, consolidation
and feed-back.” The reason for this expectation was that the teacher mentor “had been through the PGCE
programme and she can give me some tips on that side.”
•

How did Carol perceive the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards her development of
her practice theory?

Carol described her mentor as “very nice and helpful … she does not restrict me,” and she said that she
felt relaxed with her. Carol also said that the teacher mentor “will help if I ask her, but she will not
volunteer”.
Carol’s perception is expressed by “she [teacher mentor] cannot influence my practice theory in a
positive way.” She perceived this as the teacher mentor “teaches like a teacher, she stands and talks [and]
… she teaches different from what we expect.” Carol said that it seemed as if the teacher mentor did “not
know anything about what we [student teachers] are doing.” Carol then concluded that she did “not think
her [teacher mentor’s] practice theory and ours is similar.”
Carol also stated that when the teacher mentor assessed her learning experience she was confused and
she did not learn from it as she “did not know what I did wrong, or how I could improve according to
her.”
•

What was Carol’s understanding of the role of a facilitator of learning and how did she construct
this?

Carol constructed her understanding of the role of a facilitator of learning from observing the teacher
mentor teaching, the conflict she experienced with a learner in her class and from facilitating learning
through the execution of learning tasks herself. When she observed the teacher mentor teaching Carol
questioned her own facilitation of learning – “maybe I didn’t research all the learners in my class and
maybe they did not construct their own meaning about everything.” Carol though did conclude that “I

know for sure that the learners in my class achieved more than those that were sitting and listening in
this [teacher mentor’s] class.

Carol had experienced a conflict situation with a learner. After the conflict with the learner Carol said “I
showed the learners that I am serious about ‘teaching’ and discipline in our classes and that I was not
going to back down.” She also said “although I was very shocked with this situation [conflict] …I know
that next time I am equipped to handle it the right way.” She felt that she “grew in confidence … I feel
more self-assured in handling difficult situations.”

After facilitating her first learning experience Carol wrote, “this was the first really momentous moment
in my development as a facilitator of learning. My first baby steps in the right direction.” This indicated
her growth. – the beginning and the continuous, as she saw that more growth was going to take place.
She concluded by stating “Teaching looked so mundane and ordinary with no real challenge and I finally
accepted that the aim of education truly is to maximize human potential through facilitating life long
learning as stated by (Slabbert, 2003).
•

What was Carol’s experience of the collaborative peer support?

Collaborative peer support took place during the university and the school based sessions. Carol stated
that her colleagues were a great support – assessing the learning experience and also involved in
discussing how “to design and operationalise learning tasks.” Carol shared an experience of “a week
before I was planning the learning task I contacted my colleagues and told them that I had problems with
ideas of how to teach the section.” She described how the three of them met to discuss the issue. She
described how they socially shared their frustration (Wortham, 2001). She remarked that she did not
think that the “meeting was very constructive as it was just a moaning session. We spoke about our
frustrations and the difficulties that we were experiencing.”
•

What was Carol’s perception of the role of learners?

Carol was aware that it was important to work with learners’ feelings. She stated that “it was a difficult
situation for me [working with the new learning tasks] … the learners were negative about the
improvement that they had to make on the skeleton”. She shared that when she had conflict with a
learner “I followed his lead and I treated him with human dignity, respect and assisted him as well as I
could.” As a result of this the “learner continued to work hard in his cooperative group and gave his
best”. She was surprised that he really wanted to maximize his potential because even though he might
not have been the ‘smartest’ learner he really showed improvements”

6.5.1.B. Step 3: Planning Action (Learning Task 2)
Carol had planned a learning task on the Human Circulatory System and the focus was on Cardiac
diseases. This learning task was presented to eighteen Grade 10 learners. Carol had planned and prepared
assessment rubrics which had excellent structure (see assessment rubrics in appendix).

6.5.2.B. Step 4: Taking Action (Learning task 2)
6.5.2.1.B. Learning task operationalised
The learners entered the class and organised themselves in groups that they had been working in. There
was a heterogenous grouping of learners of mixed race and gender. Carol started the learning experience
by reminding the learners that they were presenting their projects on Human Circulatory system –
Cardiac diseases. She also cautioned the learners to be prepared to speak when it was their turn to
present. When she asked the learners if they were ready to start with the presentations the problem of
group members being absent was raised. The learners were frustrated, and one learner stated “she is
absent and she has all the material for her part now our presentation will be incomplete and we will lose
marks.” In Carol trying to sort this out the learners were getting unsettled, but she managed to contain
the situation.

6.5.2.2.B. Learning task assessment
a. researcher (See appendix)
This learning task was only assessed by me. Carol, the preparation for this learner group presentation
session was excellent. You presented and explained the assessment rubrics to the groups very clearly and
methodically. Do ensure that they all understand how to use the assessment rubrics and you could
practice this with them before they start the presentations. When the groups are presenting do intervene
to support them with their language difficulties. Your discipline control was well managed. Carol, the
overall learning experience was well managed. The idea of the group presentations was excellent. You
need to focus on managing the time and the dynamics of the group presentation.

6.5.3.B. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting (Learning task 2)
•

What was Carol’s understanding of practice theory and how was it constructed?

Carol stated that her “understanding of practice theory is clearer now than what it was in the beginning”.
She understood that it was constructed “from the experience at the schools … [where] I have to facilitate
more.” She stated that when she went to the school she had her theory “but now you are developing
your practice. So by developing your practice you can actually now make it your practice theory”. She
thought that “the theory is the theory and your practice makes it kind of yours.” She described her
practice theory when she said “I wanted to do so much in one period, that you forget about the time and
then the period is over and you think I did not consolidate or get feedback I just did my action.”

When Carol spoke about her discipline she was aware of what she needed to improve and she said “for
my next school I will be stricter from the beginning rather than try to be relaxed.” She also evaluated the
use of group work “I do not think group work, works.” She had observed the learners working in groups
and she said that the learners “do not like it. Learners think: I do the work and I get this mark. Someone
in my group does not do work and they get the same mark.” Carol thought that co-operative learning had
its uses but it had problems as the learners “do not like presentations and they do not listen to their

classmates.” She was aware of this from her own experience “at university I do not listen to my
classmates when they are presenting”.
•

What were Carol’s feelings about the learning experience operation and why did she have these
feelings?

Carol did not feel good about this learning experience because “learners were not excited at all.” Her
feelings were also linked to the learners’ performance “I was disappointed, I expected more of them.”
•

What challenges did Carol experience with operationalising the learning experience and why did
she have these challenges?

Carol’s challenge that she “experienced is that I must also know the stuff [content] in order to ask them
questions.” She stated that she wanted “to know so much more [so that she could] challenge them”.
Carol also saw “time is a challenge” especially when working with learner group presentations. Further
challenges were with disciplining the learners and motivating them to ask questions. Carol stated in
lessons where learners present their work she found it difficult to “focus on the learners, listen to the
presentations and keep them quiet.”
•

What highlights did Carol experience in operationalising the learning experience and why did she
have these?

Carol stated that she was excited when two learner groups had completed and presented their
presentations very well, they could answer questions asked and they “found stuff that they did not need
to know about, which was outside the curriculum.”
•

What did Carol expect of the teacher mentor? How did she perceive the actual contribution of
the teacher mentor towards her construction of her practice theory?

Carol stated that she did not “expect that much.” She did say that she “really does help with problems.
She asks if I am okay or I need help.” Carol assessed the teacher mentor as a person who “really thinks
about her children even though her discipline is not the best.” From observing the teacher mentor she
acceded to the thinking “that everyone has his or her own method [practice theory].
•

How did Carol perceive her role as a facilitator of learning and how did she construct this
perception?

Carol while facilitating learning at the school was aware that she wanted “to be a mixture of all these
things: to know my subject; the children to enjoy, and I do not want to be boring; for it to be fun, but not
too much fun because it gets out of hand.” She understood her role as “I have to set the tone in the
classroom” and facilitation of learning “I can see the use of feedback and consolidation and “I teach very
little and would like to teach more but I resist it.” She shared that some learners had asked her why she
did not “stand in front and teach them”. The reason that she gave for this was “do you actually listen to
the person while they are teaching?” She shared the learners’ responses “they said that they did not.”

Carol wanted to be a motivating force in the lives of the children “I like Ramon and Mack, I like them
both, and they are nice boys. I want them to do something with their lives.” She also wanted to develop
their time management skills and responsibility attitudes “I am also getting the learners to manage their
time efficiently from a young age. If you are under pressure and you do not complete properly and you
get bad marks then it is your responsibility.” She was also aware of the effort, development and change
that the learners were going through in themselves “Stav on the first day he just sat around and he did
very little work. Now he gives in his work.”

Her perception was also informed by her experiences as a learner at school where “many teachers were
horrible. My mathematics teacher was a real teacher; he explained well but was horrible to children.”
Even though he was horrible she thought he was “the greatest math’s teacher.” Another great teacher
“Afrikaans teacher was totally different - she was cool.” Her Biology teacher was also great because
“you could ask him anything and he knew everything but the class was so boring.”

Carol’s perception of a facilitator of learning was: “A fun, cool teacher who was not boring but set the
tone, who did not teach all the time, who knew everything and explained well, and was a motivating
force in the children’s lives.” This perception was essentially similar to what she stated in cycle two step
one – experiential reflections. This facilitation of learning at the school extended and affirmed her
perception (Kolb, 1984; Kagan, 1984) of the role of a facilitator of learning.
•

What was Carol’s perception and actual use of the contribution of the specialisation programme?

Carol said that “it did more like help with the syllabus the stuff we did not know about.” She also shared
the contribution in terms of “I explained to learners what they had to do, but I was also aware that
Professor Ned had told us that we should not explain any theory to them, they must read the instructions
and interpret them”. She also expressed her needs when she said “I do not know much about zoology and
botany”. Because she was aware that as a facilitator of learning she needed to know more, the action that
she took was “I now have to go and learn more.” She also compared her expectations with what she had
gained “what we got was not what we expected at all, but it was not useless because we use some of it
and it helps to develop overall.”

She said that it “developed us as teachers and not as biology teachers” as she was not learning Biology
content (what she expected to do). Carol evaluated two sessions that were a huge contribution: “the one
on substantive and syntactical” and “the theory and practice one.”

Carol, during the specialisation session on the assessment of learning experience expressed her
frustration “I wanted a mark and the specialisation lecturer just gave me comments”. The importance of
the quantitative over the qualitative is fore-grounded especially if this was what she always got after
doing an activity during her schooling and tertiary life. Carol stated that an assessor should: “focus on

how the student teacher maintained learning”; “why learners loiter around the class (is it because they do
not understand instructions or because they are lazy, do not want to do the task?)”; “look at the learner
groups and to work out if everyone was busy (involved)”.
•

What was Carol’s overall reflections of her first school based education programme and how did
these reflections give meaning to her construction and use of “phronesis”.

Carol expressed her feelings about facilitating learning at the school when she said “I had a lot of ups
and downs during those seven weeks. There were times that I really did not think I would be able to
continue.” She also said “although it was a testing and trying time I did enjoy the first SBEP.”

Even though she found it to be a “very challenging and exhaustive time” she was aware of her gains and
that “it was a great learning curve.” She described these gains more fully when she said that “the amount
of knowledge I gained and experiences I encountered developed me as a facilitator of learning.” She
declared that “there will never again be a situation I will learn more from, in such a short time. I
definitely had my most challenging time.”

Carol’s perception of the role of a facilitator was extended “I learnt that a facilitator’s job is definitely
not 7:00 to 14:00.” She described how during this school-based experience that “there was not one day
that I got home and could do nothing, I burned the midnight oil more than once.”

Carol used her learning tasks as evidence for her professional growth when she said “my learning task
design improved my confidence in presenting my learning tasks and my maintaining of learning
improved.” Carol used a metaphor to describe her development as a facilitator of learning “when under
pressure you must sink or swim. My head was sometimes just above the water, but I swam.” This really
typifies the challenging experiences that she had but more importantly the type of person she needed to
be to be able to swim.

Carol’s awareness of what she needed to improve on to be an excellent facilitator of learning focused on
“I knew that my learning task could be improved on” and her management of learners’ discipline “my
discipline and ‘consequences’ for my learners had to be of a higher standard.” She was aware that for her
learning tasks to be excellent she needed to improve on “my real life problems as well as my clarity with
which I presented the problem and the instruction to the learners.”
Carol concluded that in a “short amount of time I went from a ‘teacher’ to a beginner facilitator.”

6.6. Mack
6.6.1.A. Step 3: Planning Action – (Learning task 1)

During this school-based experience Mack designed and operationalised three learning tasks. The first
learning task was on Classification, the second on the Kingdom Monera and the third on Human Sexual
Reproduction. Mack presented the learning task on Monera.

6.6.1.1.A. Learning task design (See appendix for the learning task designed)
This learning task had the following features: learning outcomes, assessment standards, the problem,
resources, class organization and time allocated.

6.6.2.A. Step 4: Taking Action (Learning task 1)
6.6.2.1.A. Learning task operationalised
Mack presented a learning task on the practical investigation of the Kingdom Monera. At the beginning
of the initiating learning phase of the learning task Mack told the learners that they were at the South
African center of microbiology (Lombardi, 2007; Slabbert & Hattingh, 2006) and that they were going to
observe the agar plates that they had infected. Mack then proceeded to tell the learners that he had placed
the plates in the fridge and explained why he did this. The learner groups observed their agar plates.
They then designed the plan of the investigation and responded to the questions written in the worksheet.

6.6.2.2.A. Learning task assessment
a. Peer assessment
Mack’s peer noted that the learning task presentation was concerned with “initiating learning and
maintaining learning.” In the initiating learning section she (Mack’s peer) assessed the learning climate
as “an attempt was made to make it pleasurable but it was irrelevant to the learning outcome.” She noted
that “the problem posed was relevant, challenging and urgent but lacked clarity.” The learning
management was assessed as “well organized for limited learner activities and there was little/some use
of learning media, and other resources.” She assessed the cooperative learning as “highly effective and
successfully used.” Learner involvement was such that “at times a few of them showed an interest.” The
time management “allowed for distraction and the focus was on individual learners’ needs.” The
maintaining learning section was concerned with “the monitoring skills where Mack tended to give
solutions”. She managed feedback by “listening attentively and she gave recognition to the learners.”
The general comments that his peer wrote about the learning task were: The development targets were
concerned with the fact that Mack focused his attention on one side of the class, answered individual
questions and some learners lost out on learning. His peer suggested that Mack should try to involve the
whole class in the activities and if they did not respond then he needed to pick on them. His peer also
suggested that Mack needed to have “more structure (organise himself better) so that he would not forget
important resources for the learners.”

b. Specialisation lecturer
The specialisation lecturer assessed Mack’s as “you are projecting very strong and you are a very relaxed
person”. He also stated, “must congratulate you on the stuff given to the kids, it was excellent and you
had all the basis from which you could have worked excellently”. In assessing the maintenance of
learning section of the learning task the specialisation lecturer wrote “took longer than it should have and
the kids were clueless, they did not understand the investigation guidelines”. He commented on the
assessment of the learning activity, “I think that the whole idea for this learning task was really excellent
and the assessment rubric was great”. He also stated, “in future, although it takes time you will have to
consider developing their skills of observing and recording.” He commented on Mack’s management of
the learners, “did not spoon feed the learners”. He questioned Mack’s management of the learners, “what
else in the learning process, apart from the individual, could the learner group develop and could the
learners look at why is yours (bacterial growth) better than mine”.
c. Researcher assessment
I assessed the initiating learning phase as rushed and the learners’ understanding was not challenged. I
thought that the introduction was a great stimulation but the learners’ ideas were not questioned/elicited
and then discussed. I suggested that Mack thinks about how he could use the introduction differently. I
also suggested that Mack asks the learners to think about what they did and why they did it? I asked him
if he noticed the learners’ excitement when he asked them to move to their laboratory and if he noticed
the learner interaction? I suggested that he lets the learners focus on the development of the report and he
gives them time to read the instruction before he discusses what he expects from the learners.

6.6.3.A. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting (Learning Task 1)
•

What was Mack’s understanding of the context of the school?

Mack thought that the school was a “pretty good school.” Mack supported his judgement with “the
students I teach, they’re relaxed with things here and with the setting.” Mack was generally a nervous
person who lacked confidence and he was concerned with the learner’s behaviour. But he was relieved
that the learners in his class were “a tough class but can be very co-operative and well disciplined.” He
attributed this to the type of “school system” at this school.
•

What was Mack’s feeling about the learning task at the start of the school-based session and
why did he have these feelings?

Mack stated that he was “looking forward to the school experience,” but he did feel nervous about “what
exactly I am going to facilitate and how I am going to go about it”. His nervousness was associated with
his lack of knowledge about the “what and how of the learning tasks” that he was to execute. He also
stated that he “still did not have all my learning tasks worked out as yet”. He was also worried that “the
learning task investigation [that he had designed] was not going to be effective.”

•

What was Mack’s understanding of practice theory and how was it constructed?

Mack stated, “I have a lot to develop on practice theory; how I am actually going to go about teaching or
facilitating, as I see it as undeveloped”. Mack said that he had tried “co-operative learning with the
learners but he had found it tricky.” He attributed this to “the uncertainty of a new experience and to
learner discipline.” He decided that he needed to work with the learners’ discipline. One way of doing
this was to change learners’ positions in the class “swop learners from the front and put them at the back
of the class.” According to Mack “it worked well”. He was aware that he had to consider learners’ needs
while facilitating learning. This awareness was developed from his interaction with learners in the
classroom. He shared a case about Lou “who sits at the back, struggles to get going. I talked to him
afterward about his work and now he is keen to start.” Mack’s action was self-rewarded in an emotional
way (Hargreaves, 1998) as he “felt nice talking to him.” But this action alluded to the larger action that
Mack thought was essential when facilitating learning “I felt that it was important to get the learners to
learn and be enthusiastic about learning”. These features are expressed in the literature by Slabbert
(2007), and Lombardi (2007).

Mack’s construction of practice theory also focused on the learners developing science process skills and
organisational aspects “they should have developed a hypothesis before the investigation and not after
they have observed the results (bacterial growth on the agar plates).” It was also influenced by the theory
of constructivist teaching and learning (von Glaserveld, 2001) as he stated “I should not give the learners
answers; instead I should leave them with questions.” He further stated “I could have left them with a
question … They could have then talked about it in their groups and it would have been best if during
the learning task consolidation the class discussed”. This social constructivist learning (Von Glaserfeld,
2001; Wortham, 2001) is essential for the learners learning.

Another organisational aspect that he needed to work on was providing complete clarity about what
learners had to do. He then decided that in the future he will “set out my learning task presentation in a
more structured and clearer manner, making sure to make it clear, important and urgent for the learners.”
He was also aware that he had not made the “learning task have any importance to the learner even
though it does have a lot of real life significance” (Slabbert & Hattingh, 2006; Lombardi, 2007). He
realised that this was due to him as “I merely failed to present it to them.”
•

What were Mack’s feelings about the learning task operation and why did he have these feelings?

Mack stated that he felt nervous as “things went wrong”, they did not go according to his plan. He also
stated that he felt frustrated because the organisation of the activity took so long but that he did
“eventually get the learning task going.” These feelings were linked to his initiating learning of the
learning experience.

•

What challenges did Mack experience in designing and operating the learning task and why did
he have these challenges?

Mack described how in the initiating learning of the learning experience he had “left the agar plates
outside the classroom. I had to control the class and I had to fetch the plates outside”. He stated that at
this point “I was confused as to what to do… and then my plan was lost.” Another challenge that he
experienced was that he had presented the activity to the learners but he observed that they did not
understand what to do. Because he wanted the learners to understand what they had to do “I went to each
desk and explained what they had to do.” Even though this indicated a lack of organisation, Mack was
aware of what he could have done to rectify it. He stated that “it may have been more productive to have
a short introduction at the beginning of the class and then to provide them with the rubric which they
could read through for five minutes.”
•

What highlights did Mack experience in designing and operatonalising the learning experience
and why did he have these?

Mack stated that the highlights were that the learner “groups worked well … nice to see this even though
I was running around like a mad man.” Another highlight was that he had a chat with Louie (learner) and
he (Louie) showed “such enthusiasm for the first time”. Mack’s highlights were linked to both
organisational and learner behaviour aspects. Since Mack was concerned about learner discipline and
progress, it is not surprising that the highlights focused on the learners.
•

What were Mack’s expectations of the contribution of the teacher mentor towards constructing
his practice theory?

Mack expected her to support him with his facilitation and the development of his practice theory. He
stated that “I see them as giving feedback after your lesson. Can see where they think you are going
wrong and you can decide on this and then obviously you can mould this into your practice theory.” He
further stated that she could “inform me about all the things the department wants from classes like
portfolios, etc.” and “support me with what learners need to learn and what I have to teach themsubject/content wise.” The interesting aspect is that he also saw her as helping him “when I’m troubled,
how to deal with an unruly student within the school system.” This link with the “I’ personal aspect is
essentially important for his construction of his practice theory with particular reference to his role as a
facilitator of learning and his identity as such (Zirkel, 2000; Brookfield, 1995).
•

How does Mack perceive the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards his construction
of his practice theory?

Mack stated that on his first day at the school his expectations were not met as the teacher walked out of
the classroom and was not there to give feedback. Mack had expectations about the teacher being in the
class all the time while he was teaching. But he said “what I expected would happen, didn’t happen. He

realised though that this was actually a good thing for him as “I was given space to learn about things by
myself” (Brookfield, 1995).
•

What was Mack’s use of the contribution of the teacher mentor to his construction of his
practice theory?

He was aware of the teacher’s actual contribution “in practice theory, incorporating things laid down by
government, so you need to know how to incorporate this. She’s helped me there”. He further stated that
she gave him a subject file with the sections that he had to teach and what she wanted the learners to
know. He stated, “she could not have been more supportive, as she critted me and told me where I went
wrong and how I could improve.”
Mack stated, “I think that it is definitely to our benefit that they are sort of critical of us”. He further
stated, “I enjoyed her critting my lessons; stating what could be better, so that I could improve”. “I could
use some of the suggestions that she made”.
•

What was Mack’s expectation of the specialisation programme to his construction of his
practice theory?

He expected to learn more about “how to teach sections of Biology.”
•

How did Mack use the contribution of the specialisation programme to his construction of his
practice theory?

Mack stated that he used all the things about how to design a learning task and how to facilitate learning
as opposed to teaching that he got from the discussion sessions. Mack stated that he had used “his
learning task lessons [that he designed in the laboratory] in facilitating learning in the school. He also
stated that “professor gave good guidance with regard to the learning task presentations that we did”.
Mack thought that these sessions were important as “we reflected on what we had done and on how we
could improve them to make them more effective.” During these sessions he stated “we together looked
at facilitating learning as opposed to teaching.”

6.6.1.B. Step 3: Planning Action (Learning task 2)–
Mack planned a learning task that focused on the Kingdom Monera
He presented this learning task to twenty five Grade 11 learners.

6.6.1.1.B. Learning experience design (See appendix - Copy of learning task 14 June)
This learning task had the learning outcomes for the relevant content areas, the assessment standards and
problem statement. It also had the presentation of learning task features: clarity, importance and urgency,
the learning task descriptive activities (learner), authentic learning context, time allocated, resources,
assessment method, operation of learning task, description of occurrences during the lesson, learning
task execution. Attached to the learning task was an assessment rubric for each group and an individual

assessment rubric…information (template) on the format for the report that the learners were expected to
develop.

6.6.2.B. Step 4: Taking Action (Learning task 2)
6.6.2.1.B. Learning task operationalised
The problem that Mack gave to the learners during the initiating learning phase focused on the beer
bellies that many men had and also what in beer makes you burp. This problem is relevant but not
critically important for the lives of the learners (Slabbert and Hattingh, 2006; Lombardi, 2007). The cooperative learning focused on leaner groups been given particular tasks and five minutes to brainstorm
their understanding of their particular one and then to construct a mind map. Each group was then
presented with one page of a reading based on their particular focus of the topic. The learner groups were
given time to complete the task for the presentation. At the end of the class for the group presentations
Mack either nominated someone from the group to present or the whole group decided on their own to
present.
6.6.2.2.B. Learning task assessment
a. Researcher
I thought that the choice of problem and the use of the transparency with beer and yeast and the
questioning about carbon dioxide in the beer – where does it come from etc. was appropriate and
relevant. The management of the co-operative learning was effective and each group had a different task
from the other group. I suggested that he write up the tasks on the chalkboard so that all the groups are
aware of what the others are doing? I questioned his time management of the co-operative learning tasks
- “you gave the learners time to brainstorm their task but it was too much time. Did you notice their
behaviour?” .I praised him – “Your understanding and implementation of co-operative learning principle
has really improved because you got all the learners to construct their own mind map – individual task” I
asked him questions about his observations and awareness of the learners’ behaviours – “Did you notice
the extent of the interaction in the learner groups? Every group was engrossed in the activity and did you
notice how they organized themselves to do the presentation? They were wonderful.” I praised him for
his design and implementation of the learning task group activities – “overall the learning task group
activities were an excellent idea.”

6.6.3.B. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting (Learning task 2)
•

What was Mack’s understanding of practice theory and how was it constructed?

Mack understood his practice theory as “practice forms your theory and I am now using it.” He was
aware that he had constructed his practice theory from his experiences of facilitating learning. He
described how he “gave broad outlines for all the groups on what they should be looking at for the class
presentation, but they could pretty much decide what they want to present.” He said that he did this as he
wanted the learners to be “creative in their presentation” [and] … too many guidelines would have
limited them.” He became aware after observing the groups that “I could have given definite guidelines

for the brainstorming. This would have been more helpful and constructive for the learners.” He also
became aware that “it helps a lot for learners in their groups to sit down and write something on paper”
as this is the time when “they thought about it [and] they became interested.” Another example with
group work is linked to his understanding of “where the whole meta-learning comes in where you work
first with the individual – once they have established what they know and have something, then you
work with the group” (Claxton, 1999). He was aware that “some people [learners] will have more
content knowledge and more insight into the topic and …will be able to teach the rest of the group …
they can share ideas” (Smith & Blake, 2005). Mack was aware that learners are constructors of meaning
when he said “[the learners] construct the best understanding of the topic by putting ideas together, using
the resources that they have (Slabbert, 2007).
Another experience focused on his awareness of the importance of his spatial position in the classroom
in relation to that of the learners. He indicated this importance “I noticed that when you stand in a spot,
half the class is not focused or is going wild [and] … I have a tendency to stand next to the OHP and
some learners don’t get involved and I tend to ignore them.” He became aware that “more interaction
happens when I am not standing behind a desk or the OHP.” He shared how he was using his practice
theory when he said “lately, I have been trying to move to the centre of the class.” He stated that “no one
told me this, it comes with practice.”

Mack was aware of his choice of problem statement, when he said “I chose the example of bread and
beer because this is more relevant to them” (Slabbert, 2007).
He was also aware of the importance of planning for a presentation and the crucial role that he needed to
play in planning when he said, “I enjoyed the learning task … because I planned something interesting
for the learners”. He also realised the choice and use of appropriate resources “they [learners] did not get
this [information] from the resources that they were using, as they [the resources] did not say clearly
what lichens are.” He concluded that “it is important to pick suitable resources but it is difficult to find
articles.”
•

What were Mack’s feelings and perceptions about being a facilitator of learning and why did he
have these?

Mack experienced mixed emotions “I am enjoying it. I am stressed at the moment … I am a bit
worried”. Mack had these mixed feelings due to the time demands that he felt as a facilitator “I do not
know if I will get everything done” [work programme for the term]. Mack was amazed with himself facilitating learning “I never knew that I could be like this – facilitating learning.” He perceived his
professional development in a personal frame in saying “it was enjoyable … the fact that you see
yourself going somewhere, you see that you are developing.” He further stated “I see myself enjoying it
as a facilitator, being capable and being able to develop as I go along.”

•

What were Mack’s feelings about designing and operationalising the learning tasks and why did
he have these feelings?

Mack expressed his feelings by comparing how he felt after the first learning task and now when he said
“I feel better than after the other learning task operations… I liked it.” He attributed these feelings to the
learners as “they seemed to be enthusiastic about what they were doing, they were not talking or bored,
they were getting involved. In my other learning tasks they did not seem enthusiastic.” Mack had
received positive energy from the students and from himself “presenting was quite nice, I enjoyed it and
I could see that it was working and it seemed like they learnt a lot”.
•

What challenges did Mack experience in designing and operating the learning task and why did
he have these challenges?

His organisational planning for learner participation in group work was a challenge for him “to get
everyone involved in the groups.” But this challenge was reduced by the evidence that “most of the
people in the groups were interested in the articles, talking about it and working out how to present it.”
He concluded that “time as a facilitator of learning is hard… for me what makes the learning task
development easier – if you have something to work from”. Mack was looking for lesson plans but he
could not “find decent ones – lesson plans” that he could use, instead of designing them.
•

What highlights did Mack experience and why did he have these?

Mack stated “the enthusiasm from the learners was a highlight and the fact that they were brainstorming
when they were supposed to.”
•

What was Mack’s expectation of the contribution of teacher mentor towards constructing his
practice theory?

Mack stated that he still expected the teacher mentor to help him to function in the school system.
•

How did Mack perceive the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards the construction
of his practice theory?

Mack stated that he required “help with what I should do with marks for tests and questions about tests”
He said that the teacher mentor “helped me out with marks for tests and questions about tests … how I
could improve on the test memorandum … advise about lessons … problems with classes and noise
levels.”
•

What was Mack’s expectation of the specialisation programme to his construction of his
practice theory?

Mack stated that he specifically wanted information on “where I could get biology resources.” Here he
was referring specifically to specimens.

•

What was Mack’s experience of the contribution of the specialisation programme to his
“phronesis”?

Mack stated that “I am constantly growing on ideas from the specialisation programme. We work on
how we can better the factors in our lives and shape them to our personality.” He described how he
constructed his practice theory of assessment criteria for assessing a learning task. He said “to maintain
learning you need to ask the learners questions so that you can improve the quality of their learning;
bring in a criterion like, are they talking to each other about it”. He stated that another criterion for
maintaining learning is that the initial instruction must be clearly understood by the learners as, “when
the initial instructions were not clear the learners loitered around”. A further learning task assessment
criterion should be on how the facilitator of learning “managed the time.” Mack stated that to get the
learners to complete a task and not take their own time you “need to state the urgency (Slabbert, 2007)
about it, it needs to be done now”. Mack further stated that time management could be effective if,
“learners are left to explain to one another in their groups and in so doing they could come up with their
own understanding” which is the focus of meta-learning.
He also constructed his practice theory of how to manage discipline. He stated that “when the facilitator
shouts at the learners and they are still left to carry on, the message that they are getting is that they can
carry on misbehaving.” He decided that “when the learners are unruly you have to take charge and be an
authority person”.
Mack had observed a video of himself facilitating a learning task and he assessed it as “you can
improve”. He was aware that he could improve on his time management, initiating learning instructions
and managing learner discipline.
•

What was Mack’s overall reflections of her first school based education programme and how did
these reflections give meaning to her construction and use of “phronesis”.

Mack expressed his feelings about facilitating learning at the school when he said “it was an enjoyable
and frustrating time.” Mack stated that he had learnt a lot about himself and also about facilitating
learning. He also said “I developed more as a person … felt less nervous … started enjoying facilitating
learning.”
He became aware of his progress “I could see that it was working and it seemed like they [learners]
learnt a lot”. This awareness was based on his practice of operationalising the learning experience, the
inputs from the teacher mentor and the specialisation lecturer. He stated that in operationalising the
learning tasks “in the past I had problems with bringing clarity and what they’re supposed to do”. He
was aware of his weaknesses and also what action he needed to do “I know that I could have written it
on an overhead”.
Mack attributed some of his progress to the “positive energy from the students”. He stated that “in my
other learning tasks they did not seem enthusiastic”. He was more relaxed now when working with
learners. He had constructed his practice theory of how to work with learner discipline and group work

“the learning experiences and activities for the learners were more organized and things went more to
plan.”
Mack’s perception of the role of a facilitator was extensively constructed. He had perceived what was
required of a facilitator of learning e.g. with “time management … learner organization”. Mack was
amazed with himself as a facilitator of learning “I never knew that I could be like this – facilitating.”

6.7. Step 6: Evaluating Action
6.7.1. Comments - analysis and evaluation of the intervention
Each student teacher’s experience of each step in this cycle was essential to their construction and use of
his/her practice theory. This construction and use was evident from the exploration of each student
teacher’s understanding of the meaning of practice theory and its’ construction and use. This
construction and use of practice theory was also evident from the student teacher’s designed learning
tasks, operationalisation of learning tasks, facilitation of learning, expectations, perceptions and use of
the contributions of the teacher mentor and the specialisation sessions, and the nature and content of
his/her reflections.

The student teachers constructed their practice theories from in Bernice’s words
“her operationalisation [of learning tasks], assessment and reflections” and “learnt from the learners’
response”; in Carol’s words “the experience at the schools” and Mack “experiences of facilitating
learning”. These practice theories were not transmitted from a specialisation lecturer to the student
teachers as referred to in the literature by Von Glaserfeld (1984) and Korthagen (2001). These practice
theories were self-constructed by each student teacher.

The use of the word I by each student teacher when talking about how they constructed their practice
theories clearly supports this claim of self-construction. Evidence for this is seen in the statements by
each of the student teachers: Mack stated “I merely failed to present it to them”, Carol “I am equipped”
and Bernice “I am not giving them notes”. The common denominator for the self-construction of
practice theory was for each student teacher to facilitate learning in an actual classroom, an authentic
context.
Furthermore, Bernice, Carol and Mack were aware of what they needed to do to further construct their
practice theory. This awareness was informed from their practice of facilitating learning. As Carol stated
“I know that next time I am equipped to handle it the right way”. Student teachers could also identify the
problem areas; give reasons for why they experienced these problems and what they needed to do to
improve in operationalising their learning experiences.

The practice theories comprised both cognitive and perceptual knowledge. While Bernice and Carol’s
practice theory focused on the learners’ actions “could answer questions for themselves” (Bernice,
2004); co-operative learning and group work, Mack’s focused on learners’ needs, developing science

process skills in learners and organizational aspects. The practice theories of all three student teachers
focused on I (each student teacher) as well. While Bernice’s theory focused on procedural aspects in an
unemotional manner, Carol’s theories focused on her actions of interacting with learners in an emotional
manner. One of Mack’s organisational aspects focused on his spatial position in the classroom in relation
to the learners. He was aware that the distance between him and the learners impacted negatively on how
he could manage discipline and also keep the learner’s attention as intimated in the literature by
Saunders (1992). Korthagen (2001) reminds us that practice improves due to the perceptual knowledge
that is constructed.

Bernice, Carol and Mack’s feelings about facilitating learning impacted on their construction of their
practice theory. This impact of emotions on learning is stated in the literature by Hargreaves (1998).
Feelings of uncertainty as expressed by Mack were linked to “what exactly I am going to facilitate and
how I am going to go about it (facilitate the learning tasks)”. The student teachers’ feelings that they
experienced were also linked to how learners responded “they are quite excited about what the surprise
is and now I am excited” (Bernice) and in Carol’s words “I was disappointed, I expected more of them
[from the learners]. The student teacher’s feelings were in waves of despair and elation. But these waves
were in constant motion and at different levels at different times. The crest of despair was initially very
high and the ebb of elation was low. After facilitating learning during the school-based session the crest
of elation for all three student teachers was higher than the ebb of despair or frustration that they
experienced at the beginning of the school based session.

The student teacher’s feelings impacted on their beliefs about teaching and learning. This relationship is
discussed in the literature by Korthagen (2001b). This was evident from comparing the statements that
they made after facilitating learning of their first and their last learning task for the school-based session.
Bernice was concerned with “how to get them [learners] started properly.” She then believed and acted
on what she needed to do as the “learners just started the work”. Mack’s beliefs about group work were
challenged in that he did not understand how to get them participating in the group. His belief about
what to do was perceived when the learners in their groups “were brainstorming”. Carol’s beliefs were
that the “skepticism … about this new paradigm was soaring and I was sure that it would never work”.
She then realised that “this new paradigm in education is not absurd as I thought.” These beliefs
depended on the student teachers using inner wisdom and authority as suggested by Ray (1999). Bernice,
Carol and Mack’s beliefs played a crucial role in promoting their paradigmatic shift (Slabbert, 2007).
But this shift was possible ONLY due to the student teachers being placed in new, challenging situations
where they risked these new unknown practices and created the reality of their belief. This type of shift
has been described in the literature by de Kock & Slabbert (2004). In these encounters with practice the
student teachers adopted the “belief initiated mental model” which is described by de Kock & Slabbert,
(2004) in the literature chapter.

The beliefs that Bernice, Carol and Mack had were enhanced by their reflections. It was through
reflecting that each of the student teachers could share their beliefs and experiences (practice) of
facilitating learning. What was significant was that in the process of reflecting the student teachers were
also constructing knowledge about how and when to reflect. Carol shared that she “did not know what to
do, I just guessed”. But it was from this action and then reflecting on how they reflected (the practice of
reflecting) that they were enabled to construct and use their particular reflections to construct their
“phronesis” of and for facilitating learning In this enabling reflective learning process each student
teacher was learning how to reflect and also how to facilitate learning.

The student teachers experienced the reflective learning process in solitary and social settings. In both
these settings they reflected on their feelings, actions and thoughts about facilitating learning. During
these reflection sessions each student teacher gave meaning to his/her understanding of: who I am as a
person (identity) and what is my role of and professional identity of being a Facilitator of Learning? It
was during the social reflection sessions that the student teachers first realised and experienced relief
from intense negative emotions and the essential construction of self- confidence. This value of
togetherness in frustration for learning alludes to the social learning that was essentially necessary for
each student teacher’s construction of “phronesis”. This value of togetherness in frustration for learning
prompted the student teachers to organise meetings outside of the specialisation meeting times. A reason
that Mack gave for why they met was “we on our own would meet to share our concerns and discuss our
progress.” These meetings gave the student teachers space to share and value themselves as individuals,
Facilitators of Learning and provide co-operative support. Even though in Carol’s words the meetings
were “not very constructive as it was just a moaning session” they were critical for the student teachers
to develop as persons. It was during these meetings that they “spoke about our frustrations and the
difficulties that we were experiencing” And in Bernice’s words “I valued it [the meetings]”. So, during
these meetings the student teachers were crucial co-operative support for one another. These social
settings where togetherness in frustration for learning transpired were essential for the student teachers
construction of a practice theory of and for facilitating learning.

The teacher mentors also contributed to the student teacher’s “phronesis” But each of the student
teachers had different expectations of their respective teacher mentors. While at the beginning of the
school-based session Bernice expected her teacher mentor to support her by answering her questions,
Carol expected support with her “learning task design presentation, consolidation and feed-back.”
Bernice and Carol thought that their teacher mentors ought to be competent to provide this support as
they had completed the PGCE programme a year earlier. Mack on the other hand expected support with
both substantive and syntactical features of his facilitating learning, including learner discipline. Even
though his teacher had not completed the PGCE programme she had attended the mentor workshops.
Furthermore, Mack’s anxiety and his insecurity with his lack of knowledge and confidence with “what
and how of the learning tasks” impacted on his extensive support expectation. But after the student

teachers had facilitated learning of Life Sciences for an extended period their expectations of their
respective teacher mentors was reduced. Mack at this time only expected support with “function[ing] in
the school system.”

The student teachers were also aware of their perceptions and use of their respective teacher mentors’
actual contribution to their construction of their particular practice theories. But even though Bernice
was happy with her mentor’s support she only used her (the teacher mentor’s) learning task design ideas
and her disciplinary measures. Carol was “confused” by her mentor’s assessment of her learning task
operationalisation and thought that her practice theory was not influenced by her (teacher mentor). What
Carol did perceive though is that her mentor cared for the learners and had her own practice theory.
Mack experienced a revelation that the absence of the mentor from the classroom gave him “space to
learn about things by myself”. But he had used the support and guidelines that she had provided. Even
though she was “sort of critical” of his lessons he valued her constructive suggestions and the spirit in
which it was done. Clearly the expectations and the actual contributions of the teacher mentors to each
student teacher’s construction of their practice theory was different.

The contribution of the specialisation programme was in terms of the syntactical aspects as expressed by
Bernice “administration stuff, not really with content and context stuff.” This programme was not in
accordance with Mack’s expectation of learning about “how to teach sections of Biology” and Carol’s
“what we got was not what we expected at all”. Even though Bernice perceived it as not having
“contributed a lot … as it was not practical” to implement she did learn how to assess her practice of
facilitating learning. Carol on the otherhand perceived it as “not useless because we use some of it and it
helps to develop overall.” Carol had also internalised (Korthagen, 2001) her experiences of the
specialisation discussions as she was “aware that Professor Ned had told us that we should not explain
any theory to them [the learners], they must read the instructions and interpret them”. She also realised
that she needed to know more about particular content areas and she took the necessary action “go and
learn more” to achieve this. This focus on taking responsibility for her own construction of “phronesis”
was essential for Carol. Mack attributed his construction of “phronesis” to the theory and action that was
shared during the sessions about facilitating learning. He came to realise what changes he had to make
for him to facilitate learning effectively. He valued the contribution and focus of the specialisation
programme “how we can better the factors in our lives and shape them to our personality.” And most
importantly he was aware of his gains “I am constantly growing on ideas”.

Each student teacher actively participated in the interventions and constructed their particular practice
theory. They were experiencing a transformation in their feelings, beliefs and practice of facilitating
learning. These transformations impacted on the student teachers’ construction and use of belief-initiated
mental models.

6.7.2. What feeds into the next cycle?
Bernice, Carol and Mack’s experiences of the first school based session could be used as a baseline for
their further construction and use of their particular practice theories/”phronesis”. Each Student teacher
was experiencing the construction of the belief-initiated mental model. It was imperative that the student
teachers experience further facilitation of learning Life Sciences in particular school contexts to affirm
and further construct their mental models and ultimately their “phronesis”.

Descriptive data – section II – cycle four
7.2. Step 1: Experiential reflections

7.2.1. Bernice
7.2.1.1. Observation of the teacher mentor at the second school
She said that the teacher mentor from the second session was “different in her teaching approach and her
discipline was bad.” Bernice described the teachers’ actions as “spoiling the learners”.
7.2.1.2. Understanding of the level (standard) of work for learners and the context of the school
Bernice stated that the learners at her second school were used to people going down to their level, and
“they are fed everything because the teachers think that they are not capable”. Bernice decided that she
was going to get the learners to do extra. She was aware that she needed to “boost the learners’
confidence” to get them to want to participate and perform.

7.2.1.3. Understanding of her progress
Bernice thought that her progress now at the beginning of the second session was already better
compared to the first session when she “felt like she was nowhere.” She gave an example of her progress
now as “the assessment is much better because my first assessment stuff was kind of don’t know how to,
where to”. She also stated that seeing as she was doing the same type of learning tasks, she knew what
was expected of her and she could “see how the facilitation of learning could happen better.” She also
stated that she had “time to ask them the clarifying questions and actually see the result of what it does”
(Senge, 2006).

7.2.2. Carol
7.2.2.1. Observation of the teacher mentor at the second school
Carol stated that she had not observed her teacher mentor teaching and could not report on this. She did
state though that he “seemed to have old ideas of teaching”. She made this statement based on her
observation of his planning documents.

7.2.2.2. Understanding of the level (standard) of work for learners and the context of the school
Carol evaluated the “standard of work at the school as low.” She stated that the learners at the second
school “did not want to do much work … but this was due to the teacher, who only gave them a little
work.” She said “I can’t handle that anymore because each period they tell me that we do too much, we
work too hard”. Carol realised from the learners’ performance in the learning tasks at both the first and
second school that her standards were too high. She was aware that she expected too much from the
learners and that in order for her to construct an understanding about the performance level of learners in
grade 10 it “would have to come from experience and a talk to my mentor, he can help.”

7.2.2.3. Understanding of her progress
Carol stated that her organisation now was better because she knew what she had done in the first
session. She recognized that she could now improve on her organisation. She was aware that this
improvement was possible and that she could build on it because “she was facilitating similar learning
tasks to that of the first session.”

7.2.3. Mack
7.2.3.1. Observation of the teacher mentor at the second school
Mack said that his present teacher mentor “is brilliant; she must be one of the best mentors”. But he
found it “easier in my first SBEP [school-based education programme] where the teacher mentor knows
how much she wants done in that certain period”. He felt that with greater time guidelines from the
mentor “if she was very specific- two weeks for this, one week for that” it would have been easier for
him to write up a timetable.

7.2.3.2. Understanding of the level (standard) of work for learners and the context of the school
Mack stated that a facilitator’s standards “could never be too high but you had to be careful not to go
over the heads of learners.” He did think though that many teachers expect too little from the learners,
which he felt was totally wrong. He supported this thinking by saying “just the stuff that I have seen
them produce all by themselves. I got them working and many of them produced superb work. They
taught me some stuff, which I did not know and that was great”. Mack realised that learners operate at
varying levels and a facilitator of learning needs “to provide an activity to cater for students (learners)
that maybe are not academically so strong.”

Mack stated that what he realised was that there was a totally different work ethic with the children at his
second school. According to him this was due to “a lot is expected of the kids and therefore they
perform.” He gave the example of when he gave the learners a task where he “did not suggest a power
point presentation; it was really their initiative that they did it all.” Mack thought that this response
would not have happened at his first school and the learners there would not have had such good
presentations. He associated the learners’ performance to the type of school and not due to himself when
he said “they have a very high academic standard here in them. To a large extent it’s not really myself. I
don’t see that as me who made it all happen”.

7.2.3.3. Understanding of his progress
Mack stated that it was going well. He also said, “Facilitating learning would be great if we could have a
teaching assistant to do all the marking for us”. He thought that this second session of facilitating
learning that he was to experience would be a bit more exciting than his first one but he did feel a lot of
stress due to his slow pace (leaving a lot of content out of the lesson because time is up). He said “we
have been very busy, but it does not seem like we got through the content that we should have today.

When Mack thought about his own progress he stated “I realise now that there is still a lot that I can
improve on and that I am probably not going to improve on before the end of this session that will
always be something I need to do”.

7.3. Step 2: Reflecting and interpreting
•

What was the role of the teacher-educator in the discussion-group interview during the
experiential reflective step of the cycle and why did he have this role?

Professor Ned provided the context for the session and he asked the students to share their reflections
with respect to their experience at the placement school. As the student teachers shared their reflections
he challenged them to dig deeper and to share at a meta-cognitive level what and why they had the
particular concrete experiences at the placement school. He challenged them to use their constructed
“phronesis” to give meaning to the concrete experiences that they had at the placement school. He
expected them to make decisions about how they would facilitate learning in the particular placement
school contexts that they had experienced. Since this interaction between the specialisation lecturer and
the student teachers was later in the year he did not have to prompt the student teachers to share their
reflections. During these sessions the specialisation lecturer did not project a power relationship in the
communication interaction in that the student teachers dominated the discussion when sharing their
reflections. There was no reason for the specialisation lecturer to dominate the interaction as the student
teachers were comfortable and practiced with sharing their reflections.

The role of the specialisation lecturer was to facilitate the social interaction, the exploration and the
meaning making process of the student teachers’ reflections.
•

What was the student teachers’ participation in the group discussions?

All the student teachers participated as each was expected by the specialisation lecturer to share their
reflections of their concrete experiences at the placement school. All three students were relaxed and
comfortable with sharing their thoughts, actions and feelings that they had experienced. A sense of safety
and trust had developed among them, also with Professor Ned. This safety and trust relationship is
coupled with the fact that the student teachers were developing in confidence and knowledge about what
they expected of themselves and the positive feedback that they received from their own actions.
• What were the student teachers’ reflections on the utilisation of their practice theory as an
assessment tool for observing teacher mentors teaching at a placement school?
The student teachers were comfortable with assessing the teacher mentor’s teaching. They were pleased
with the action of being able to assess the lesson and project their role in facilitating learning as much
more than what the teachers were doing in the classroom. The student teachers were unhappy and

frustrated with observing how the teachers taught as they did not challenge the learners instead they were
spoiling the learners (Bernice, 2004).
• What was the student teachers’ awareness and assessment of their progress with regard to
facilitating learning in practice?
As the student teachers used their practice theory to assess the teachers’ teaching they became more
aware of the nature and content of their practice theory. They saw this as a good learning experience.

7.4. Bernice, 7.5. Carol and 7.6. Mack
Step 3, 4 and 5 for each of the student teachers is presented in this section.
Steps 3 and 4 were concerned with the planning and taking action for the intervention on each student
teacher’s construction and use of “phronesis”. Three interventions were planned over different time
periods: one and two from weeks twenty to twenty–nine and three in week thirty-nine. Intervention one
focused on how each student teacher designed and operationalised Life Sciences Learning Tasks at the
school. The purpose for this intervention was for each student teacher to further construct and use his/her
“phronesis” of facilitating learning. Intervention two which was planned by Professor Ned
(specialisation lecturer) focused on the specialisation discussion sessions that the student teachers
participated in at the university. The purpose of this intervention was two-fold: (1) for each student
teacher to challenge and further construct his/her “phronesis” of facilitating learning (2) to become
aware of his/her own identity as a person (De Kock & Slabbert, 2000). To achieve the first purpose each
student teacher and Professor Ned viewed and discussed Mack’s learning task on the Heart and
Bernice’s learning task on Genetics. The rationale for doing this was stated by Professor Ned when he
said “What I would like to do is to look at what happened”. The student teachers were given the learning
task assessment form that the teacher mentor, specialisation lecturer, researcher and their peers had used
to assess them. The specialisation lecturer prepared them for the activity by saying “we are going to
really dig into those criteria and say to ourselves - what is it that was happening there and what is it that
really needs to be improved?” Professor Ned shared an important aspect with the student teachers when
he said “the point is not to discredit you. The point is: do I recognise this and do I see something I didn’t
realise”. So, the purpose of this specialisation session was to observe the recorded learning task
operations for Bernice and Mack; assess them and to make suggestions about how to improve them. To
achieve the second purpose each student teacher completed a short paragraph on who am I (an identity
description) and the Personal Profile Questionnaires: Neethling Personal Skills Instrument,
Temperament Inventory and a Self Image Evaluation. Intervention three focused on the Professional
Portfolio that each student teacher was expected to compile and then present during the Portfolio
Defense Presentation at the end of the programme. Each student teacher was expected to carefully select
work done, which could be used to represent his/her development from the beginning to the end of the
programme and to compile this in a portfolio – Professional Portfolio. In short each student teacher had

to select work that represented his/her professional competence. These selected pieces of work were to
be supported by substantial and meaningful reflections from each student teacher (Slabbert, 2004). Each
student teacher then presented this portfolio during the Portfolio Defense Presentation at the university.
Step 5 focused on each student teacher’s reflections on the interventions. The analysed data is presented
on pages 300 to 342.

7.4. Bernice
7.4.1. Step 3: Planning Action 7.4.1.1. Learning task design (See Appendix for a copy of the learning task designed).
Bernice was based at a High School from the 19 July to 3 September. During this time she facilitated
two learning tasks: one on Genetics and one on the Blood circulatory system. The planned learning task
section used for this research was on blood transfusion. It was designed for a period of two 40 minute
sessions for Grade 11 learners. This learning task had the following features: learning outcomes and
assessment standards, problem put to learners, time allocation, learning task preparation, class
organisation, authentic learning conditions, resources, final results of the learning task, methods of
assessment, process followed to solve the problem, final product outcome. The problem planned was:
We are all aware of the increasing danger of the transmission of HIV/AIDS, as well as other blood
related diseases. Your task as a group is to find a solution, to the best of your ability and of the highest
quality, to the problem associated with the transmission of HIV during blood transfusions. How will you
ensure that you get uncontaminated blood? On your own, think about the best solution. This will be
followed by an opportunity to share your ideas in groups; select the best idea and develop it fully.

7.4.1.2. Specialisation session
Planned by Professor Ned

7.4.1.3. Planning the Portfolio for the Portfolio Presentation Defense
Bernice stated that she planned for her portfolio defense by compiling a portfolio which reflected her
love for horses and the fact that she was “an equestrian rider”. Bernice stated that her “professional
development as a facilitator of learning may be compared to my development as an equestrian”. In her
portfolio she used metaphors of: man meets horse, mount up and upgrade. She used the metaphor of Man
meets horse to represent her initial experiences of the PGCE. She used the metaphor of mount up to
represent her development as a facilitator of learning during the PGCE. The metaphor of Upgrade was
used to represent her final outcome as a facilitator of learning. She stated that her reason for planning the
portfolio was to demonstrate her professional development during the year with regard to her role as a
facilitator of learning.

7.4.2. Step 4: Taking action
7.4.2.1. Learning task
a. Learning task operationalised
During the initiating learning phase the problem was presented to the learner groups and they were given
ten minutes to work this out. They worked this out individually and they then discussed their ideas in a
group setting. A transparency with various blood diseases were presented to the learners. The learners
asked a number of questions seeking clarity about the activity and Bernice patiently responded to them.
She convinced the learners to work on their own ideas. Each individual worked quietly on his/her task
and Bernice moved from group to group asking questions and providing support to the learners.

b. Learning task assessment (see appendix for a copy of the reports)
The learning experience was assessed by the specialisation lecturer and the researcher
(i) Specialisation lecturer
He assessed the learning task challenge as excellent. The learning task presentation was assessed as
clear, explicated importance, emphasised urgency and demanded immediate learner action. He assessed
the meta-learning, co-operative learning and facilitation as good and the consolidation was inadequate.
(ii) Researcher
I assessed the learning task challenge as excellent. I also assessed the learning task presentation as clear,
explicated importance and emphasised urgency. I assessed the meta-learning, co-operative learning,
facilitation and consolidation as good.
I praised Bernice for the problem presented as I thought that it was great, relevant and personal. I
suggested to her that she could have asked the learners if they had experienced any relatives or friends
dying from mismanaged blood donations. I told her that the individual task was a good idea and that it
was important that each learner thinks about the problem and writes down his/her ideas. I assessed the
group session as good and I advised her to work on managing her time and the group outputs effectively.
I challenged her to think about the following questions: what about the Biological aspects and
regulations linked to drawing blood and storing it, what is the link between HIV/AIDS and blood
grouping and did you consider looking at blood groupings as well not just clean blood? I suggested that
she includes a general group discussion as this would really place a cap on this experience. I ended off
by praising her for her wonderful innovative ideas.

7.4.2.2. Specialisation sessions
a. Observation of Mack and Bernice’s video
When Bernice observed Mack’s operationalising the learning task she noted that the learners were
chaotic even though he had given them instructions for them to conduct the practical investigation on the
heart, and they knew what to do and were ready to dissect the heart, they were distracted by Mack
“pointing to the lungs” and talking about them. This made her realise how she could distract the learners.
When Bernice observed her own video on her operationalising her learning task on Genetics she became

aware of the importance of accuracy of information. Professor Ned challenged her to think about her
inaccurate use of genetic terms to indicate genotypes as evidenced in the following exchange during the
specialisation session:

Specialisation lecturer: Which colour is dominant?
Bernice: Which colour is dominant? Brown is dominant
Specialisation lecturer: What is the danger of simply saying, brown is dominant? I’m talking [about]
scientific rigidity?

Bernice used the evidence of many more people in the public having Brown eyes as a reason for
dominance. She was working with the phenotype – Brown eyes. She was not aware of the complexity
and the detail with regard to the heterozygous genotypes the possible combinations that indicate
dominance.

b. Identity description (Who am I?)
The very first thing about me you should realise is that I am mad about horses!
I am an introvert, but am usually able to conceal this quite well. I manage this by using my stable sense
of self worth, self –confidence and spontaneity. I generally am a friendly person who laughs often. The
only time I become angry is when my time is wasted. I do not trust people easily, but I manage to hide
this quite well! Therefore I would rather be alone than amongst other people. Although I love working
with people, I would rather be amongst animals or in the outdoors- if only you could make a living out of
this! My fears? Easy, the same as those of a horse! I suffer from claustrophobia, am tactile sensitive and
have an enormous personal space. I am a lively person and love the rat race. I stress if I have nothing to
do or nowhere to go! I believe: The more I have to do, the more I am able to do!

c.. Interpretation of Personal Profile questionnaires
(i) Bernice’s scores on the Neethling Personal Skills Instrument were L1:80; L2:70; R1:85; R2:65.
According to these scores Bernice’s L1 and R1 were not very far apart and she has a high preference for
both. Bernice functions as a right brained person but the left brained score is not very small. According
to the analysis scoring sheet for the instrument, Bernice is a person who searches for alternatives, prefers
the big picture, not the detail, idea-intuition, strategy, synthesis, integration, risk, restless, becomes bored
quickly, experimenting, diversity, comfortable with chaos, fantasy, surprise, association. The teaching
preferences for a person with Bernice’s score is – the R1 trainer/teacher usually gives a holistic view of
the lesson and prefers to link it to other subjects and point out how it applies to the “real world”. Bernice
is the type of teacher who will encourage spontaneous participation and create opportunities to
experiment. Bernice considers visual aids an important part of the lesson. Her lessons could be
unstructured, with her deciding on different content, etc. on the spur of the moment. She will create
opportunities to speculate, to strategise and discover new things. She is a teacher who includes a fun

element in parts of her lesson. Her administrative duties, deadlines and thoroughness could sometimes be
lacking.
(ii) Bernice’s score for the Temperament Indicator indicated that she is an Influential Choleric
(outwardly forceful) person who is outgoing and task-oriented.
(iii) Bernice’s score for the Self-Image Evaluation (58) indicates that she has a dissatisfied self image.

7.4.2.3. Presenting the Portfolio at the Portfolio Defense
During her presentation Bernice stated that “the most amazing thing for me that I learnt is that I can
facilitate learners and a traditional lesson is so incredibly boring.” She saw her role as that of a facilitator
of learning when she is at a school. She did not see her role as a teacher where “I go out next year saying
to the learners that they must take out a book and write this in your book.” She saw her learners as not
been bored and “they will learn so much more.”

Bernice described the construction of her practice theory at the beginning of the programme as “where
you get theory in a book” and later during the second school based education as “I started thinking that
developing practice theory is not so difficult.” She was of the belief that “practice theory without a
foundation” could not be constructed. She thought that the interventions that she had experienced during
the programme were crucial for her construction of her practice theory when she stated that “you cannot
leave someone to do something totally on their own”.

Her frustration that she experienced in the programme is related to the schools. She described the
problem that she experienced when she said “in the schools we do not see the things that we learn about
at university, we do not see it at all at the school.” She expressed her gains from the programme
“personally, from the PGCE I have learnt to work with different people with different personalities.”

7.4.3. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting
•

What was Bernice’s understanding of practice theory and how was it constructed?

Bernice thought that practice theory was “your basic learning.” She constructed her practice theory from
different experiences. She described how she “tried her best to make the lesson as interesting as possible
and to challenge them [the learners]”. This action links to her being a task-oriented person as indicated
by the Temperament Indicator. She described how to do her best that she had to “read up on the topic
and prepare carefully – this reminded me of the role of: Scholar, researcher and lifelong learner).” She
also posed “many meta-cognitive questions to get the learners thinking, rather than spoon feed
them.” This action of getting learners to think paid off as the “learners are actively involved with metacognition. I am starting to enjoy this.” As a result of this experience Bernice had now “become more
confident in posing meta-cognitive questions.” She described how as she “engaged with this learning
task, I was able to distinguish quite effectively between meta-cognition and thereafter co-operative
learning (this assists me in the development of my practice theory).” This realisation came with her

thinking that “if implemented properly [co-operative learning], learners learn more from each other’s
opinions than when weaker learners simply agree with stronger learners without expressing an opinion.”
She became aware that “successful management of meta-cognition, followed by co-operative learning
ensures the acquisition of appropriate life skills.” She described how she was now using this technique in
the classroom when she said “at the end of each lesson I allow time for consolidation,” “in future I’ll
change the groups. At the moment learners decide who will be part of each group,” “I am going to force
four learners to form two groups of two each, to ensure that they do some work themselves.” Bernice
also realised “the importance of being prepared. (Preparation falls under the role of: Interpreter and
Designer of Learning Programmes)” This realisation of being prepared was important and necessary for
her as due to the type of teacher she is, her lessons could be unstructured, with her deciding on different
content, etc. on the spur of the moment (Neethling Personal Skills Instrument). Bernice also realised that
“a good educator must be able to improvise! (When it becomes necessary to change direction on the
spur of the moment, this covers: the role of Learning Area/ Discipline/ phase specialist. This should
ensure that I am never caught unawares).” Bernice should be able to improvise quite comfortably seeing
that she saw herself as a person who has “self –confidence and spontaneity.”
Bernice learnt about what “would challenge learners or put them off.” She said that “you have so much
to do with so many different people, you start thinking when I plan it this way will this get learners to
work with it, will it interest so and so, the clever ones as well” Bernice stated that she had “learnt a lot
from working with the children and I also learnt a lot from them.” She found out that “when I was in
front of the class, the two way interaction is important.” This led her to “realise that learners are very
involved if they participate in something that applies to their lives.” Bernice concluded by saying
that she “got more ideas from facilitating learning… makes you become a more creative person - a
creative thinker.”
•

What were Bernice’s feelings about the learning task operation and why did she have these
feelings?

Bernice felt pleased that “it went alright.” The evidence that she gave for this was that “all the learners,
except the two in the front, were working, even the ones that never work … the meta-learning went
well.” She was also pleased with her choice of problem as it concerns all of us and “the learners realised
it was a real life problem and they were aware of the whole AIDS thing.” Her feelings with her choice of
problem are also linked to the fact that she is a teacher who points out how the lesson applies to the “real
world” (Neethling Personal Skills Instrument) and being able to do this was also where her pleasure
possibly came from as well.
•

What challenges did Bernice experience when designing and operationalising her learning task
and why did she have these challenges?

Her first challenge in designing the learning task was thinking about ideas on what to do. She grappled
with this for some time as she said “the idea to do this came to me when I was in bed just last night. If I

could have come up with it last week”. She also expressed the impact that the late formulation of the
ideas had on her planning when she said “it (lesson) would have been perfectly planned concerning the
resources and the problem.” She was aware that she “could have said the problem in a different way”
given the time to do so.

In regard to operationalising the learning task, Bernice thought that her learning task was “quite
straightforward” for the learners to understand. The evidence she gave was that “the problem statement
was clear and simple, one that most people must have wondered about these days.” She stated that in
presenting the learning task she took into account her knowledge of facilitating learning and she
“attempted to meet all the requirements of a good learning task presentation (LTP) as specified in the
Study Manual for Facilitating Learning (Slabbert, 2004, p. 16).” She also said that she tried to present
what she had planned in her LTP “as clearly as possible.” She was aware that her challenge was that “I
did not though make any allowance for meta-cognition.” She was aware of what she needed to do but did
not put it into practice as evidenced by “this is in conflict with my practice theory. I did however; rectify
this in the next learning task that I have designed.”

Bernice expressed what still challenges her “I do not believe that I have perfected the problem statement,
learning task design or learning task presentation” She was aware that doing it more will help her to
improve. She used a metaphor to describe this learning “after four years of show horse riding, I still fall
off now and then! One is never too old to learn and experience comes with time.”
•

What highlights did Bernice experience when designing and operationalising her learning task

and why did she have these?
Bernice expressed her excitement and amazement with the learners. She said that “by now learners are
used to the fact that they are expected to THINK! Everyone immediately got stuck into the problem.”
She was amazed by Amaol (a learner who had experienced discipline problems) “as he had the right
answer. I thought that was impossible.”
• How did Bernice perceive the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards her construction
of her practice theory and why did she perceive this contribution in this way?
Bernice stated that her teacher mentor described her as a person who has “patience and that I am winning
the difficult learners over (community, citizenship and pastoral role).” This positive feedback made her
feel good. This positive feedback also came from Bernice observing that the “learners enjoyed my
classes more than hers.” Bernice expressed that she had not learnt so much from my mentor.” She stated
“my mentor was not good with the learners and I learnt how not to behave with the learners.” She
described her as a “monster with the learners… it is punishment for me to sit in the class and observe her
yelling at the learners.”

Bernice had experienced difficulties at the school in that the teacher mentor would
“inform me at such a late stage of the day’s programme to take a lesson” and that some teachers “are
making it very difficult for me to present a learning task”.
•

What was Bernice’s understanding of the role of a facilitator of learning and how did she
construct this?

Bernice believed that “patience is a very important characteristic of a good educator (this characteristic is
encapsulated in the role of: Learning mediator).” She said that “I enjoy teaching and I love the kids. I
worked with Grade 11 learners and I got them to” do different things. She also said that when working
with co-operative learning “I was moving from group to group and listening to ideas, prompting learners
to share and setting an open, relaxed atmosphere.” She was aware of what she had to do to get “them to
think and write about the problem.” She thought that in listening to a group and “they were confused and
then after questioning them the work was clarified.” She also thought that if a group needs discipline in
doing their work “I spent time with this group” to get them to share and write ideas.
•

What was Bernice’s perception of the contribution of the specialisation programme towards her
construction of her practice theory and why did she perceive it in the way she did?

Bernice expressed that “the comments the professor made were very helpful. The ideas that he gave me
were very good.” Bernice was aware that her “role as a specialist facilitator of Biology” was enhanced
by her participation in the specialist sessions. She enjoyed the interaction and exchange of ideas that took
place during the specialization in that she stated “one of us would throw ideas and another would get
ideas”.

7.5. Carol
7.5.1. Step 3: Planning Action
7.5.1.1. Learning task design (See appendix for the plan)
Carol was based at a High School from the 19 July to 3 September. During this time she facilitated
Learning tasks on Mammalian Tissue and the Human Skeletal System, Human Blood Circulatory
system. The planned learning task used for this research was on the Human Skeleton. This Learning task
section was designed for Grade 10 learners. The learning task had all the required elements in the plan:
the programme organization, the problem statement, resources, meta-learning and co-operative learning,
learning task presentation, class organization, product, critical outcomes, learning outcomes, assessment
strategies and criteria. Included in the design was the assessment activity - the assessment rubric for the
learner exhibition assessment, report assessment rubric and cooperative group assessment.

7.5.1.2. Specialisation session
Planned by Professor Ned

7.5.1.3. Planning the Portfolio for the Portfolio Presentation Defense

Carol stated that “the purpose for presenting the portfolio is to show my professional development as a
facilitator of learning during this year. When she compared herself to the teachers at the school she said
that “despite my age and relative experience I am a well equipped professional facilitator.” She further
stated that she was a “left brain thinker and her portfolio was presented in a way to reflect this – her
creative development.” She stated that in her professional portfolio she had “included all the items and
evidence of things that had made an impact on her professional development as a facilitator of learning.”
She also shared that “my personal development contributed to my professional development and I
included this as well in my professional portfolio.”

7.5.2. Step 4: Taking action
7.5.2.1. Learning task
a. Learning task operationalised
No notes on this…I did not observe this. …..
b. Learning task assessment (see appendix for assessments)
The learning task was assessed by the student teacher herself, specialisation lecturer, teacher mentor, and
her peer.
(i) Self-assessment
Carol assessed her learning task as “it went well” The evidence that she used for this was that “the
challenge is a problem in real life context”, and that it “adheres to most problem and learning task design
criteria.” She also stated that “the presentation is clear” and the “learners were asking questions”. She
also assessed it according to the assessment criteria on the lesson assessment sheet: it explicates
importance; meta-learning - learners plan, monitor and assess their own individual learning; cooperative
learning – groups consist of heterogeneous groups of optimal size and members are individually
accountable and positively interdependent. She further ticked: learning task facilitation was concerned
with providing support to learners and reverting their questions back to them; the learning task
consolidation – cooperative learning groups provide feedback with all members contributing and is
critically assessed on the quality of their product and presentation by peers and beginner educator. In
assessing herself Carol was aware that she needed to “work with the meta-learning questions.”

(ii) Peers
Carol’s peer assessed her learning task as “original and it was very well planned.” She assessed the
meta-learning as “especially good” as it “was challenging and the meta-learning questions were again
very good.” She stated that she liked the fact that Carol had changed “the learning task and the real life
problem …for [the learners] to rather design and make prosthesis” instead of Carol telling them what to
do and making it for them. She stated that it was “always a pleasure to sit in your class and I always
learn something from you.” When completing the assessment sheet she ticked the excellent performance
of outstanding quality – learning content; non-verbal communication, learner action, learning quality,
discipline and consolidation. She also rated the learning task as good performance with no weaknesses.

(iii) Teacher mentor
The teacher mentor stated that he and the learners “enjoyed the learning task presentation immensely.”
He said that “the learners’ knowledge was well tested and the learners used very good models to
complete their investigations.” He assessed the learning task operation as excellent.
(iv) Specialisation lecturer
The specialisation lecturer stated that he “liked the learning task idea.” He stated that the “beginning and
the instructions were the most important, and the pureness of it is critical.” He challenged Carol to “look
at how you can improve the instructions” and “the individual work – meta-learning”. He advised her to
pay “attention to the individual work where each individual must observe carefully” and to “avoid asking
so many questions.” He assessed the learning task operation as good.

7.5.2.2. Specialisation sessions
a. Observation of Mack and Bernice’s video
When Carol was viewing Mick’s video and she observed him asking the learners questions she wanted
to find out “what is the best way to ask a question?” This directed the discussion amongst the student
teachers and Professor Ned to types of questions, and when, how and why questions are asked. This was
done by Professor Ned providing case scenarios and the student teachers understanding was elicited and
shared in the group discussion. Carol used this input to question Mack’s questioning of group
management and reporting that she observed later in the video.

In observing Bernice’s video Carol observed and reported that the learner organisation during the
initiating learning was “was noisy in the beginning and it got worse”. She was aware that during this
phase of the learning task operation that learners should be quiet and listen to the instructions
(organizational aspects) of the lesson.

b. Identity description (Who am I?)
At the beginning of the year I was a shy, introverted person. I really had my doubts if I would be able to
stand in front of a classroom and act with confidence. I was uncertain if I would be able to ‘stand my
ground’ as an authority figure in the classroom. Although I am still shy and introverted, I think I
developed my self-image immensely this year. However through experience I gained the confidence and
ability to handle myself as a professional facilitator of learning at all times.

I definitely learned to think on my feet, improvise, and switch things around. This was not a tool I had in
my personal profile at the beginning of the year. I always assumed that I was not a creative person and a
total left-brain thinker. I realised that I could be creative. It just took a great effort, hard work and time
to come up with ideas. It really drained me and I became very negative. When I became negative a
different person aroused and I did not like that person at all. I made a conscience decision to look at the

positive aspects. This made a huge impact on my personal development. I learned how to handle
negativity and stress. My ‘conscience’ got better.
I am not a very emotional person and will not easily show my true feelings to people, but other people’s
emotions and feelings are of the utmost importance to me. During the year I realised that
disappointments will occur during your lifespan but it is what you do with it that counts. This made my
ability to work with learners better. My relationship with my learners was established quickly and it was
of a good nature.
I like to do things my way but during the year we had to work in groups from time to time. This helped
me to let the control go and trust that others will do a good job. This was very difficult for me, but my
interpersonal skills definitely improved through this.

During the year I encountered a variety of experiences and situations….I gave my first baby steps as a
facilitator of learning in my first SBEP1 and could handle myself with confidence in my second school
based education programme.

There were a lot of aggravating, frustrating and low moments during the year. At the beginning I
thought I made a huge mistake enrolling in the course and that it would be a waste of time. Fortunately
there were also proud, satisfying and high moments. I know that I received a gift this year by looking at
education in a different manner.
Although I am still Carol at the end of the year, I am an improved and better-equipped Carol. I realize
that something going wrong is not necessarily a bad thing nor does it mean that you are a bad facilitator
of learning; it is what you do with it that counts! I think I can give myself a tap on the shoulder. I
developed and have grown immensely since the beginning of the year. From a teacher that wanted to
teach to a facilitator that knows that the only way in which learners can reach their full potential is to
take control of their own learning.
I can think critically about myself, my points of view, my ideas and what I viewed as important in life. I
got to know myself better. All the good and the bad integrated produced a well-developed professional
facilitator of learning.
This year was one of the most challenging and difficult years of my studies, but it was a year in which I
developed personally and professionally immensely.

c. Interpretation of Personal Profile questionnaires (See Appendix for Scan in brain profile in appendix)
(i) Carol completed a Neethling Personal Skills Instrument, Temperament Indicator and Self Image
Evaluation. Carol’s scores on her Brain profile were L1:81; L2:77; R1:72; R2:70. According to these
scores Carol has a high preference for a L1. Carol functions as a left brained person and her scores for
the R1 and R2 indicate that her right brained functioning is improved. Her scores for L2, R1 and R2
indicate that she has average strength with the skills for the quadrants L2, R1 and R2. According to the
analysis scoring sheet for the Neethling Brain Instrument Carol is a person, who seeks accuracy, digs

deeper into a problem, works for precision, critical correctness – not to make mistakes, goal oriented,
facts and rational information are of fundamental importance. This teacher usually prefers a formal
lesson and the use of a textbook or other teaching material. Summaries will be used and encouraged.
Logical argument and opportunity to analyse content are usually elements of the lesson. Instructions are
given in a precise manner. This trainer tends to do research regarding the content and will encourage this
in students. The content will be factually, technically and mathematically correct. This can be an
authoritative trainer who likes to be in control of the situation at al times. He/she can tend to be too
critical and will not allow emotions to cloud the issue.
(ii) Carol’s score for the Temperament Indicator indicates that she is a Perfectionistic Melancholy
(introvert) who is withholding and task-oriented.
(ii) The score for the Self-Image Evaluation (63) indicates that she has a dissatisfied self image.

7.5.2.3. Presenting the Portfolio at the Portfolio Defense
Carol stated that at the beginning of the year she “started off as a teacher and at the end of the year I was
a facilitator of learning.” She said her most memorable learning moments during the year was when she
had “the experience in my mentor teacher’s classroom where I had the “aha” feeling and the learning
task on levers where I wanted to see if it would work and it did.”
She described her practice theory at the beginning of the year as “it was just a theory but later I
constructed my own meaning about these aspects.” She thought that if she “did not get the explanations
and discussions about the stuff, I would not have developed my own theory.” She also thought that her
own actions were crucial to her constructing her own theory when she said “I decided to stand up/wake
up.” She also said that “reflections helped her construct her practice theory as she “could see what works
and what does not work.” Other factors that had greatest impact was “meta-learning, everything linked to
learning; my experience at the second school [which] was a diverse environment”. Carol said that all
these experiences “opened my eyes.”

Carol stated that she had “experienced three years in one [the one year of PGCE, as] there was so much
that I had to take heed of” and learn. She declared that if she had not done this PGCE programme “I
would not have changed my understanding of what a teacher is and I would have been a teacher.” She
described the feelings that she had experienced during the programme as “I had all ups and downs, it is
hard work and you experience feelings of being satisfied and unsatisfied. At the end you feel satisfied.” I
have come a long way, it was definitely not a waste of my time and it does not stop here. This is a huge
stepping stone to the rest of my life.

Carol described the impact that this programme had on her personal development as “personally I have
developed - I was very afraid, I was a terrible person and I do not want to be this type of person. Now I
have become a stronger person, I have grown up in the class.”

7.5.3. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting
•

What was Carol’s construction and use of her practice theory and how was it constructed?

Carol stated that her understanding of practice theory in the beginning “there was nothing but now I
understand what it is”. Carol understood practice theory to be “if you do not work with it, I do not think
that you will get that learning.” Carol said that she did “not think that all the concepts of facilitative
learning were perfect” for her to construct her practice theory. She thought that her practice theory was
constructed when she started “with a learning task design… firstly plan everything and then go and
operationalise your learning task.” She realised that “you learn through practice theory and if you do not
get your practice theory you will have a problem facilitating learning.” She related this to an experience
that she had when she “presented this learning task to the learners at the other school and I decided to
take it and improve on it [and present it to learners at the other school]. My meta-learning was improved
tremendously (I think it was the best meta-learning of all my learning tasks).” Carol concluded that “my
practice theory has had an impact on the way I design and operationalise my learning tasks.” She said
that she “can do things quickly and I can quickly change as well.” Carol said that before she had her
practice theory she “needed the exact structure before I could even start ‘teaching.’ She believed that the
“experience that you get in the classroom” is important for the construction of her practice theory. She
said that “when you think that you can do something and you get in front of the class the children can
surprise you” and then you will need to do it differently.

Carol realised and believed that it was not just from her own ‘acting’ but also from “comparing learning
tasks and ideas with your fellow students” and “getting criticism and any assessment” which are valuable
resources for the construction of her practice theory. She said that when she “read through the learners’
assessment of me I gained a lot of knowledge of myself as facilitator.” She thought that “every facilitator
must be evaluated by his of her learners. It keeps you on your toes and informed about the standard and
quality of facilitating learning”.

Carol stated that now she could “change something and I am not worried that it will be a flop because of
the experience that I have had.” She was now “aware of what works and what does not work (not
everything though).”
•

What were Carol’s feelings about the learning task operation and why did she have these
feelings?

Carol felt good as her learning task “went well”. She also felt more relaxed now as she had constructed
her practice theory and felt more confident to operationalise the learning task.
•

What challenges did Carol experience when designing and operationalising her learning task
and why did she have these challenges?

Carol stated that the only problem she experienced was with “time”. She spent a lot of time on designing
the learning task. She experienced a challenge with designing and operationalising the “meta-learning
questions.”
•

What highlights did Carol experience when designing and operationalising her learning task and
why did she have these experiences?

The highlights that Carol experienced was “seeing that the learners could understand the problem”, “they
really enjoyed this learning task” and they “did the preparations for their presentations in a short period
of time.”
•

How did Carol perceive the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards her construction
of her practice theory and why did she perceive this contribution in this way?

Carol stated that her teacher mentor “did not mind that I did learning tasks (although I could see that he
did not like it in the beginning)”. She said that he had wanted her to “explain the work to the learners”
not to get them to do it themselves. She thought that he did not contribute to her construction of
“phronesis” as he “told me that I gave the learners too much to do and moved too fast with the learners”
In reflecting and analysing his comment Carol thought that “I might move too fast but I saw what the
learners are capable of if they really work.” She said that he also “expected me to teach the section [on
the heart] first using a transparency and then give them tasks.” She decided not to do what he told her to
do. Instead she “decided to do it [the lesson] in groups [learner]”. She concluded that the “learners learnt
more now rather than if I had worked with the transparency.”
•

What was Carol’s understanding of the role of a facilitator of learning and how did she construct
this?

Carol said that “at this school for the first time I was the ‘thing’ I thought I was going to be at the
beginning of the year: a teacher” which she did not now want to be. She thought that the teacher role was
“boring and not just for me …I can see that the learners are not listening and I am feeling frustrated.”
Carol stated that she “realised again that facilitating of learning is the only way in which the aim of
education can be obtained” and it is “not in the children’s nature to passively sit and listen.” She
concluded that “learners just sitting and listening to a ‘teacher’ in front should not be the aim of
education.”

Carol thought that she “became more professional as a facilitator” during this school-based period”. The
reasons that she gave for these were “because of the setting, the high standards and pressure that the
school and the parents place on the learners … I became more confident in my abilities as a facilitator of
learning”. She stated that her “organisational and planning skills were quite good” and this made her job
as a “facilitator of learning easier”. She stated that she “will always remember the quote - ‘I will never

rest until my good is better and my better best.” She believed that “you can always improve on any part
of your repertoire as a facilitator.”
•

What was Carol’s experience of the contribution of the specialisation programme towards her
construction of her practice theory?

Carol stated that “the specialised module contributed to my development in that my organisation is
better.” She said that “every session you do different things and you learn.” She said that “critique helps
from the specialisation lecturer, it helped a lot.”

7.6. Mack
7.6.1. Step 3: Planning Action
7.6.1.1. Learning task design (See Appendix for a copy of the learning task designed).
Mack was based at a High School from the 19 July to 3 September. During this time he facilitated three
learning tasks: Plant Tissues; the Human Circulatory System and Nutrition. The learning task used for
this research was on Blood Grouping. The learning task was designed for Grade 10 learners.
The learning task had the following aspects: problem statement, category of learning task, format of
learning task, subtasks of learning task, end product outcome, authentic learning context – which
included the resources, class organization; cooperative learning groups, assessment – methods, tools and
techniques; learning task presentation- clarity, importance, urgency, Attached to the learning task were
individual, group and peer assessment rubrics.

7.6.1.2. Specialisation session …………
Planned by Professor Ned……………

7.6.1.3. Planning the Portfolio for the Portfolio Presentation Defense
Mack stated that in developing the portfolio this “helped him to focus on consolidating what he had done
over the year, helping him to focus where he had developed, how he developed, and looked at what the
learners produced

7.6.2. Step 4: Taking action
7.6.2.1. Learning task
a. Learning task operationalised
No notes on this as I did not observe this learning task operation. …..

b. Learning task assessment
The learning task was assessed by the student teacher himself, specialisation lecturer, teacher mentor,
and his peer.
(i) Self-assessment

Mack was aware of what he could have done differently in operationalising his learning task. He stated
that he could have “grouped the learners to explain the meanings of terms … [and] enforce discipline”,
Mack declared that he had “lost focus when introducing the lungs…[he] should have introduced [the
new information] at the end of the period.” He was aware that his major weaknesses were “non-verbal
communication, discipline and consolidation”, his minor weaknesses were “use of media, learner action
and learning quality” and his good performance was “verbal communication and the competence to use a
demonstration method in class.
(ii) Peer assessment
His peer observed that “learners are presenting their findings as a group and that every learner got an
opportunity to present”. The peer noted that the assessment rubric was given to the learners at the outset
and they were referring to it while doing their tasks. The peer commented that “this is a good practice, as
learners need to be aware of exactly what is required and how they will be assessed.” The peer also
observed that the “worksheet was used effectively… the group work was managed in such as way that
keeps each learner busy and actively learning … all learners are captivated by their peer’s
presentations.” She indicated that “time is wasted getting all the equipment organized and up and
running. During this time learners get distracted and are not actively participating in learning.” She
challenged him to think “how will you ensure that all the learner complete their answer sheets
thoroughly and have all the correct answers?” She stated that she was “very impressed … of excellent
performance of outstanding quality.”
(iii) Teacher mentor
The teacher mentor assessed using the learning task assessment indicators as: the learning task challenge
was excellent, presentation is clear, explicates importance and emphasizes urgency, the meta-learning,
co-operative learning, facilitation and consolidation were good. The final overall assessment that he
gave was excellent.
The teacher mentor praised Mack for his efforts in accessing resources when he said “he made the effort
to go to the Pretoria Academic Hospital to the blood bank to obtain the chemicals needed to test blood
groups.” He also praised Mack for using safety measures when he said “he followed strict safety
precautions while the learners were working with the blood.” He assessed the learning task
operationalisation as “a very worthwhile learning task design” and remarked that “the learners enjoyed it
thoroughly.”
(iv)Specialisation lecturer
He stated that “the beginner educator is to be recommended on the quality of work that the learners
produced and the skills that they learnt with him as the facilitator.” He was excited with the fact that
“learners did a power point presentation, used the overhead projector, made posters, and did practical
demonstrations.” He exclaimed that he was “amazed at what he (beginner educator) got out of the
learners – excellent work on his part.” He assessed the learning operation as excellent.

7.6.2.2. Specialisation sessions
a. Observation of Mack and Bernice’s video
When Mack was observing his own video and Carol had asked about questioning, Mack shared his
challenge that he was faced with in that class when he said “the problem with the class in general is that
you are going to get one student asking a lot of questions, especially if you have an academic in your
class”. Mack had responded to the questions asked by the one learner and all the other learners were
excluded. Professor Ned asked them to think about how he could have used this situation to ask
questions of the whole class. Mack became aware that he needed to work on the organisational features
of using group inputs to maximize the learners’ learning. This awareness is evident from the declaration
that he made “ it would have been better if I could have used them.” Mack was the first student to
observe and report on the learners’ chaotic behaviour while he was operationalising the lesson. He
became aware as a result of the discussion in the group how he was actually the cause of the learner’s
distraction with the result of chaotic learner behaviour. Mack felt good about his video being used and
discussed and from this experience he realised that everything should be “meaningful in the class and my
learning task operation was not as meaningful as it could be.”
When Mack observed Bernice’s video he indicated his support for Bernice’s response about Brown
being dominant. But while responding his uncertainty about this Genetics content was elicited when he
said “Brown is always dominant, I don’t know”. Mack later used his constructed “phronesis” when he
suggested a possible problem that he had formulated, for Bernice to use in her learning task.

b. Identity description (Who am I?)
The reasons for acting the way I do are based on my beliefs (Christian) which will remain unchanged.
The way in which I act could however change because these are based on my current attitudes and point
of view.
‘I am a holist by nature, it is therefore important for me to be able to see the bigger picture rather
than the isolated facts’. It is great that I am a person who likes to see the bigger picture but I have come
to realise that this can be problematic and also an excuse for me to pay little attention to the details of
Biology. It is important for the learners to understand and appreciate the broader systems within the
subject of Biology, however it is also important for them to know and understand a certain amount of
detail about these systems. It is therefore very important for me to gain a stronger content knowledge
about Biology.
I am also what I will call an intro-extrovert. That is that I am not quite an introvert but not quite an
extrovert. I was rather scared that I would have trouble in controlling the class; however I feel that the
discipline in my class is quite good. I have a rather chilled out atmosphere in my class and therefore it is
not a very formal or strict one. I sometimes felt that it may have been a little too chilled. I should
therefore not hesitate to get involved with the learning process or create a more formal learning

atmosphere. The last thing I want is for the learners to feel that I do not care because I am too drawn
back or chilled out.

I have a fairly good self image; however it can definitely be improved in more ways than one. I saw
that my self-confidence definitely improved as time went by and I became more comfortable in the
interactions with the learners, which is a very comforting thought.

The following section focuses on my understanding of what I have learnt and what I need to change with
regard to facilitating learning. I have now come to realise that there is a very big challenge for me to be
firmly grounded in my knowledge of the subject before I can facilitate my learners to make the content
their own. I also feel that the content is as interesting as the facilitator wants it to be because he or she
can either just do what they did in the previous year or if they want to be a very successful facilitator
they can constantly renew their content knowledge with the latest findings and scenarios in the life
sciences and this will make their LTD (Learning task design) much more authentic and real life. It has
become very apparent to me how important the LTP (Learning task presentation) is and how important
it is to follow the guidelines for successful LTP. It is very important to give clarity, show importance and
create urgency which all lead to the final action. Without establishing this in the LTP the maintaining of
learning will be much harder (and more chaotic) and will take much more time.
Another thing that I discovered about myself is that my method of questioning during maintaining
learning needs improvement. I tend to just want to answer the learners questions instead of going
through the various steps that are available to me, such as referring a question back to the learners or
referring the learners to resources. I must realise that I am taking their independence away from them.
I have developed in all seven roles of an educator as described in the norms and standards (2000). These
seven roles have been extensively incorporated into my role as a facilitator of learning. I do not however
feel that it is these roles and competencies that define me as a facilitator but rather my classroom
presence which is achieved through my interpersonal relationships with the learners. I can truly say that
above all, I merely enjoy being in the classroom.
I would also like to point out that I did not say that I was fully developed in my roles and competencies
but rather that I had developed…..As yet I have not reached that point on the horizon for which I am
aiming. However when I do reach it, I am certain I will realise that the beauty of the situation is that,
there will be a new horizon with far greater challenges. Humans truly have unlimited potential.

c. Interpretation of Personal Profile questionnaires (Refer to Brain Profile in appendix)
(i) Mack’s scores on his Neethling Personal Skills Instrument were L1:81, L2:72, R1:79, R2:68.
According to these scores, Mack has a high preference for a L1 and an average skill strengths for L2, R1
and R2. Mack is functioning more as a left-brained person. According to the scoring sheet Mack is a
person who is good at digging deeper researching and solving problems. His teaching preferences are
those of a L1 trainer/teacher. This teacher usually prefers a formal lesson and the use of a textbook or

other teaching material. Summaries will be used and encouraged. Logical argument and opportunity to
analyse content are usually elements of the lesson. Instructions are given in a precise manner. This
trainer tends to do research regarding the content and will encourage this in students. The content will be
factually, technically and mathematically correct. This can be an authoritative trainer who likes to be in
control of the situation at al times. He/she can tend to be too critical and will not allow emotions to cloud
the issue.
(ii) Mack’s score for the Temperament Inventory indicates that he is a Popular Sanguine (extrovert) who
is outgoing and people-oriented.
(iii) Mack’s score for the Self Image Evaluation (61) indicates that he has a dissatisfied self image.

7.6.2.3. Presenting the Portfolio at the Portfolio Defense
Mack stated that “the purpose for presenting the portfolio is to show that I have developed in all seven
roles of an educator as described in the norms and standards of Educators (2000)”. Mack declared that
his “learning task presentation was a big thing” for him as he had not presented it well over a very long
period of time. He was troubled with “what I needed to do to lead to clarifying aspects for learners and
what learners really need to know, why they need to do the work and the urgency to do it.” Even though
he had experienced these troubles he was aware that he had “experienced a lot of development” and also
what he needed to change when operationalising a learning task. He described his eureka Learning task
[on Anaemia] which set him on the path to becoming “better and more interesting to learners [as] …
everyone knew exactly what they were to do. I set the tone for the urgency and stated that they had one
period and they needed to hurry up.”

Mack stated that initially in the programme the facilitating learning workbook made no sense to him
even though he had knowledge of constructivism. He said that the only time that he came to grips with
facilitating learning was “by getting into practice.” The ‘thing’ that helped his practice was “the
reflections that I did”. In evaluating his reflective practice he stated that “I do think that I did not reflect
enough and now I see the importance of reflection, especially critically [reflecting].”

Mack stated that there were “so many things that gave me pride and joy… [one such thing was] my
compact disc Learning task Design template” that he had developed and presented during his portfolio
defense.
Mack stated that in the PGCE programme “I have learnt to be a facilitator of learning rather than just a
teacher teaching.” What he meant by this was that he was not going to “just hand out notes, regurgitate
notes” as he was going to create “circumstances where learners are engaged in developing meaning of
actual content, developing personally in content, how to make it real to them and for them to use it”.
What Mack was working towards was “you really want the learners to maximize potential, but I think
this is not the be all and the end all.” He thought this way because he believed that as a facilitator of
learning you are faced with and experience so many emotions and these are “a central aspect to facilitate

learning.” He described his own emotions of despondency and despair when he tried to facilitate
learning “and encourage learners to complete the activity and achieve what you want them to achieve
and the learners are not convinced.” Mack believed that a law for facilitators of learning is that they had
to “have love … [and] the way in which you encourage and support” a learner is important.

Mack declared that (a) he had “reached the end of the year and I have so much that I can develop on; I
am a lifelong learner,” and (b) that his personal progress “got me out of my comfort zone and I am not
dependent.”

7.6.3. Step 5: Reflecting on action and interpreting
•

What was Mack’s construction and use of his practice theory and how was it constructed? (See
Appendix for concept map)

Mack stated that he did not know “what was expected of us [me] in the curriculum… we [I] discovered
this at schools.” Mack stated that he had “learnt a lot about, day-to-day ‘teaching’ and working with
people in a school. What might seem like menial things, like having notes prepared on time so they can
be photocopied for your class, having tests done in advance” at the school. Mack had learnt a lot “about
how to and what the importance of one [learning] task is, and how to make that a real life sort of learning
task that is going to be relevant to the learners and to be able to give them positive influence in their own
lives.” The evidence of further learning was also in a statement that he made after operationalising a
learning task, “my main development during this learning task was a total mind set change of the
outcomes that I can expect from the learners.” Other evidence that he gave of his learning was that
“professor said that I explain things too much [during the operationalisation of the lesson]. I know that I
should not so I tried to make the explanation as brief as possible”. He also said that professor told me “I
must not set or give a lot of the answer or problem away … he said I put too much in the problem that I
set to them.” Mack said that he then “set the problem according to that and I tried to make them [the
learners] think as much as they can about the whole [problem].” Mack was aware that he needed to make
his lessons problem-based and he said that “maybe I do not know how to yet.” His lack of knowledge
about how to work with problem-based lessons could be due to his own beliefs about working with them
as evidenced by his comment “I feel that problem based lessons take a lot longer than just normal
teaching. So I feel I would have got a lot more content … in this lesson if I had just been teaching.” He
was not comfortable and stable with his belief and what was expected of him when facilitating learning.
This discomfort and instability with his belief and the expectations of what is required from a student
teacher in the programme was evidenced by him saying:

I mean, the process part [the development and use of process skills] is there, but I also feel
that the content part is important. And maybe there is a place for pure learning or ROTE
learning, whatever you want to call it. I know ROTE learning has very negative implications,

but some of me wants to say that there is a place for some part of it in science, in Biology.
Yah, but I am still working to it (Mack, semi-structured interview, September, 2004). .

During the construction of his practice theory he experienced different emotions. He felt “greatly
encouraged” when he became aware of what he could expect from learners. Mack also felt confused and
frustrated with himself and the changes that he was expected to make. He said “I originally intended to
do [teach]. I thought, maybe it is just; I do not know how to go about the whole problem based
facilitation. I don’t know how I could have got them thinking about it more.”
He was aware that in facilitating learning he had “not been managing my time properly. I need to be
learning more to do, how to manage my time.” He related an experience that he had where “I got behind
on my marking and then I had this huge pile of marking and so it was ten times worse getting through
that.” He was aware of the action that he needed to take to organise his time “so, if I just keep day to day
up to date with that stuff, it makes it easier.”

Mack stated that his “practice theory informed my relationship with the learners … and my character and
my beliefs influence[d] my relationship with the learners.” He thought that “when you sort of
operationalising a task or anything in the class, you need to, to a certain extent, have a formal
relationship with your learners.” He described this formal relationship as “they [the learners] need to
respect you and when you need to say something they need to listen to you.” Mack believed that “respect
is earned. You obviously must respect them (the learners) in turn and not treat them like rubbish.” He
was aware that his class of learners “does not have that, but to a certain extent they do.” From this he
realised that full respect from learners “is what is needed in the [his] class” and he was aware that he
needed to insist that when “something is being presented to them, they need to listen and this does
influence the way I treat them.” He said that initially when you arrive in a classroom “you just want to be
just sort of a nice teacher, so you are going to be nice all the time and not have to enforce anything.”
From his experience of standing up in front of the classroom, he realised “somehow that you need to
enforce the structure into the class. Otherwise, you will not just get anywhere with your groups
[learners].”

Mack was aware that the context of the school played a role in his construction of his practice theory. He
said that “I also learnt a lot of obtaining information and where to find resources to use, and what
resources I can use. As I said, this school has got good resources…. and therefore I can use it (resources)
a lot.”
Mack’s understanding of assessment was that “as a facilitator one of my important roles is to assess. I
say important because I feel that this can quite frankly make or break a learner.” He understood that
“good assessment rubrics – peer, group and individual can be used to assess learners.” He stated that
when he designed a learning task he placed the assessment rubrics “in the section Learning Task

Presentation format because it is necessary that the learners are presented with the criteria with which
they will be assessed before they execute the learning task.”

Mack stated that “I feel that I’m definitely working in the paradigm that he wants us to work in, that I’m
definitely following the whole jist of the course, what it is about and how important it is getting learners
to really interact with the content.” But Mack was still “sure how it fits in.” He was referring to how the
learners could use science process skills to construct meaning when he said “I mean, the process part is
there, but I also feel that the content part is important.” Mack felt that he should be working more with
the content so that he could reach “each of the learners “in his class. He did not feel comfortable that all
the learners would be thinking different things about the content. He thought that it would be better if he
also taught content to the learners when he said “and maybe there is a place for pure learning or ROTE
learning,”

Mack concluded by saying that the “ideas that I used as being in tune with the thinking within the
paradigm.” This thinking he said “has come about from I think the reality of working in an education
system (the school)”.
•

What were Mack’s feelings when designing and operationalising the learning task and why did he
have these feelings?

Mack expressed his feelings when he said “I have been enjoying the facilitation a lot”. This he said was
due to the fact that “I have been learning a lot and I have seen myself grow a lot.” He did express though
that his feelings went “ups and downs”. He said that before the lesson he “felt a bit distraught about what
I was going to do.” The reason that he gave for this was “I guess you could say it was just a lecturing
sort of approach to today.” He said that even though he tried “changing the lesson to see how it goes, the
lesson went slowly and I do not think it was very good quality of learning taking place.” The reason that
he gave for this was that “the learners did not get much done in the time that was given to them.”
•

What challenges did Mack experience and why did he have these challenges?

Mack stated that he had experienced “some very late nights. I think the late nights are a down.” He said
that he had experienced challenges with making the learning task challenging for the learners. He was
disappointed that most of the learners thought that “they were doing a stupid little exercise here” when
he “did not feel [think] that it was stupid because I saw where I wanted them to go, but I did not quite get
there” Mack stated that he had challenges particularly with designing and operationalising “a lesson like
this (practical investigation of the external structure of a leaf).”
•

How did Mack perceive the actual contribution of the teacher mentor towards his construction of
his practice theory and why did he perceive this contribution in this way?

Mack said that his teacher mentor “was 6lekker” because she was “encouraging and she opened her
classroom up …she really allowed me to do what I liked… and she gave me ideas of where to get
resources for the sections that I was facilitating.” He thought that the teacher mentor could have given
him a more structured list of what “needs to be covered” in Biology for the term. He did think though
that ‘this was a good thing that I had to work it out myself. I could see how long it takes to work out each
section.” He did say that he had “used a lot of what she showed me” and “she left it open for me to use
or not use what she showed me – if I wanted to use it, I did, if not that was okay.”
•

What was Mack’s understanding of the role of a facilitator of learning and how did he construct
this?

Mack felt strongly that the role of a facilitator of learning is also to work with content and not just skills
when he said “when the learners were observing the external structure of a leaf, maybe they are
observing, maybe they are getting all these skills but where is the content?” He was aware that when the
learners were recording their observations that this “is content” but that “there is also a lot of content that
I wanted them to get done in that one lesson”. He thought that as a facilitator of learning he should stand
up “and lectured it, they would not have got the skills they did in this period and they would not have
probed into the whole thing as much, but they would have got the content.” He thought that as a
facilitator of learning he had to have a way where he did not “split the two (content and skills) but there
should be a way in which, there is a way I am sure, in which more content can be done.” He was also
aware that his role as an assessor was important as this could “make or break a learner.”
•

What was Mack’s perception of the contribution of the specialisation programme and why did
he perceive it in this way?

Mack stated “Not much, not really at the moment.” He related an experience that he had had with
Professor Ned when he said “Professor said last week that I should come and see him before I do my
lesson this week, which I then did.” He described the interaction between him and professor as “he
[Professor Ned] was quite blunt with me and quite harsh … [and] I was actually quite worked up about
the whole situation.” Mack stated that “Professor has got very rigid views on the whole thing, if you not
doing it like that then it is wrong.” Mack stated that during the talk Professor “did clarify a number of
things for me, which I think was needed.” But Mack stated that “one big thing, that is, that I feel very
strong about is … that he has not given me much encouragement about what I am doing. One of his
points of facilitating learning is to encourage your students.” Mack felt strongly that “You are not going
to get any learning done if the student is not going to like what they are doing.”

Mack stated that he felt:
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like I have not got positive, positive critiques about what I have done. I understand that it is
crucial to get constructive criticism - find out what you did badly in the lesson and I think it
is also just as crucial, the opposite of doing that, to find out what you were doing right
(Mack, semi-structured interview, September, 2004).

Mack felt strongly that “the approach that he [Professor Ned] has to the paradigm that he wants us to
work in is not very focused on the content.” Mack thought that the approach was more focused on
“getting them [learners] to apply the content to their lives through a real life problem…. and therefore
you will not get through as much content knowledge.” Because Mack thought that “content still plays a
part in education. … I am not sure where that is and I sort of wanted help there [with working with
content and process skills]” Mack was disappointed that Professor Ned told him that “I am working in
the totally wrong paradigm and that I must change my thinking to a new paradigm.” Mack was really
grappling not so much with the amount of content in a lesson but with the move from a transmission
style of teaching to a transformative style of facilitating learning.

7.7. Step 6: Evaluating Action

This step focused on evaluating the action (intervention) of this cycle. Since this is the last cycle the
section what feeds into the next cycle is not included.
The student teachers’ construction and use of their practice theory during this cycle is evaluated on
a. their response to the challenge to their practice theory during the observation week at the school
and
b. their response to the challenge to their practice theory during the school-based learning period.

In evaluating the action I read each student teacher’s case with regard to the observation of the teacher
mentor at the second school, understanding of the level (standard) of work for learners and the context of
the school, and understanding of his/her progress I then compared these responses to those that the
student teachers presented in step 4 and 5. I then analysed and assessed the intervention on the basis of
each student teacher’s reflections about their construction and use of his/her practice theory of
facilitating learning and for facilitating learning. The analyses and evaluation of the intervention is
presented below.

7.7.1. General comments - analysis and evaluation of the intervention
7.7.1.1. The student teachers’ response to the challenge to their practice theory during the observation
week at the school
The experiential reflections that the student teachers shared at the beginning of this cycle revealed their
perception of teaching and learning and that of the role of a facilitator of learning. Bernice, Carol and

Mack’s perception of teaching and learning was that learners should be challenged and it was the role of
the teacher (facilitator of learning) to challenge the learners. Bernice, Carol and Mack thought that
learners do very little because the teachers “only gave them a little work” (Carol) and “expect too little
from the learners” (Mack) as they perceive the learners as “not capable” (Bernice). Their perception was
that facilitators of learning should demand and expect more from learners. Mack had first-hand
experience of this at his second school. He realised that there was a different work ethic at this school
where “a lot is expected of the kids and therefore they perform.” Carol and Bernice on the other hand
were aware that teaching and learning across different school contexts were such that learners were “fed
everything”(Bernice). Overall, the student teachers believed that learners could and should do more
during the learning process given the support and opportunity to do so by the ‘teachers’.

From their immersed concrete experiences the student teachers could project the role that they would
play in the classroom. Bernice described how she would need to boost the “learners’ confidence” to get
them to work while Mack thought that what a ‘teacher’ expected of learners “could never be too high but
you had to be careful not to go over the heads of learners”. Carol, as a result of working with the learners
and the learning tasks, was aware that she expected too much from the learners. She said that her
understanding about what to expect from learners “would have to come from experience and a talk to my
mentor”. The student teachers were developing as critical thinkers by being engaged in an active process
of reflective analysis and projected action (Howell, 1994).

The student teachers’ reflective action of assessing their progress was critical to their further
construction of “phronesis” as they needed to make connections between what they observed and
realised at the school and their existing “phronesis” as espoused by Lombardi’s (2007) in his first
principle of authentic learning. The student teachers were expected to work at a metacognitive level
when reflecting on their progress at the beginning of the second school-based learning period. They did
this when they specifically identified and described where, what and how they had improved and what
they needed to improve on. Mack realised that “there is still a lot that I can improve on”, while Bernice
thought that her progress in assessment was “much better because my first assessment stuff was kind of
don’t know how to, where to”. Carol was aware that her organisation skills were better than before and
she also knew how to improve them. Carol during the first school-based learning period had seen the
consequences of her organisational skills, which is recognized by Senge (2006) as a crucial feature of
learning which is rarely done. Her perception therefore about what she could do to “see how the
facilitation of learning could happen better” informed her practice of what she was going to do which is
supported in the literature by McNiff & Whitehead (2005). Mack as a result of reflecting on his learning
experience was aware that he “felt a lot of stress due to his slow pace” and these feelings served to
support his knowledge construction as suggested in the literature by Lombardi (2007). Mack as a result
knew that he had more to learn. The student ‘teachers’ beliefs about what was, is and could be possible
in terms of facilitating learning were colliding to form swirling waves moving higher and higher at a fast

pace resulting in the construction of “phronesis” by the student teachers. These swirling waves
symbolised both the mixture of beliefs and feelings that each student teacher experienced individually
and the concomitant social group sharing of his/her beliefs and feelings about facilitating learning during
this cycle.

7.7.1.2. The student teachers’ response to the challenge to their practice theory during the school-based
learning period.
a. Designing learning tasks
The requirement for student teachers to be engaged with authentic learning tasks and be immersed in
authentic learning contexts for them to construct “phronesis” cannot be undermined and undervalued.
Bernice Carol and Mack designed learning tasks according to the learning task requirements as
suggested by (Slabbert, 2004). It was the challenge and demands of designing the learning tasks and not
just the experience of doing this that impacted on the student teachers’ “phronesis” of what this activity
with the ultimate achievement of a polished end-product (Lombardi, 2007) entailed. Planning these
learning tasks demanded effort as described by Bernice – to “read up on the topic and prepare carefully”
and then the “thinking and initiating ideas”. Bernice and Mack experienced challenges with generating
ideas for the learning task (activities) while Carol’s challenge was with designing “meta-learning
questions.” Mack particularly experienced challenges with designing practical investigation activities
due to his intense belief that content (lots of it) must be worked with in a lesson. Bernice described her
designing as “you start thinking when I plan it this way will this get learners to work with it, will it
interest so and so, the clever ones as well.” Bernice, Carol and Mack experienced challenges with
insufficient time to design the learning tasks especially when you have last minute great ideas as in
Bernice’s case. These are the challenges that the student teachers shared, which are not necessarily the
full complement of challenges that they experienced when designing the learning tasks. Carol had
realised and believed that the positive impacts on how she designed her learning tasks came from her
own ‘acting’, “comparing learning tasks and ideas with your fellow students” and also from using her
“practice theory”.

The understanding of the type of learning task that is required which is “a real life sort of learning task
that is going to be relevant to the learners and to be able to give them positive influence in their own
lives” (Mack), the challenges, the role, social interaction, effort, and attitude each student teacher
experienced and responded to were essential for him/her to design the learning tasks in the way in which
they did. .
.
b. Operationalising Learning tasks
Bernice’s use of meta-cognitive questions in operationalising her learning task resulted in positive
outcomes - the learners enjoyed it and were actively participating, she gained confidence, constructed
knowledge and developed skills to manage co-operative learning. Carol’s positive outcomes when she

presented a learning task that she re-designed – the meta-learning was the best, learners enjoyed it and
she was relaxed and confident. Mack’s positive outcome was a “total mind set change of the outcomes
that I can expect from the learners”, his enjoyment of interacting with the learners and his awareness of
his development. Mack though was uncomfortable and dissatisfied with his use of problem-based
learning in that he wanted to use rote learning where the learners and him could work with more content.

The feelings, beliefs and actions that the student teachers had stemmed from their action of ‘doing’
(presenting) learning tasks. This action of doing served to promote the further construction of their
practice theory.

c. Learning task assessment
The assessment of the leaning tasks by the student teacher himself/herself, their peers, teacher mentor,
specialist lecturer and researcher where possible served to validate assessment comments and provide
constructive criticism and suggestions for the student teachers to use. This is evident in the following
where in assessing herself himself Carol stated that she needed to “work with the meta-learning
questions” and Mack was aware that his major weaknesses were “non-verbal communication, discipline
and consolidation”. The self-assessment was crucial for the student teachers to make connections:
between their beliefs, experience (action) and outcomes of operationalising the learning task, and also
with the expected outcomes as outlined in the assessment guidelines for learning tasks. In this process of
self-assessment the student teachers are forced to identify and confront their strengths and weaknesses
and in so doing decide on a plan of action for development. The student teachers also saw the value of
this assessment for their professional development. Carol realised and believed that it was not just from
her own ‘acting’ but also from getting “criticism and any assessment” especially from “the learners’
assessment of me I gained a lot of knowledge of myself as facilitator.” She thought that “every facilitator
must be evaluated by his of her learners. It keeps you on your toes and informed about the standard and
quality of facilitating learning”. So learner assessment was viewed as valuable and should be included in
the assessment of the student teachers’ facilitation of learning.

d. Reflections
The requirement for student teachers to reflect on their learning was a crucial eye-opening experience for
them. Their reflections now focused on descriptions of what they had experienced and more significantly
on the intense emotions that they had experienced. These reflections also focused on a constructive
component where each student teacher had a vision for what they could change and how this would
impact on the learners’ learning experience. Bernice’s reflection on the 30 August was, “As I engaged
with this learning task I was able to distinguish quite effectively between meta-cognition and thereafter
co-operative learning. … Successful management of meta-cognition followed by co-operative learning
ensures the acquisition of appropriate life skills”.

e. Teacher mentor
Bernice expressed that she had not learnt so much from her mentor. Her teacher mentor provided support
in the form of direct positive feedback and indirect positive learning evident from Bernice stating “I
learnt how not to behave with the learners”. Carol also thought that her teacher mentor did not contribute
as he expected her to ‘teach’. She also had indirect positive learning in that she challenged his suggestion
to teach by facilitating and using group work with in her words the “learners learnt more”. Mack had a
different experience with his teacher mentor. She was supportive and encouraging and “she really
allowed me to do what I liked”. This supportive, freedom to operate environment was evident in Mack
saying that he had “used a lot of what she showed me” and “she left it open for me to use or not use”. As
Mack likes structure he expected a structured planner from the teacher. This absence of a structured
planner was a positive learning experience for him in that he “had to work it out myself. I could see how
long it takes to work out each section.”
It is important that the personal and professional expectations of teacher mentors must be considered
when deciding on who the teacher mentors will be in the programme. Comments like “some teachers are
making it very difficult for me to present a learning task” should be addressed with the appropriate
individuals.

f. Specialisation session
During these sessions the social interactions and learning from reflections shared was critical for the
student teachers construction of “phronesis”.
During the video-viewing session Bernice came to realise her weaknesses with facilitating learning on
her own and in communication with the group. As Carol was experiencing problems with meta-learning
questions she used this opportunity to ask “what is the best way to ask questions”. Mack became aware
of his weaknesses with facilitating learning and what he could do to overcome them. This freedom to
critically analyse and share ideas that could enhance the facilitation of learning, during the viewing of
the student teachers’ videos is a necessary requirement for these sessions.

The specialisation sessions were as Bernice described them where “one of us would throw ideas and
another would get ideas”. This idea sharing was a necessary springboard for the students to further
construct their “phronesis” of facilitating learning and engendering feelings of support and enjoyment.
The nature and design of these specialisation sessions was commented on by Carol when she said “every
session you do different things and you learn.” What is significant is that these different things were
linked to the different features of facilitating learning that the student teachers had experienced. “You
learn” are powerful words used for these sessions especially since the discussions were not pre-arranged,
not from theory but they stemmed from the student teachers’ reflections of their concrete experiences in
the authentic learning contexts (school). Both Bernice and Carol stated that Professor was very helpful in
terms of ideas (Bernice) and critique (Carol). Since Mack was experiencing differences with Professor
Ned and he felt uncomfortable with this experience he stated that these specialisation sessions did not

contribute to his development. This was not the case as he later said that Professor Ned “did clarify a
number of things for me, which I think was needed.” The support that student teachers expect is not
necessarily the support that will be provided. As this programme is focused on maximizing and fully
utilizing human potential the student teachers are challenged even “forced” to make the jump as it was in
Mack’s case from a transmission to a transformative style of facilitating learning.

The setting and the context of the specialisation sessions was crucial to challenging the student teachers’
practice theory and to further construct it to one that was aligned with transformative approaches to
facilitating learning. The social interactions and individual introspection with dynamic learning were
critical to the student teachers transformation in their personal and professional identity. Critically
important during these sessions is the character and professionalism of the teacher educator. He
definitely played a major role in the student teachers’ transformation. He is acutely aware of what it
means to facilitate learning for the student teachers to maximise and fully utilise their human potential.

g. Portfolio Defense
This session was a time for the student teachers to reflect on their years experience and to celebrate their
development. Their professional development is described in the following sentences. Bernice said “the
most amazing thing for me that I learnt is that I can facilitate learners”. Carol stated “started off as a
teacher and at the end of the year I was a facilitator of learning.” Mack stated “I have learnt to be a
facilitator of learning rather than just a teacher teaching.” For the student teacher to be able to say that
they are facilitators of learning started with the beliefs and actions that they had and seeing the
consequences of these beliefs in action. Also, assuming the identity of a facilitator of learning was
critical for the student teachers to understand and assume the role of a facilitator of learning. Carol
referred to herself as a facilitator of learning, while Bernice and Mack referred to being able to facilitate
learners. This identity declaration instilled the being of that identity in the person.

The programme also challenged the student teachers to develop personally. Bernice who did not “trust
people easily … [and who] would rather be alone than amongst other people” learnt to “work with
different people with different personalities.” Carol stated that she had developed her “self-image
immensely” and she “gained the confidence”
And she concluded that “now I have become a stronger person, I have grown up in the class.” She had
identified her weakness as a scared person that she did not now “want to be”. Mack saw himself as out
of his “comfort zone and I am not dependent.

